In special liquid-liquid, chemically stratified, micro-fluidic, lab-on-a-chip
(LOC) systems, used in biological applications, rare bubble evolutions occur
at temperatures far below the boiling point of the analyte solution, leading
to erroneous analysis. The current, mainly experimental work, aims in
providing a physical understanding to the above, and in closing, proposing
solutions for the elimination/control of the same- for the overall
betterment of such systems.
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ABSTRACT

In special liquid-liquid, chemically stratified, micro-fluidic, lab-on-a-chip (LOC) systems, used
in biological applications, rare bubble evolutions occur at temperatures far below the boiling
point of the analyte solution, leading to erroneous analysis. The current, mainly experimental
work, aims in providing a physical understanding to the above, and in closing, proposing
solutions for the elimination/control of the same- for the overall betterment of such systems.
Characterization of the amplification platform via various contact angle studies revealed
freshly prepared surfaces to be the most homogeneous and reliable to work with, yielding
consistent static contact angle values and lowest observed dynamic contact angle hysteresis
(~30°). However, microscopic investigations revealed, chiefly on the hydrophobic regions of
the chemically stratified surfaces (amplification platform), the presence of rare surface
inhomogeneities in the form of crater like structures (diameter ~2-8 µm, depth ~2 nm, peak
height~10-200 nm), possibly serving as potential sources of bubble formation(s). The above
was supported by HD video recording nucleation studies, where laser engraved and
lithographically etched micro cavities (with aspect ratios 1:1 and 4:5) were seen entrapping
gas, in analogy with heterogeneous and crevice model of bubble nucleation. Further,
nucleation sites were found to be more active when under water than oil- they being most
active when in the vicinity of the water-oil interface. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
experiments as well showed greater flows/velocities at the water-oil interface, especially
when in the locale of a bubble. Lower bubble growth rates were observed in oil (~2 µm/sec)
than in water (~7 µm/sec), the rates almost exponentially increasing as the bubble
approaches the liquid-liquid interface (~ > 70 µm/sec), thereby making the presence of this
additional interface crucial to the system under consideration, in contrast to a single- liquid
system. From mathematical calculations based on Henry’s law and HD video recording bubble
shrinkage experiments, the chief content of the bubbles came up as water-vapour; water
being converted into its vapour rapidly at the liquid-liquid interface, feeding the bubble as it
approaches this interfaces via diffusion (Marangoni/Thermo-capillary convection).
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ABSTRACT

A well-calibrated heating platform, with optimum ramp rates (3°C/sec) and fresh, clean,
highly degassed, carefully pipetted and loaded bi-liquid system was found to play no major in
the evolution of bubbles howsoever.
Bubble nucleation was successfully supressed by increasing the pressure (minimum ~70 kPa)
of the system as per pressure chamber experiments. Growth rates were to some extent seen
lowered by the addition of surfactants (Tween 20) to the inner water mix- though surfactants
proved not be highly successful in hindering the bubble growths. For the bubbles that
escaped the nucleation and growth checks, merging of the adjacent droplets due to bubble
bursts was attempted to be controlled by employing physical confinements (chambered
PS/PDMS frames) and virtual confinements in the form of superhydrophobic rings and regions
outside the reaction sites- the latter especially proving not be highly successful in achieving
so- calling hence for more sophisticated techniques for the generation of superhydrophobic
surfaces.

Keywords: water-oil interface, hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface, lab-on-a-chip, virtual
reaction chamber, video recording, contact angle, bubble nucleation, bubble growth,
surfactants, pressure chamber, superhydrophobicity.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
Bubbles have always been an integral part of the
fluidic systems- their presence at times
desirable1-4 , but often undesirable1,5-7- hence
drawing the curiosity of the researchers towards
comprehending them and their conduct in the
concerned host systems. Till date, though
tremendous research underwent into studying
the occurrence of bubble(s) into various macrofluidic systems8-10, not much has been however
accomplished towards understanding the same
in micro-fluidic11-12, especially in micro-droplet
systems, particularly when bi-liquids at elevated
system temperatures are involved.

Image 1.1: Bubble evolution in a bi-liquid
(inner yellowish drop beneath the
transparent outer drop), micro-droplet
system

The current work, is thus a research oriented attempt, primarily an experimental one, towards
the understanding of bubble dynamics in such micro-fluidic system(s)- hoping to provide
solutions which might be beneficial for both academia as well as the industry.

1.2 Background
The principle components of present day micro-fluidics13-17 are lab-on-a-chip18-20 (LOC)
devices: miniaturized analytical laboratories capable of transferring the work of an entire
1
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clinical lab on a single, portable biochip21. Achieved by the integration of physics of fluid
dynamics and the potential of micro-fabrication, these biochips have the ability to manipulate
and characterize biological samples, being thus exceedingly in demand chiefly in biological
sciences – owing to fluidics being the prime medium where biology operates at the cellular
level14.
One traditional laboratory process that has benefitted enormously from the reduced scale
and integrated fluid management is the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 22-25 : an in-vitro,
biological process incorporating repetitive synthetic reactions to make millions of copies of
identical DNA sequences--- DNA amplification serving as an essential pre-requisite in many
fields and applications, as in medicine for the detection and diagnosis of hereditary and
infectious diseases, in forensic sciences, and paternity testing in the identification of genetic
fingerprints, and so on 23-29.
Developed in 1983 by Kary Mullis24, PCR largely relies on thermal cycling constituting of cycles
of repeated, alternate heating and cooling of the reaction (mix) for DNA melting and its
enzymatic replication25. Further, the PCR or the reaction mix mainly comprises of primers
(short DNA fragments) containing sequences complementary to the target DNA region that is
to be amplified, the DNA polymerase after which the method is named for synthesizing a DNA
copy, de-oxy-nucleotide-tri-phosphates from which the DNA polymerase builds the new DNA,
and a buffer solution providing suitable chemical environment for the optimal activity of the
DNA polymerase. During the PCR run the generated DNA is itself used as a template for
replication, setting in motion a chain reaction, thereby amplifying the DNA template
exponentially 15,25.
Discussing various PCR stages briefly, the first step (I) is the ‘Initialization’ step in which the
PCR mix is heated to a temperature of around 95°C for about 10 minutes- vital for the
activation of the DNA polymerase requiring heat activation by hot start PCR26,28. Next is the
‘Denaturation’ step (II)- the first regular cycling event carried out at around 95°C again, but
only for only 20-30 seconds this time. It is here that the hydrogen bonds between the
complementary bases of the DNA get disrupted, causing the double helix to get physically
separated into two single stranded DNA molecules 29. Then comes the ‘Annealing’ step (III)
carried out at comparatively lower temperatures of nearly 64°C for around 1 minute, during
which the primers in the PCR mix anneal or bind to the targeted DNA sequence that is to be
replicated 29. ‘Extension/elongation’ (IV) step is carried out at around 72°C for about a minute,
during which the DNA polymerase replicates the DNA strands by synthesizing new DNA
strands complementary to the DNA template strands15. The DNA polymerase polymerizes a
thousand bases per minute and under optimum conditions, as no dearth of substrates and
reagents available, at each extension step the amount of DNA target is doubled, resulting in
an exponential amplification of the specific DNA fragment 25. Steps from II-IV are usually
repeated 20-40 times resulting in an exponential amplification of the DNA. The final
elongation step (V) at 72°C takes place for about 10 minutes to ensure the extension of any
remaining single-stranded DNA 25. Lastly comes the ‘Final hold’ step (VI) at 20°C, executed for
an indefinite time for the short-term storage of the reaction 25 (refer figure 1.1).
2
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Figure 1.1: Various thermal cycling steps involved in a typical PCR run

Of the various systems developed for the conduction of PCR, initially came into limelight,
based on continuous micro-fluidics 30-33 , continuous flow PCR systems, in which the sample
was continuously pumped through a microfluidic channel during each temperature cycle 33.
For instance, Nakano et al.33,34 introduced in 1994 continuous flow PCR concept by using a
capillary passing through different temperature baths. Then in 1998 Kopp et al. reported a
continuous-flow PCR chip using a serpentine channel passing through three thermostable
copper blocks 33,35. However, such continuous flow systems had several drawbacks as the easy
generation of gas bubbles in the micro-channels adversely affecting the PCR amplification,
difficulty in regulating the rate at which the PCR solution travels between different
temperature zones thereby reducing the flexibility to regionally control fluid flow velocity in
order to meet PCR requirements, high fabrication costs etc. 33. Further, such conventional PCR
instruments usually achieved a ramping rate of about 1-2°C/s in the temperature range
relevant for PCR, where a complete PCR analysis needs approximately 1-2 hours. The resulting
lower ramping rate was reported to be due to the high thermal capacity of the material of the
PCR reaction system, which seemingly could not meet the need of fast DNA amplification 3,33.
The above limitations with continuous flow technology thus called for more sophisticated PCR
systems- evolved next with the advent of digital micro- fluidics15,16 as micro-fluidic digital PCR
systems34-37 . With their serial 38-40 or parallel41-42 formats, this new technology allowed precise
control of the sample volume and high throughput analysis - such systems nevertheless
3
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suffering from their own limitations as cross contamination between samples, sample
dispersion, etc., thus requiring appropriate two phase flow systems 33, 43-44.
An important digital/droplet architecture that followed was of stationary chamber based PCR
amplification systems where the PCR mix was kept stationary and the temperature of the
reaction chamber was cycled between different temperatures- the first such stationary
chamber40 architecture based PCR chip being developed by Northrup et al. in 1993. Stationary
PCR systems were further classified as single -chamber45-48 and multi-chamber 49-53 systems,
as per the number of chambers employed for PCR conduction, as depicted in the figure 1.2.

Sample chamber

Temperature sensing element

Cover plate

Heating element

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of (a) Single chamber, (b) Multiple chamber PCR
amplification system33,41

Single-chamber stationary PCR systems though were a success in attaining good thermal and
fluidic controls and reducing thermal and fluidic crosstalk between chambers, they however
lacked high throughput and failed in single-cell gene expression analysis. Furthermore, with
them was the risk of carry-over from experiment to experiment, enlarging the possibility of
incomplete amplification or partial failure, especially for the cases when PCR amplifications
were performed in the same PCR micro-fluidics. On the other hand, improvisation to multi chamber stationary PCR systems though allowed greater generation of standard curves, use
of multiple primer sets and optimization of micro-fluidic PCR, special care had to be however
taken to achieve the thermal optimization of chamber array in order to obtain homogeneous
temperature fields between chambers with this technology- precise handling and processing
of sample micro-fluidic on such PCR chips still facing additional challenges 33,54-55.
In this regard, a novel approach was proposed by Guttenberg et al. to handle small scale
sample volumes by incorporating a hydrophobic/oleophobic surface providing virtual fluid
confinement 33, 56 to the liquids (droplets). The concept of virtual reaction chamber (VRC) was
applied for the first time in 2005, in which each PCR sample droplet was covered with a drop
of mineral oil, as can be seen in the figure 1.3 below:
4
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Temperature sensing element
Heating element

Oil cover
PCR solution

Hydrophobic / Oleophobic substrate
Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of Virtual Reaction Chamber (VRC) PCR amplification
system 33,37

The above architecture had many advantages over the standard chamber based PCR
amplification systems as increased sensitivity and efficiency of the reaction, fast response
time, low reagent and sample consumptions, reduced sample evaporation at elevated
temperatures (required by biological reactions), reduced sample loss owing to liquid sticking
to the sides of the chamber which diminishes to a great extent the adherence and adhesion
problems, short heat and mass transfer times because of high surface –to-volume ratios at
the micro-scale, increase in automation and parallelization opening a way to screening and
systematic testing in the domain of drug discovery, etc. Finally, portability was a unique
feature that permitted diagnostics and bio-analysis on the field57.
Shortly after its invention, the VRC technology was
adopted by the industry- Advalytix AG, part of Beckman
Coulter Biomedical GmbH, in order to generate novel
amplification platforms for carrying out of biological
reactions, as the famous PCR. For commercial
applications, the industry fabricated on a standard glass
slide (75mm * 26mm * 1mm) an amplification platform
based on the VRC architecture, as can be seen in the image
1.2 on the right.
Such platforms enabled faster DNA amplifications due to
lower thermal capacities and larger heat transfer rates
amid the PCR sample and the temperature controlled
components- in addition to having other advantages as
small sizes, fast ramping rates, low cost, high integration,
and so on57.
Normally, such systems proved to be a success- the only
major limitation being the infrequent evolution of bubbles
5
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within them at elevated working temperatures. The problem raises further when evolved
bubbles are intense (of huge diameters) enough causing dropout of the respective sample
solution(s), to an extent that it at times leads to the merging of the adjacent micro-droplets—
a highly uncalled phenomenon resulting in loss of information, erroneous analysis, and
reduced efficiency of the overall micro-fluidic systems.

Image 1.3: End of PCR cycle- colossal bubble evolutions resulting in subsequent
merging of the adjacent droplets

The above hence requires the comprehension of the concerned microfluidic system and the
grasp of bubble dynamics in the same – such an analysis being the prime focus of the current,
mainly experimental, work.

1.3 Organization of the thesis
The thesis is broadly organized into seven chapters. The present chapter, ‘Introduction’,
highlights the motivation behind the work and provides a brief background to the study.
The 2nd chapter, titled ‘System Specifications’, aims to obtain an insight into the dealt with
micro fluidic system – discussing the production, functional and technical details of the prime
components of the system, viz. the reaction platform, the thermal/amplification cycler and
the bi-liquid, micro-droplet duo, respectively.
The 3rd chapter, named as the ‘Bubble evolution-An overview’, focuses on obtaining an overall
glimpse of bubble evolution and its aftermaths - by conducting a quantitative analysis of
bubble occurrences, i.e. probability of bubble evolution, in the microfluidic system as under
consideration.
Next, the 4th chapter, ‘System characterization’, investigates the prime components of the
concerned microfluidic to find out if they encompass any imperfections that could possibly
lead or aid in the generation of bubbles at elevated working temperatures. In this regard, the
chapter puts forward various microscopic examinations and contact angle (static and
dynamic) studies conducted to characterize the reaction platform, various calibration and
6
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ramp rate related experiments to characterize the heating cycler and to study its role in
bubble evolutions, and several contact angle studies for the single and bi-liquids, both
independent and as a function of temperature, accompanied by surface tension and PIV
analysis, to comprehend the behaviour of the bi-liquid, micro-droplet system and its possible
contribution to the generation of bubbles at higher system temperatures.
Chapter 5, ‘Bubble dynamics’, discusses various stages in the lifespan of the bubble, viz.
bubble nucleation, bubble growth, bubble burst, and bubble merge- various high definition
video recording experiments being put forward in comprehending the same. In this respect,
the chapter discusses the various microfabrication techniques, from fundamental laser
engraving techniques to more sophisticated wet etching and deep reactive ion etching
methods, adopted to understand the concept of bubble nucleation Next, from the video
recordings, the chapter investigates the growth of bubbles, both primary and secondary,
within single-liquid and bi-liquid systems. Additionally, the chapter presents studies
conducted to determine the content of the evolved bubbles, the phenomenon of bubble
burst, and the merging of adjacent droplets due to drastic bubble evolutions within the
microfluidic system. Finally, the chapter talks about the various methods proposed that could
be adopted to eliminate/ control the evolution of bubbles in such micro-fluidic systems- at
the nucleation level (placing the system in a pressure chamber), at the growth level (addition
of surfactants to the system), and at the merge level (fabricating superhydrophobic surfaces
exterior to the micro drops).
Finally, the Epilogue being stated in Chapter 6, Chapter 7 provides the outlook to the work.

7
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CHAPTER 2
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

In analogy with the VRC concept design, the primary system requirements for carrying out
the biological reactions as the PCR, are an amplification platform - a chemically modified
substrate for holding the reaction liquids in place, a thermal cycler capable of providing the
necessary heating and cooling cycles for say DNA amplification, and a set of bi-liquids acting
as precursors for the execution of the concerned biological reactions.
However, the company, Advalytix AG57 revised the above components and retitled them to
be the Ampligrid (AG), the Ampli-Speed Cycler(ASC), and a sophisticated bi-liquid duo (inner
reaction mix and outer sealing solution), respectively- the nomenclature being throughout
referred to in the current work as and when the concerned micro-fluidic system is dealt with.
Further, chiefly, being an industrial project, the work incorporates the above as the
fundamental system in which the bubble evolution phenomenon is comprehended and
investigated- the system being detailed, as in the sub-sections below.

2.1

The Amplification Platform

An amplification platform, as stated, can be defined as a substrate holding the various liquids
in place- attempting to integrate the various stages of the biological reactions on a single
platform. Typically, being only a few millimeters to a few centimeters in dimensions, such
platforms have been known to be usually biocompatible, heat resistant, and designed as to
get easily incorporated into the overall micro-fluidic system57 .Correspondingly, Ampligrid, the
amplification platform being mainly used in this study, was developed-a big plus with such
platforms being the possibility of amplification of low copy number DNA samples in minimal
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volumes and at minimal DNA inputs (in the range of 30pg-1ng)- the prospect being of
tremendous importance, particularly in the forensic community, where trace evidence or low
copy number of sample volumes (lacking sufficient input material to allow for successful DNA
testing) have always been a huge challenge 58-60.
The following sub-sections further detail the various production stages involved in the
development of such amplification platforms- from the selection of a suitable substrate
material, to their design, and to chip fabrication, as can be referred below.

2.1.1 Material
Good choice of a substrate material for PCR micro-chambers (or micro-channels)61 marks as
an essential and fundamental step for a successful micro-chip PCR. Various materials
comprising the list in this regard, the most preferred choices however came out to be silicon
33,62-65 and/or glass 33,66-70 - chiefly due to the well-developed fabrication processes of standard
photolithography and chemical (wet) etching that could be effectively used in the
construction of refined micro-fluidic amplification platforms out of these materials (for
instance enabling various metal heaters and sensors which could be easily patterned on such
materials hence providing a high degree of integration 33,61). Additionally, the superior
thermal conductivity of silicon, about 160W/(m°C), has been reported to enable very fast
ramping times61, thereby allowing faster analysis. However, owing to disadvantages
associated with silicon as the substrate material as the inhibition of PCR (lowering the overall
amplification efficiency), bare silicon exhibiting no amplification at all in some cases, the high
conductivity of silicon calling for thermal insulation in order to reduce the energy loss into the
surroundings- where measures of thermal insulation in turn add to the high complexity of
PCR microsystems, opacity of silicon limiting the application of real-time optical detection to
the PCR microfluidic devices , and so on 33,61, hindered its complete assimilation as the
substrate material for PCR chambers, thus calling for more sophisticated hybrid architectures
and/or another substrate materials that could be deployed in this regard.
An alternative and a promising substrate, reported to be used since 1990’s, that came out in
this regard was glass- with an increasing number of PCR micro-fluidic systems being
constructed out of glassy materials 33,66-70. Prime advantages associated with glass being the
achievement of well-defined surface chemistries, superior optical transparencies, and good
Electro Osmotic Flow (EOF) characteristics- allowed for the integration of PCR and CE
(Capillary Electrophoresis) separation on a single, monolithic glass chip or on a hybrid
silicon/glass chip61. However, owing to the limitations with this material as the difficulty in
disposing the glass (and/or silicon) chips owing to the higher costs of fabrications involved,
and the persistence of problematic issues in the micro-fabrication of the above, their use at
times gets hampered, especially in several commercial applications61.
Other materials, on the other hand, that nevertheless came forward in this regard were
polymer based PCR microchip materials as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 33,71-75,
polycarbonate (PC) 33,62,76-78, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 33,79-81, polyimide (PI) 33,82-83,
10
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polyethylene terephathalate (PET) 33,84-85, SU-8 33,86-88, poly (cyclic olefin ) 33,89-91, epoxy 33,92-93,
and Gene Frame double-sided tape 33,94-- polymers being reported to be being superior to
silicon and glass in some cases 33,61. In addition, the use of ceramics95-96 , and even aluminium
wells coated with Polytetrafluoroethylene(PTFE) 33,97 in some cases, were reported as good
candidates as PCR micro-fluidics substrate materials. Further, were as well put to use many
hybrid materials, chiefly being silicon/glass 33,98-101, polymer/silicon33, and
polymers/glass33,102-104 hybrids.
The current work however employs glass as the substrate material in the form of standard
microscope glass slides- owing to their ease of availability, integration and transportation, not
to mention ease of fabrication of glass as stated above, enabling rapid and handy PCR
analysis- details into the design and fabrication of amplification platforms from glass slides
being discussed as in the following sub-sections.

2.1.2 Design
The Ampligrid reaction platform, based on the Virtual Reaction Chamber architecture, was
designed by fabricating 48 individual reaction sites, in a 12*4 matrix, on a standard glass slide
(76 mm*25 mm *1mm)57 , as can be referred to in the image 2. 1.1 below:

a

Outer ring (3.5 ± 0.1 mm)
Inner circle (1.6 ± 0.1 mm)

b

Inner ring (3.0 ± 0.1 mm)

Image 2.1.1: Layout design of the AG slide (regions ’a’ and ‘b referred to as the outer
and inner bands respectively)57
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With the incorporation of adequate surface chemistry, alternate hydrophilic-hydrophobic
(different wetting) character could be imparted to the above design (details into the
generation of above surface chemistry being dealt with in the next section- fabrication).
As can be seen in the image 2.1.1, the inner hydrophilic region of 1.6 ± 0.1mm diameter was
designed to hold the inner liquid (reaction mix) in place, followed by the outer hydrophobic
region of 3.0 ± 0.1mm diameter surrounding by a hydrophilic ring of 3.5 ±0.1mm diameter
(from center) for holding the outer liquid (oil) in place. Center-to-center spacing between the
two adjacent reaction sites being kept as 4.5 mm to avoid any cross-contamination among
the sample volumes, the above design successfully compartmentalized the bi-liquid, microdroplets in place, thereby generating an urbane amplification platform 57.

2.1.3 Fabrication
Literature reports, as previously stated, chemical modification of the underlying surface as a
successful and promising method for the attainment of virtual fluid confinement - the
distribution of the fluid on the surface being controlled by the surface free energy. Depending
on the nature and degree of chemical modification applied, (alternate) hydrophobic and
hydrophilic regions could be generated on the selected surfaces (for the chosen substrate
material)- droplets forming high contact with the surface on the hydrophobic regions and
wetting the surface for hydrophilic regions, respectively-details into the phenomena being
undertaken in the next chapter in the section contact angle studies.
Thus by imparting different wettabilities (chemical structuring) to the underlying surface, a
chemically heterogeneous surface could be generated - an alternate patterning (hydrophilichydrophobic regions) enabling the exact confinement of the fluid (inner reaction mix) inside
a hydrophilic region followed by a hydrophobic area (which in turn is further surrounded by
a hydrophilic region(ring) for holding the outer cover liquid in place)56.

Inner reaction mix
Outer oil cover

Hydrophilic region
Hydrophobic region

Epoxy coated hydrophilic
reaction site

Glass substrate

Figure 2.1.1: Cross-section of an Ampligrid slide depicting a chemically
stratified reaction site generated using the concept of virtual fluid
confinement
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Further, depending on the kind of substrate used, chemical modification can be attained by
coating the surface with silanes33,105-108 , or thiols33,109-110 -- the resulting organic films being
structured via photolithography33,111-113. Usually with glass, researchers have adopted
lithography (photolithography) or etching (Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)) 33,114-118, wet
chemical etching112-113,119-120, subtropical etching33 and/or Reactive Ion Etching (RIE)121-123 as
the widely known techniques for chemical structuring of the underlying surfaces.
Nevertheless, based on the above, for the fabrication of Ampligrids used primarily in the
current study, the chosen glass substrate was chemically structured using a well-defined
sequence of cleaning/coating techniques- silane chemistry being chiefly employed for
rendering appropriate (alternately varying) wettabilities to the targeted regions, which in turn
is achieved mainly by employing photolithography (and/or more advanced mechanical
coating (structured printing)) techniques, followed further by definite CVD process. All the
above being carried out in a highly controlled, clean room environment, alternate hydrophilichydrophobic zones are fabricated, resulting in virtual confinement of the corresponding fluids
(the glass slides having laser engraved ‘reference rings’ at the back in alignment with the
upper inner reaction site- providing a guide to the eye for the virtual reaction chamber(s), and
hence enabling ease in pipetting of the concerned liquids (refer images 2.3.1 and 2.3.2)).
In the above manner, 48 reaction sites were fabricated per slide surface – the technology
aiming at multiple, parallel PCR analysis- the ease of integration of the glass slide with other
systems as robotics, etc., further enabling full optimization of such systems56,57.
In addition to the chemically structured surfaces as described above, worth mentioning are
the chemically non-structured surfaces-- the glass substrates which have only being
hydrophobically coated- being subsequently as well used (primarily for comparative studies)
in the current work. Further, whereas the chemically structured surfaces have been usually
referred to as the AG (Ampli-Grid) slides, the nomenclature for chemically non-structured
surfaces has been as adopted as PFS- based on the homogenous silane coating applied in the
generation of such surfaces.

2.2

The Heating cycler

After the amplification platform, the next vital component of the micro-fluidic system is the
heating (or amplification) cycler- as dealt with in the current section. As stated previously,
biological reactions as the PCR are a typical temperature controlled and enzyme catalyzed
biochemical reactions, consisting of periodic repetition of primarily three different
temperatures zones: melting, annealing and extension temperatures cycles (refer figure 1.1).
Further, owing to the very high sensitivities involved with such reactions, a minor
temperature difference may significantly affect the efficiency of the DNA amplification,
especially in the PCR micro-fluidic systems33- which in turn could lead to flawed analysis,
lowering the overall efficiencies of such systems Thus, to ensure high efficiencies, and to
obtain faster ramping rates, the choice of an appropriate heating method marks as a step of
13
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utmost importance. In addition, the heating stage should be such as to perform autonomous
heating and cooling, over a number of times as desired, without a significant time lag. All the
above is typically accomplished by employing PCR instruments or thermal cyclers- the DNA
amplifiers regulating temperatures during such cyclic programs 33,57,280.

2.2.1 Literature review
Literature reports various heating methods adopted for PCR micro-fluidics- their choice
chiefly dependent on the type of the material in use (different materials having different
thermal masses requiring different heating methods). The methods further being broadly
classified into contact and non-contact heating methods33, are as discussed briefly in the subsections below.
a. Contact heating
As the name suggests, in this type of heating the thermal components embedding the heating
element are in direct contact with the components of the PCR amplification system – the
heating mainly employing the principle of electro-thermal conversion or the indirect
utilization of joule heating to heat the corresponding PCR solution33.
Moreover, among the contact heating method, the two main heating formats that have been
widely reported have been the heating using the thin-film heating elements124-125, 102,56 , and
heating using the metal/other heating blocks33,126-127- the former concept being generally
micro-machined, further utilizing film deposition techniques. Besides, the two primary
materials being known to fabricate micro-heaters have been reported to be platinum (Pt)128130 and polysilicon131-133- the former nevertheless having an edge over the latter and other
materials owing to its good temperature vs resistance relationship, its ability to withstand
high temperatures, its chemical stability, its high oxidation, and purity and the ease with
which it can be micro-machined33. Additionally, during Pt thin film deposition to fabricate
micro-heaters and micro-sensors, a thin layer of titanium (Ti) is formed which often functions
as an adhesion for Pt later134-136. However, the major drawback with Pt as the heating material
on the other hand, is the high diffusion rate exhibited by this Ti layer, deteriorating Pt at high
tempeartures137. Conversely, polysilicon, a polymer consisting of many single-crystal
particles, has been reported to be compatible with high temperature processings, thereby
interfacing very well with thermal silicon dioxide- widening its use for thin-film fabrication in
PCR microfluidics131-132. However, in addition to the above materials, researchers have as well
put forward some other metals, alloys or inorganic compounds that can be used as thin film
heaters in PCR microfluidics such as aluminum138-142, tungsten143, gold144-145, silver/graphite
inks146, silver/palladium147-148, nickel/chromium149, chromium/aluminum150, Al2NO3151 and
Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO)152-155 . Coming to heating via metal/other heating blocks, the format
employs insertion of the cartridge heater into the metal blocks or by utilizing the Peltier
elements156. However, despite of the metal/other heating blocks having limitations as larger
thermal mass, slower temperature ramping rates, difficulties in attaining fast thermal
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transition from 55°C-95°C in the presence of a single Thermo-Electric (TE) device, and being
non-transparent, metallic heating blocks and Peltier effect based TE ceramic heating blocks
have been nevertheless reported to be widely in use along with the thin film heaters157-164.
However, apart from the above, some other reliable heating solutions as well came into
limelight as the commercial thin film resistance heaters121-122, thermal component
constructed using the single-sided Flexible Printed Circuit (FPC) technology123, resistive heater
coils124-126, and even more convenient and commercial thermal cyclers127-129-- the methods
have been proven to be efficient and robust for achieving faster PCR cycling in contrast to
conventional PCR devices. Further, it is believed that more and more desirable contact
heating methods for PCR microfluidics will be developed based on MEMS or non-MEMS
techniques using electro-thermal Joule heating blocks in the future.
However, the above contact based heating methods suffered from various drawbacks –
primarily being the large thermal mass134-156, as stated, especially with the metal heating block
contact heaters, limiting the thermal cycling rate of the heating element and of the whole PCR
system. Moreover, in the case of an external contact heating devices, localized heating is
ultimately restricted in the lateral resolution by the thermal conductivity of the substrate
material for on-chip PCR microfluidics, making the fabrication of devices with multiple
independent heating points not that feasible. Further, in the case of on-chip integrated
heaters, these devices still need some tedious and complicated micromachining processeshampering the flexibility to easily change the PCR microfluidic design134.156. Some researchers
additionally have reported that when the integration of the PCR amplification with an
electrophoresis microchip is taken into consideration, it becomes very difficult to regard the
contact resource as part of the PCR chip and not as part of the electrophoresis chip itself on
a single chip wafer in the presence of a contact-mediated heating method.
Owing to the above limitations associated with the contact based heating methods, great
efforts were hence made to develop sophisticated non-contact or other heating methods, as
detailed in the sub-sections below.

b. Non-contact heating
As the name suggests, in this case mode of heating, the heating part is not in direct contact
with the PCR amplification components, but is remote from the microfluidic device 156.
Various non-contact heating modes have been reported to be utilized in the past as the noncontact heating based on hot air165-169, based on IR light 170-172, based on laser-mediated
heating173-174, based on halogen lamp light source175, based on induction heating176, and
based on microwave irradiation177-179.

c. Other heating methods
In addition to the above mentioned contact and non-contact heating methods, literature as
well reports heating methods based on convection (Rayleigh-Bénard convection cell)180,
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based on chemical and physical processes181, and based on alternating electric current
induced buffer joule heating182,33.
The current work, however, employs the use of contact mode (based on Joule’s heating) thin
film heaters made out of polysilicon for the generation of sophisticate heating technologybeing further detailed as following.

2.2.2 The Ampli-Speed Cycler (ASC)
For platforms as the Ampligrid, an ultra-compact heating unit was developed by Advalytix AG,
based on resistive heating, named as the Ampli-Speed Cycler (ASC)57. The heating cycler
integrates a superior heat transfer technology based on highly-planar silicon wafers, ensuring
an optimal thermal coupling with the subsequent glass slide. Further, the technology was
capable of accomplishing extremely homogenous surface temperatures with effective
heating and cooling rates, which could be varied between 0.2°C/sec up to 3°C/sec.
Additionally, ramp times as short as 40 seconds could be realized, thereby avoiding the
formation of non-specific by-products and reducing thermal stress on the polymeraseessential for carrying out a successful PCR.
The cycler whereas achieves its heating performance by operation with minimized thermal
loading of the heating system- its cooling performance has been based on dissipating the heat
from the plate by means of a metal thermal energy buffer- being mechanically attached to
the heating plate from below during the cooling phases. The buffer thereafter transfers its
thermal energy to a larger heat sink, which as well acts as its rest position during the heating
and idle phases of the cycler system. Besides, ASC can be used as a general purpose
instrument for highly precise, programmable temperature control of any flat device as a
microscope slide 57.
The ASC was designed to operate between the
temperature range of ambient +15°C to + 99°Cheating/cooling cycles of the biological reactions
usually falling within this range. However, to ensure
that the right temperatures are worked with,
calibration of the system marks as an essential step
prior to any biological run or research oriented
investigations. Further, an individual heating
chamber unit providing thermal cycling to a single
(Ampli-grid) slide was referred to as a ‘bay’- together
with a possibility of multiple bays (up to 4) being
coupled, allowing the parallel execution of various
biological processes within few hours. Different
versions of the ASC were additionally developed
depending on the kind of heating platform
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Image 2.2.1: A two-bay Ampli-speed
cycler
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employed: being available as lithographic heating plates as well as simple heating foils- in
different thermal designs. Additionally, the ASC design came with a perforated lid preventing
the blockage of the chamber from steam/vapour at elevated working temperature-enabling
temperature control and for the clear visualization of the overall reaction process, especially
during research oriented investigations. Further, controlling and definition of thermal cycling
profiles was carried out using the new 640*480 pixel VGA (Video Graphics Array) touch screen
display via an innovative graphical user interface (GUI) for bench top programming,
configured in front of the ASC (refer image 2.2.157).

2.3

The Bi-liquid, Micro-droplet System

On a reaction platform as the Ampligrid, as previously stated, virtual reaction chambers are
realized from a set of overlapping bi- liquids, dispensed as micro droplets on the chemically
modified substrate56. The inner liquid being the biological sample or the reaction mix, on top
of it is dispensed an outer liquid, usually an oil cover, to circumvent its evaporation at elevated
system/reaction temperatures.
Further, a microfluidic device demands movement/positioning of the droplets in order to
bring the reagents in contact for the biological reactions to effectively take place. Literature
reports different approaches that have been applied for the actuation of droplets on the solid
surfaces, as electro-wetting, usage of light sensitive materials that change their surface
energy during illumination, employing diamagnetic levitation, concept of Surface Acoustic
Waves (SAW), and so on56. Another promising possibility in this regard has been the
deployment of surface chemistry for chemical modification of the substrate itself for the
actuation/guiding of droplets, as previously stated- on a gradient of surface free energy56 a
small amount of liquid (drop) having the tendency to move in the direction of increasing
hydrophilicity. The latter technique being utilized for the actuation of droplets on the
Ampligrid platform as under consideration, the droplets dispensed either via manual
(pipetting) or automated means- the details into the bi-liquids employed being as discussed
in the sub-sections below.

2.3.1 The Inner Liquid
As stated, the inner liquid is usually the biological solution- PCR or the reaction mix- the
primary fluid where the biological reactions take place. It comprises of small volumes of
various biological components, master mix (magnesium salts, pH buffer, and potassium salts),
DNA substrate(s), oligonucleotide primers, polymerase enzyme, and dNTPs 3- all diluted in a
major volume, ~ 90%, of degassed, deionized water, thereby making water as the primary
component of this inner mix. Tiny volumes of DNA, which normally are included in this mix
for biological and industrial purposes, being however expensive, are usually skipped for
research oriented purposes and a ‘dummy’ PCR solution devoid of DNA is used instead.
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The inner liquid is held in place by the inner
hydrophilic ring (reaction site) of 1.6 ± 0.1 mm
diameter (refer image 2.3.1)57 on a chemically
stratified surface, as the AG slide. To achieve
complete wetting and to attain a spherical cap
configuration in analogy with the VRC concept
design, volumes of ~ 1 µL were chosen for this
inner drop.
Further, biological inert dyes which impart slightly
yellowish (Adva-Gold) or slightly bluish (AdvaBlue) tinge are added (~0.1% in volume) to the
otherwise transparent inner droplet. This
differentiates it from the transparent outer oil
cover, thereby facilitating pipetting of the liquids
and their clear visualization, especially for
research oriented experimental investigations.

Image 2.3.1: Manual pipetting of 1µL
of the inner PCR mix on the inner
hydrophilic region of the AG slide (the
backside engraved reference rings
facilitating dispensing of the
droplet(s); the droplets being guided
automatically by the underlying
surface chemistry)57

Additionally, all the components of the inner liquid are stored at low temperatures (-4°C) in a
dry, dust free environment. Around half an hour prior to loading, the components are taken
out (of the storage/freezer) and once at room temperature, are mixed in the definite ratios
and the inner liquid pipetted on the targeted/desired regions of the slide surface.

2.3.2 The Outer Liquid
Low volumes or greater surface-to-volume ratio of the inner aqueous micro-droplet makes it
easily prone to rapid evaporation if left by itself-- the effect becoming more prominent at high
denaturation temperatures (~ 95°C). This, if left unchecked, could possibly result in the drying
up of the (inner) sample mix, leading to flawed overall analysis and DNA amplification 33,56.
To circumvent the above, often a liquid cover is employed- the liquid selected being such as
having a high boiling point (>>100°C), less viscosity (to facilitate easy pipetting), biological
inertness, and free from DNA/RNA, so as not to interfere with the reaction mix at any stage.
All these requirements are generally met by oils- mineral oil being typically being the
preferred choice in this regard, owing to its ease of availability, high boiling point (far above
100°C), and density of 0.8 g/cm3 (slightly below 1.0 g/cm3 of water. However, in analogy with
the inner reaction mix and the VRC based architecture, Advalytix AG developed a special oil,
which they named as the Sealing solution.
Sealing solution is a mix of several oils, prime constituents being mineral (90%) and silicon
oils. Having a high boiling point (>> 100°C), and at ambient temperatures (~20°C) with a
density of 0.833 g/cm3, dynamic viscosity of 27.617 mPa*s, and surface tension of 27mN/m57,
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sealing solution was developed as to serves as an
appropriate outer liquid covering the inner
droplet- experimental checks further proving it
successful enough for providing ideal evaporation
protection for water-based biological reaction
buffers. As for the AG slides, after production, this
liquid was packed in a light-protective aluminum
foil under an inert gas, and stored in a clean, dustfree environment at room temperatures; the pack
Image 2.3.2: Outer liquid being
being opened just prior to use. Manual pipetting
(manually) pipetted on the inner liquid,
creating a bi-liquid micro-droplet
or automated pipetting using electronic multi-step
system57
pipette(s) is employed for loading of this outer
liquid, as other pipettes might cause generation of
satellite droplets. Further, owing to high viscosities associated with this outer(oil) liquid,
usually, slow pipetting speeds are adapted during its loading as compared to when loading
the inner (aqueous) liquid. Once dispensed above the inner drop, this cover liquid is held in
place by the outer hydrophilic band of 0.5mm diameter on the chemically structured AG slide
surfaces- as can be seen in the image 2.3.2.
Further, in accordance with the Ampli -grid (VRC) architecture, to completely cover the inner
drop (usually 1µL of dummy PCR solution or water), volumes of approximately 5 µL’s were
chosen (as per calculations) as the dispensing volumes for this outer liquid (sealing solution).

2.4 Final Conclusions
The current chapter hence outline the primary system components that have been
fundamentally used in the current work. Other set –ups/ systems designed for detailed
experimental purposes, however, will be discussed alongside as the work proceeds.
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CHAPTER 3
BUBBLE EVOLUTION - AN OVERVIEW

The previous chapter effectively described in detail the micro-fluidic system, especially the
one considered within the scope of the current work, and the key components comprising it.
In order to next comprehend the occurrence of bubbles in such systems- which, as said, serves
as a major limitation in the efficient functioning of the same, the fundamental step was to get
a feel of ‘what is happening?’ – both in terms of bubble evolution and the behavior of the
system itself, while the biological reactions at varying temperature cycles within the fluids
proceed. This was chiefly attempted by conducting few preliminary quantitative experimental
investigations, as detailed in the following sub-sections.

3.1 Quantitative analysis: The Probability of bubble evolution
As stated, to begin with, a series of quantitative experimentations were carried out, in order
to primarily determine the probability of bubble evolutions in the concerned microfluidic
systems, at varying temperature cycles of the PCR run.
In this regard, several surfaces, both chemically structured (AG) and chemically nonstructured (PFS coated) glass slides, arbitrarily chosen from different production lots, were
selected. The slides were then loaded with the respective liquids (in the standard manner, as
detailed in the previous chapter) and carefully placed on the heating plate of the Ampli-Speed
Cycler. Typically, four slide surfaces being considered at a time (placed in parallel on a 4- bay
ASC), around 40 such surfaces with 48 reaction sites per surface were investigated, especially
for the phenomenon of bubble evolution, during the proceeding of the entire PCR cycle.
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Vertical Microscope

Both naked eye and video recording observations were made in this regard- the latter
employing the set-up as depicted in the figure 3.1 below. The set-up primarily comprised of
two upright microscopes- being arranged in parallel above and at the side of the reaction site,
for top and side view investigations, respectively.

Image analyzer

Horizontal Microscope
Sample
Heating platform (ASC)

xyz stage
Figure 3.1: Pictorial representation of the video-recording experimental set-up to
evaluate probability of bubble evolutions /qualitative analysis

Further, for the case of video recordings, the experimental data was later evaluated using
appropriate image analyzing software as Paint.Net and Windows Media Player Classic for
appropriate assessments.
The key observations that came forward from the above introductory experimentations were:
 Not all the reaction sites exhibited bubble evolutions, making it hence a very random and
arbitrary phenomenon, occurring on few unpredictable regions on some of the slide
surfaces- the probability of bubble evolutions being estimated to be less than 1%.
 Bubbles, if and when they evolved, mostly occurred during the initial stage of the PCR cycle,
i.e. at 95°C for the early 10 minutes of heating. In some cases, the evolutions were seen
occurring during the initial ramp time as well (within 40 seconds of heating)- the minimum
evolution temperatures, however, observed to be around 77°C. Further, the bubble
occurrences and their growths were observed to be strongly temperature dependent- the
bubble growths seen to get suddenly hampered as soon as the temperatures were stopped
or lowered from 95°C (say as and when the PCR shifts to its third stage and so on).
 Observations additionally revealed not all bubble evolutions to be similar in nature,
meeting comparable destinies. While some bubbles were seen evolving and popping out
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in no time, others were observed to grow to
ample sizes before getting burst. Also, among
the latter cases, not all big bubble bursts led
to drop out of the sample solution (reaction
droplet), while for some of the other cases,
bubble bursts were found intense enough
spilling the reaction mix all over– so much so
that in some instances the merging of the
adjacent droplets took place. Merging, on the
other hand, was observed to be more obvious
and enhanced if simultaneous big bubbles
(tending to cause drop out the sample
solution) occurred in the adjacent bi-liquid
drops. However, the above observations
were very absurd in nature, providing no
clear relation between an evolved bubble and
the kind of destiny it would eventually face,
within the micro-fluidic system as under
consideration.

(a)

(b)

Image 3.1: Slide surface at the end of
PCR (a) no bubble occurrences, (b)
bubble occurrences

 In addition, it was prominently observed, that
an initial/parent bubble after its burst usually led to a cascade of secondary/daughter
bubbles within the system-for the same conditions of temperature and pressure.
 Again, keeping in mind the probability of overall bubble evolution in a system (generally
approved by the quality control tests) to be less than 1%, observations further revealed no
remarkable difference in the above findings as far as chemically structured or chemically
non-structured surfaces (glass slides) were concerned, or when dummy PCR solution was
substituted with water and/or sealing solution with other (ventana or diesel) oils.

3.2 Summary
The above preliminary experimentations, hence aided in providing an initial glimpse of the
bubble evolution phenomenon – primarily concluding the phenomenon to be highly rare,
random and unpredictable in nature. This therefore calls for detailed investigations, as in
‘What is the source of bubbles if and when they occur? ’, ‘How and if the micro-fluidic system
(the amplification platform, the heating cycler and the bi-liquid micro droplets) contributes
to their evolution and/or growth? ’, ‘Why some bubbles pop off quickly while others grow
big enough- at times resulting in the merging of adjacent droplets?’, and ‘How is the microfluidic system (as the one dealt with the current work) with an additional liquid-liquid
interface behaves differently than a single-liquid system , especially in regard to bubble
dynamics?’ – all the queries being stepwise and in detail undertaken in the upcoming
chapters, as discussed next.
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CHAPTER 4
SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION

Based on the findings of the quantitative analysis as conducted in the previous chapter, for a
detailed comprehension of the ‘knows-and -hows’ of the bubble evolution phenomenon, the
foremost step was characterizing the microfluidic system, as the one dealt with in the current
work. As no system is ideal in nature, despite of the extreme care taken in its production and
handling, the system might still encompass some flaws- possibly leading to or aiding in the
evolution of bubbles at elevated working temperatures. In this regard, three prime
components of the system (detailed in chapter 2) were analyzed, viz. the reaction platform,
the heating cycler, and the bi-liquid, micro -droplet duo-- as detailed in the following subsections.

4.1 The Amplification Platform
The previous chapter put forward the bubble evolution phenomenon to be extremely rare
and random in nature, occurring on few unpredictable regions of some of the slide surfaces.
A potential source to the above, that could be thought upon, might be some local, ‘missedout’ surface imperfections/inhomogeneities, that crept in the system say either during
improper production or handling of the surfaces- in turn perhaps acting as sites for bubble
formations at elevated system temperatures. In order to hence investigate the above, the
resultant surfaces were characterized using various surface characterization techniques- from
numerous microscopic investigations to multiple contact angle and surface energy
measurements, as discussed next.
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4.1.1 Microscopic Investigations
Microscopy has been known as one of the significant surface characterization techniques,
being widely developed and used over the years for the investigation of surfaces at the
microscopic scale184-185. Various microscopic techniques have been established in this regard,
successfully enabling the comprehension of different surface types- thus making it an
important technique for the study of surface (topologies) in use.
However, the selection of surfaces for microscopic analysis (to investigate the nature and
source of surface imperfections) became a highly challenging task, as far as the surfaces as
dealt with in the current work (chemically structured AG glass slides) were concerned. This
was initially due to the fact that not all the surfaces were ‘infected’ and exhibited the bubble
evolution phenomenon (it being very rare and random in nature, as previously discussed),
and secondly owing to the reason that the surfaces which (if and when) showed such
occurrences, could not be directly taken at the end of PCR for microscopic examinations microscopy requiring clean and inclusion free surfaces as possible for a successful analysis
(whereas the surfaces in this case being now contaminated by the biological liquids -bubble
bursts leading to the dropouts of the sample solutions and perhaps the merging of the
adjacent droplets, making the surfaces further messy) .Though the above residues could be
to some extent washed off by cleaning the surfaces say using hexane (especially for oil
residues) and then rising the surfaces under water and drying with nitrogen gas, chances
could be that in the process the surface coatings or the inclusions be moderated too.
Hence, in this regard, a detour that was adopted was by choosing surfaces adjacent to the
ones that exhibited (greater number of) bubble evolutions/ droplet incidences (at the end of
PCR) from production lot(s)—assuming the selected surfaces to be possibly as ‘infected’ as
their blemished neighbors. The picked up surfaces were then taken for various microscopic
investigations, as detailed in the following sub-sections.

Standard Optical (light) microscopy186
To begin with, the opted surfaces (chemically structured AG glass slides) were examined
under a standard upright microscope (Olympus CX23) for the presence of any surface defects.
Nearly 20 such surfaces being investigated, examinations revealed, the presence of ring like
surface inhomogeneities of varying diameters on some of the surfaces - such inhomogeneities
further being prominently observed on the hydrophobic regions of the chemically structured
surfaces (refer micrographs in the image 4.1.1).
Such imperfections presumably being thought upon to be the source of bubble evolutions at
elevated system temperatures, the above were nevertheless very fundamental findings,
calling for more detailed surface investigations using sophisticated microscopic techniques,
as attempted using atomic force and electron microscopy subsequently.
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Image 4.1.1: Optical photomicrographs of hydrophobic regions of chemically structured
slide surfaces revealing ring like structures

Scanning probe microscopy: Atomic force microscopy187-188
For a more comprehensive analysis, scanning probe microscopy or the Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) was opted as the next characterization technique. The technique being
capable of analyzing non-conductive surfaces, AFM characterization allowed samples
(chemically structured AG glass slides) to be directly taken for analysis without the need of
them to be coated with a conductive material prior to investigations. Additionally, as
compared to the standard light microscopy, scanning probe microscopy has been reported to
have far greater resolution (of the order of fraction of nanometers which is around 1000 times
better than the optical diffraction limit), thereby enabling and aiming at a considerable indepth analysis of the subsequent surfaces.
For examinations, as discussed, the selected (‘thought to be infected’) surfaces (chemically
structured glass slides) were taken for AFM scans- the studies being carried out the University
Augsburg’s Experimental Physics II Lab, using AFM from JPK instruments. Calibrating the
system using force spectroscopy, contact mode measurements were made to determine any
surface inhomogeneities possibly associated with the analyzed surfaces.
Surface scans being made for nearly 20 such surfaces (fresh, clean but potentially infected),
investigations revealed the presence of distinct crater like surface inhomogeneities, found
again primarily on the hydrophobic regions of the chemically structured glass slides, as can
be seen in the image 4.1.2 on the next page.
Utilizing a graphics editor program as Paint.Net, calculations revealed the above crater like
inhomogeneities to be having diameters between 2-7 micrometers, peak heights between
10-200 nanometers, and inner depths varying between 2-4 nanometers.
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Image 4.1.2: AFM surface characterizations revealing crater like surface imperfections
primarily on the hydrophobic regions of the chemically structured slide surfaces: (left)
2D view, (right) 3D view: craters with peak like projections at their edges

Additionally, the surfaces were scanned to determine the presence of any distinct step at the
hydrophobic-hydrophilic interface (of the chemically structures surfaces), which if present
might presumably serve as a region for gas (bubble) entrapment leading to bubble evolutions
at elevated system temperatures. AFM scans however revealed no distinct step at this
juncture, as can be referred to the images 4.1.3 below, hinting in turn strongly towards the
homogeneity of the surfaces (cleanings/coatings applied).

(a)
(a)

(b)

(b)
(a) Hydrophilic region

(b) Hydrophobic region

Image 4.1.3: AFM scans revealing presence of crater like structures on the hydrophobic
regions than on the hydrophilic regions on the chemically structured slide surface, (left)
2D view, (right) 3D view
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Electron microscopy: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)189-190
To further confirm the above findings, the ‘thought to be infected’ surfaces were
characterized using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)-the technique known to be capable
of revealing details less than 1nm in size. However, unlike AFM, SEM has been reported to
work best for conductive rather than non-conductive surfaces- thereby hindering glass slides
(non-conductive) to be directly taken for such investigations. Besides, conductive coating of
the to be investigated chemically structured surfaces might alter/ layer their surface
chemistries, potentially leading to an inappropriate analysis- thus making it not to be a very
effective measure to be employed for such examinations.
Hence, in this regard, silane wafers were utilized- the conductive surfaces being chemically
structured (fabricate with alternate hydrophobic/hydrophilic regions) by employing adequate
surface chemistries, in a similar fashion as for the production of the chemically structured
(AG) glass slides. For various of such surfaces produced, some of them when examined under
standard upright microscope, showed, accidentally, the presence of surface inhomogeneitiessuch surfaces being then later selected/taken for detailed SEM investigations.
Studies being conducted at the Deutsches Museum SEM Lab, Munich, Germany (using LEO
440i SEM from Zeiss), scans of the opted surfaces (potentially infected, chemically structured,
silane wafers) revealed, as previously in the AFM investigations, the presence of crater like
inhomogeneities, being particularly yet again observed on the hydrophobic regions of the
chemically structured silane wafers. Additionally, anew, no distinct step at the hydrophobichydrophilic interface was identified, excluding it to be the possible prime contributor to the
bubble evolution phenomenon- not to mention the findings once again confirming the
homogeneity of surfaces and the cleaning/coatings applied (refer image 4.1.4).

(a)

(b)

Hydrophilic
region

Hydrophobic
region

Image 4.1.4: SEM surface characterization of chemically stratified silicon surfaces, revealing
(a) crater like structures on hydrophobic regions (appearing slightly flattened owing to 67°
tilt between the sample and the sample holder), (b) absence of such structures (not to be
confused with water residues) on the hydrophilic regions
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Further, as for the AFM images, analysis of the SEM scans using appropriate graphics editor
program as Paint.Net, yielded the diameters of the observed structured to be in the range of
2-8 microns— the values being in analogy with the AFM outcomes.

Optical microscopy: Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy (RICM)191-192
On similar lines as the above, the opted, ‘thought to be infected’ surfaces (chemically
structured glass slides in this case) were finally characterized using Reflection Interference
Contrast Microscopy (RICM) - the technique based on the utilization of polarized light to form
an image of an object on the glass surfaces (from the interference pattern produced by light
reflecting from both the object and the surface).
Investigations in this regard were conducted at the University of medicine Mannheim,
Experimental Dermatology Medical Faculty, Heidelberg University, Mannheim; the studies
conducted using the microscope: Zeiss Axio Observed Z.1 equipped with 63-fold/1, 25 PlanNeofluar Antiflex objective and Colibri LED system capable of performing (fluorescence) and
RICM investigations. Image acquisition and analysis was further performed using MrM
AxioCam and Axio Vision softwares respectively (both at Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen,
Germany).
Again, nearly 10 of such surfaces being
investigated, RICM results synced with the
earlier findings: the presence of crater like
surface inhomogeneities observed mainly on
the hydrophobic regions of the tested,
chemically stratified slide surfaces -as can be
seen in the image 4.1.5 on the right.
Calculations (using image analysis software as
Paint.Net) further revealed typical dimeters of
these structures to be in the range of 3-4 µm,
though some having diameters in the range of
7-10 µm were as well detected --the values
being however in sync with the ones obtained
from the previous microscopic analyses.

Image 4.1.5: RICM surface characterization
of chemically structured surfaces revealing
similar crater like structures of average
diameters between 3-4 microns.

Microscopic Investigations: Conclusions
From the above microscopic investigations, it can be hence primarily concluded that the
potential source of bubble formations (at elevated system temperatures) could be some
surface inhomogeneities, identified as crater like imperfections on some of the (rare, random)
slide surfaces. However, such inhomogeneities being largely detected on the hydrophobic
regions of the chemically structured surfaces, a possible origin to such imperfections, could
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be some left over coating (silane) residues– which probably were accidentally missed out
being washed away, say in the second cleaning (post-coating) of such surfaces.
Further, to check on the above and to determine the exact production step (if) responsible to
be causing such defects, microscopic (AFM) investigations were done where the slide surfaces
were examined after each cleaning/coating fabrication stage. With minimum of ten, randomly
selected surfaces being selected (from the production lots) and tested per case, studies
nevertheless failed in filtering out a distinct fabrication step being potentially responsible in
the generation of such surface imperfections. However, acknowledging that possibly
‘unflawed’ surfaces were tested (keeping in mind the rarity of bubble evolutions in general),
the above called for further similar and/or other investigations for the determination of the
source of such rare surface defects. In any case, the above further confirmed the good quality
of coatings/cleanings applied, and of the surfaces produced.
Additionally, for the surface inhomogeneities detected by the microscopic investigations on
the ‘possibly infected’, rare surfaces, calculations (via Paint.Net on the scans) revealed such
structures to typically have diameters between 2-10 µm, inner depths between 2-4 nm, and
heights (of the distinct peak like projections at their edges) in the range between 10-200 nm.
However, in-depth examinations of a surface inhomogeneity of above dimensions trapping
gas and the conditions of bubble formation from it, will be dealt with in the next chapter,
titled, bubble dynamics.

4.1.2 Contact angle studies
Apart from the microscopic investigations, as discussed above, to further determine the
degree of wettabilities and homogeneities associated with the produced surfaces and
possibly the exact source (say a particular fabrication stage) of the rare surface
inhomogeneities detected, the surfaces were further analyzed using an important
characterization technique -the contact angle (CA) investigations. The technique being
basically based on the utilization of the contact angle information of the liquid on the surface
under scrutiny, enables in determining the character of the latter – details into it being as
discussed in the sub-sections below.

Introduction
Wettability, the ability to which the surface can be covered with water or other liquid(s), has
been reported to mark as an important property in defining the underlying solid. A dispensed
drop might bead up or spread depending on its interaction with the underlying surface and
the balance of forces acting upon it-- for the magnitude of cohesive forces (forces between
the liquid-liquid (like) molecules) greater than the adhesive forces (forces between the liquidsolid (unlike) molecules) beading of the droplets taking place, whereas their spreading for the
other way around 15,193-196.
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Mathematically, for a drop resting on a solid surface, if a tangent be drawn at the triple
contact point where the three phases viz. the solid phase, the liquid phase, and the gas phase
meet, wetting or contact angle (θ) can be defined as the angle (measured through the denser
phase) the tangents to the planes of two intersecting interfaces make at their interesting line.
For zero CA, the droplet is said to completely wet the surface, while for θ=180° complete nonwetting is said to take place. These cases being typically hard to realize, CA has been reported
to usually belong to any of the partial wetting regimes between the above two extremes.
Normally, for θ > 90°, the contact is classified as hydrophobic (liquid-liquid cohesive forces
being dominant) and as hydrophilic for θ < 90° (solid-liquid adhesive forces being dominant)15.

Air/Vapor

Liquid
Solid

θ

θ

Figure 4.1.1: (a) Hydrophilic behaviour of liquid (water) droplet for CA < 90° (b) Hydrophobic
behaviour of liquid (water) droplet for CA > 90°

Thermodynamic considerations
T. Young was the first to describe CA equilibrium in 1805 15 - CA being thermodynamically
defined by the well-known Young-Laplace equation. A drop resting on a solid surface in
thermodynamic equilibrium is said to be subjected to various surface tension or surface
energy forces, typically being the solid-liquid surface tension (γSL), the solid-vapour surface
tension (γSV), and the liquid-vapour surface tension (γLV), as depicted in the figure 4.1.2. below.

Air/Vapor

γLV

Liquid
Solid

γSL

θ

γSV

Figure 4.1.2: Image depicting various forces acting on a liquid drop resting on a solid surface

Since in equilibrium, the resultant forces must be zero, using appropriate co-ordinate system,
the Young-Laplace equation15,196 was developed, as depicted in equation 4.1.1 below:
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Cos θ =

𝛾𝑆𝐺 −𝛾𝑆𝐿

(4.1.1)

𝛾𝐿𝐺

where γLG, γSG, and γSL are the liquid-gas, solid-gas, and solid-liquid surface tensions
respectively. The equation 4.1.1. marks as an important relation in the contact angle studies,
enabling the determination of any of the associated parameters, provided the other three
variables are known.
Furthermore, CA investigations can be broadly categorized into static and dynamic contact
angle studies- measurements being made on the liquid drop at rest (on the solid surface) or
in the static state for the former case, and on the liquid in motion (advancing/receding on the
solid surface) or in the dynamic state for the latter case- as detailed next.

Static contact angle: Introduction193,196
As the name suggests, static contact angle refers to the angle made by the liquid drop resting
on a solid surface in an equilibrium or a non-moving state- such droplets being as well referred
to as sessile droplets (adhering to the solid surface forming a spherical cap geometry)
sometimes. For static drops, ideally the drop's volume and size do not alter during the
measurements, though the values might fluctuate due to effects such as evaporation of the
droplet with time, migration of substances dissolved within the drop to the solid surface (or
in the opposite direction) in some cases, chemical reactions between the solid and the liquid,
and/or the solid being dissolved/swollen by the liquid- leading to an increase or decrease of
the contact angle with time. Of the above, micro-droplets have been reported to be the most
vulnerable to evaporation effects- such effects being predominant for aqueous liquids with
comparative lower boiling points than for say organic liquids (like oils) with boiling points
typically greater than 200°C. Thus, as can be seen in the figure 4.1.3., evaporation, if left
unchecked, could lead to inaccurate contact angle measurements- ‘θ2’ being measured
instead of ‘θ1’, thereby raising the likelihood of erroneous analysis.

Air/Vapor

Liquid
Solid

θ1

θ1

θ2

θ2
d1

d

d2

Figure 4.1.3: The two schemes for sessile droplet evaporation depending on the wettability of
the underlying surface (a) droplet pinned on a chemically structured surface (as AG slide), (b)
droplet on a chemically homogenous (as PFS slide)15
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One way of minimizing evaporation effects, especially for say static contact angle studies of
the aqueous liquids, could be by analyzing the ‘frozen’ state of the droplet instead of the live
drop- details into it being taken up in the next sub-sections.
Literature further reports various methods for the measurement of static contact angles- of
them primarily adopted being the drop shape analysis method, the Wilhelmy plate method,
the Washburn method, and the top-view distance method. The current work, however,
among all of the above, employs the drop shape analysis method for static contact angle
measurements- principally owing to its ease of availability and operation-- the method being
essentially based on the utilization of the sessile drop’s image at the three phase contact
(point of intersection between the drop contour and the projection of the surface (baseline))
for contact angle measurements.

Static contact angle: Measuring technique193,196
The prime system requirement for conducting static contact angle measurements employing
the drop shape analysis method is usually a video based optical measuring device- as the OCA
measuring device from Dataphysics197 used in the current work. Reportedly have been known
to be the most versatile instrument for the measurement and analysis of contact angles and
the drop shapes, the OCA measuring set-up marked with its primary components, can be as
referred to in the image 4.1.6. below.

Image 4.1.6: Contact angle (OCA) measuring set from DataPhysics 197 (a) measuring
stage (100*100mm) adjustable in three axes for accurate sample positioning and drop
pick up from the dosing unit, (b) dosing bay for installation of the optical manual syringe
units and single or multiple (max.4) needle support with a vertical and horizontal fine
adjustment, (c) goniometer attached to the CCD camera, and (d) a PC connected to the
system to analyze the results
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In addition to the above, few other components that the set-up comprised of, were: a lens
mount with an adjustable tilt, a high speed video system with an adapter and a CCD camera,
a high performance six-fold power zoom lens with an integrated continuous focus, and a
halogen light source with continuously adjustable intensity without hysteresis for a
homogeneous back lighting.
Coming next to the measuring technique, to begin with, the OCA system was turned on and
the position of the measuring table and the camera adjusted so as to be exactly in a horizontal
plane with respect to each other. A sample surface was then placed on the measuring table,
atop of which was dispensed, either via automated (say using dosing syringes of OCA's dosing
system) or by manual (say using Eppendorf multi-pipettes) means, a test drop (usually 1µL of
water being typically opted), whose contact angle has to be measured. Automated dispensing
being generally chosen for aqueous liquids and manual pipetting being typically preferred for
more viscous fluids (as oils), in any case, the syringes while loading of the liquids were filled
slowly as to ensure no air withdrawal, which otherwise might inject unwanted air bubbles
into the system-possibly serving as ‘seeds’ for bubble nucleations at elevated working
temperatures. Further, the syringes internal diameter was fed to the software for the
calibration of the pump, and dosing rates usually in the range of 0.3-0.5µL/s adopted (except
for more viscous fluids requiring comparatively much slower pumping rates to accommodate
the pressure drop across the needle).
Additionally, it was made sure that
while being dispensed, the droplets
fall as little as possible as to avoid their
spread by kinetic energy279. This was
typically achieved by positioning the
(b)
(a)
droplets tip above the underlying solid
Image 4.1.7: (a) Droplets tip positioned above the
surface at such a height that the
solid surface such that it detaches itself before
growing pendant drop touched the
falling of its own weight (forming a sessile droplet);
surface and detached itself before it
(b) ‘Frozen’ drops image with baseline (blue line)
fell free of its own weight (image 4.1.7
adjusted correctly for accurate static CA
measurements279
(a)). Once dispensed, the dosing
needle was drawn out, forming a
sessile drop (image 4.1.7. (b).
By focusing the droplet and adjusting the back lightening, the system was subsequently
calibrated using the optical magnification of the lens – the overall set-up being finally ready
for the measurements197,279.
After the above initial preparations, without disturbing the rest of the set-up, the dummy
(sample) test slide was replaced by the to be investigated surface with a new drop of test
liquid (1µL DI water) dispensed (typically by automated means) above it. However, as
previously stated, to minimize evaporation effects and hence inaccurate static contact angle
measurements, a quick snapshot of the drop’s profile as soon as it was formed was captured
(via the OCA’s software)- static CA being measured on this ‘frozen’ image instead of on the
live drop. Besides, another criterion important for these measurements was the right
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adjustment of the baseline to the drops image, marking the position to which the software
draws a tangent for contact angle measurements (refer image 4.1.7 (b))-which if misaligned
could lead to ‘false’ contact angle values and hence erroneous results 197,279.
After the drop’s image is captured and a baseline to it adjusted, the static contact angle was
calculated by the measuring software by fitting a mathematical expression to the drop's
contour- the mathematical fitting computing the slope of the tangent at the liquid-solid-vapor
(LSV) line interface. Further, depending on the choice of the mathematical model adopted
(from a variety of models available), various fitting methods can be defined, primarily as the
Young-Laplace (Y-L) fitting method, the tangent fitting method, the height-width fitting
method, the elliptical fitting method, and the circle fitting method. The methods compute
either the complete drop´s shape or a part of it or only the area of the phase contact- all the
methods nevertheless calculating contact angle as ‘tan θ' at the intersection of the drop’s
contour line with the solid surface (or the base line) 194,197.
The selection of the fitting method further depending largely on the nature of measurements,
the type of solid and liquids opted, and the volumes of the liquids selected 194, initial
experimental investigations revealed Young-Laplace fitting to be the most reliable method in
calculating static contact angles on drops for the solid-liquid combinations and the volumetric
range of test liquids as opted in the current work (refer Appendix D for further details).

Static contact angle: Experimental investigations
Using the experimental set-up and the measuring technique as described in the sections
above, a number of static contact angle related experimental studies were carried out to
determine the degree of wettabilities and homogeneities associated with the various
surfaces-produced say using different substrate materials, different coating techniques,
different cleaning methods, and being stored under different conditions post-production-- in
addition during the course of investigations to possibly determine the production stage (if)
responsible for contaminating the surfaces with the rare defects (as observed under
microscopic examinations).
a. Study of surfaces with varying wettabilities
As modification of surfaces to generate (alternate) hydrophobic/hydrophilic regions serves as
an integral part of the surface fabrication process in the current work, static contact angle
studies were conducted to determine the degree of wettabilities and homogeneities
associated with the chemically treated surfaces –CA’s < 90°, as stated, implying hydrophilic
character of the surfaces, whereas surfaces said to be exhibiting a hydrophilic character for >
90° CA values. Additionally, greater the consistency and reliability in the contact angle data,
higher can be said to be the degree of homogeneity associated with the tested surface /region
- the surfaces in such cases being devoid of any prominent pinning centers possibly altering
the shape of the dispensed droplet and hence the corresponding CA’s.
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In this regard, various surfaces were examined- static CA’s being measured anywhere on the
chemically non- structured (PFS coated glass slides) surfaces, and on the hydrophobic regions
(between four reaction sites) and the hydrophilic regions (top and bottom slide edges) for the
chemically structured (AG) slide surfaces. Minimum of six surfaces being examined per case,
with CA’s of at least ten droplets (DI water) being measured per surface, the data was
analyzed for evaluating the averages and standard deviations of the contact angles collected
(via Microsoft Excel 2016) - results depicted as in the respective graphs 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 below:
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Graph 4.1.1: Static CA measurements on the chemically non-structured
(hydrophobically coated, PFS) slide surfaces
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As can be seen in the graphs 4.1.1 and
4.1.2, the hydrophobic regions, be it on
the chemically non-stratified PFS slide or
on the structured AG slide surfaces (for
the same typing of coating procedure
applied), yielded average static CA’s to be
approx. 115°- the values being greater
than 90° signifying the hydrophobic
character
associated
with
such
surfaces/regions. Measurements further
gave standard deviations to be less than
2° for the CA data obtained per case
(surface tested) on these regions- low
values thus indicating the consistency
and reliability of the measurements and
hence good homogeneity of the surfaces
produced/coatings applied.
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Graph 4.1.2: Static CA measurements on the
chemically structured (AG) glass slides
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On similar lines, measurements yielded static CA’s of ~42° (with standard deviations<2°) for
the hydrophilic regions of the chemically stratified (AG) slide surfaces- the values indicating
the hydrophilicity associated with such regions and the homogeneity of the surfaces,
respectively.
Hence, from all of the above, it can be said that the surfaces produced, as the chemicallystructured AG glass slides usually dealt with in the current work, have in general good
wettabilities and homogeneities associated with them - the surfaces being typically devoid of
any prominent inhomogeneities (pining centers modifying the drop shapes and hence the
static contact angles), which possibly might act as gas entrapment sites leading to bubble
evolutions at elevated working temperatures.

b. Study of surfaces generated using different coating techniques
Another investigation that was done was by testing surfaces produced using different
(hydrophobic) coating techniques- to determine if a particular technique generates surfaces
with superior wettabilities and/or homogeneities as compared to the other.
In this regard, the hydrophobic surfaces, primarily produced using the conventional chemical
(lithography or gas phase silanization (GPS)) technique and the state- of -the -art mechanical
printing technique were examined; static CA’s being measured in the manner as described
earlier using 1µL of DI water as the test liquid dispensed on the subsequent surfaces.

Static contact angle (°)

Chiefly hydrophobic surfaces (PFS coated glass slides and hydrophobic regions for the
chemically structured AG glass slides) being tested, with at least six surfaces being examined
per case, measurements revealed (refer
graph 4.1.3 on the right) average static
120
121
CA’s of nearly 116° (s. d~1.2°) on the
118
chemically coated surfaces and of
116
nearly120°
(s.
d~1.8°)
on
the
115
mechanically coated surfaces- thereby
112
indicating
higher
hydrophobicities
109
associated with the surfaces generated
using the latter coating technique.
106
Additionally, lower standard deviations
103
for the CA’s obtained per case pointed
100
out to the reliability and consistency in
GPS coated
Inkjet coated
the measurements, revealing the
Type of coating
absence of any prominent pinning
centers (possibly altering the shape of the
Graph 4.1.3: Static CA measurements for
measured drop) and hence good
(chemically non-structured) surfaces
produced using different coating techniques
homogeneities associated with the
examined surfaces.
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Nevertheless, despite of not so much differences in the wettabilities and homogeneities of
the surfaces generated using the above techniques, mechanical coating is typically employed
for the production of chemically treated surfaces- both for industrial as well as research
oriented applications (as in the current work). This can be primarily attributed to the faster
coating speeds associated with the mechanical printing- with the potential to coat the entire
production lot in one go, within few hours. However, for instances, where (when and if)
lithography has been employed as the coating technique, will be explicitly mentioned as the
work proceeds.

c. Study of surfaces generated using different substrate materials
Apart from the above, static CA studies were conducted to examine and compare the
wettabilities and homogeneities associated with the surfaces generated using different
substrate(base) materials- glass slides and silicon wafers being mainly opted in this regard.
The surfaces being fabricated in the standard manner as described in the earlier sections,
measurements revealed slightly lower static CA’s for the generated hydrophobic and
hydrophilic regions on the silicon wafers than on glass slides (refer graph 4.1.4).
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Graph 4.1.4: Static CA studies on the hydrophilic, hydrophobic regions of
surfaces generated using different substrate material

Nevertheless, lower standard deviations obtained for the average of CA’s for the cases
studied, further indicated good homogeneities and wettabilities associated with the
fabricated surfaces- the finding in turn referring to the efficacy of the fabrication techniques
employed, and to no prominent role of the (otherwise good quality) base material itself in the
generation of surface defects.
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However, glass slides, owing to their ease of availability and low purchasing costs, are typically
preferred as the substrate materials- both for industrial and research based applications, as
in the current work.

d. Study of surfaces subjected to different cleanings
A vital step in the generation of the chemically fabricated surfaces is their second cleaning employed to ensure the removal of any left-over coating residues, post-coating of the
resultant surfaces. Typically, being done by dipping the ensuing surfaces in an ultrasonic bath,
for around 30 minutes, this cleaning usually utilizes reagents that are milder in nature and
concentrations (as to be not harsh on the surface coatings), as compared to the chemicals
used for first cleaning (pre-coating) purposes.
In order to determine the efficacy of the above production stage and to check if it contributes
to the occurrence of any surface defects (due to say missed out washing of some of the
coating residues), the subsequent surfaces (hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions of the
chemically structured glass slides) were examined for their homogeneities and wettabilities
via static CA studies (using 1µL of DI water as the test liquid). Further, apart from the
ultrasonic cleaning, other cleaning methods were as well tried out as the plasma and HClmethanol (in volumetric ratio of 1:1) cleaning- the surfaces being dipped in the respective
cleaning chambers (in a clean room environment) again for around 30 minutes and next
examined and compared for their topologies via static contact angle measurements.
With minimum of ten measurements being made per surface, and nearly ten surfaces being
examined per case, analysis revealed:
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Graph 4.1.5: Static CA studies of surfaces (PFS coated) generated via
various surface cleaning techniques (pre- coating)
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As can be seen in the graph 4.1.5 above, examinations revealed no drastic differences in the
(average) static CA’s for the surfaces cleaned via the above cleaning procedures- ultrasonic
cleaning nevertheless yielding (hydrophobic) surfaces with slightly higher CA’s as compared
to the other tested techniques.
The above findings, together with the lower standard deviations observed (per case), further
pointed towards the good wettabilities and homogeneities associated with the fabricated
surfaces- indicating in turn the good quality of cleanings applied in general. However,
ultrasonic cleaning, owing to it being the commonly used technique in the industrial
production of the slide surfaces, as for the chemically structured AG slides under
consideration, has been adopted as the generally used method for research based
applications too, as preferred in the current work.

e. Study of surfaces subjected to different storage conditions
The surfaces, post-production and pre-delivery, are generally stored in an air tight, dust-free,
environment- being placed in clean plastic boxes and kept further under vacuum in aluminum
packets. However, despite of the extreme care taken in protecting the sensitive surfaces from
any contaminations, chances might be that storage alters their surface chemistries, possibly
modifying the homogeneities and wettabilities associated with them.
Hence, in this regard, static CA studies (using 1µL of DI water) were conducted to determine
the topologies of various surfaces (hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions of the chemically
stratified glass slides) stored over say a ‘n’ number of days. Further, each of the above
examinations were tailed by analyzing the subsequent surfaces after having them cleaned
gently using a tissue dipped in Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA), followed by a good rinse in water and
drying off the water residues via a nitrogen gas- comparative studies being made by analyzing
freshly prepared surfaces in addition.
With minimum of ten measurements being made per region, and nearly ten surfaces being
examined per case, results revealed, as can be seen in the graph 4.1.6 on the next page,
freshly prepared surfaces to be exhibiting the most consistent and reliable static CA values as
compared to the data observed for the stored surfaces – especially for the ones stored over
a period of six or more months. Further, gentle cleaning (using IPA, water, and nitrogen) of
the surfaces prior to examinations, as expected, seemingly improved their homogeneitiesseen as slightly improved wettabilities (especially for the hydrophobic regions) and reduced
standard deviations in the average of measurements for such cases.
Hence, from the above it can be said that though freshly produced surfaces are the best to
work with, storing of the surfaces, however, generally does not affect their topologies, unless
done for say a period of more than six months or so (in some of the cases). In any case,
especially for research oriented applications, it is always good to do a gentle cleaning (using
IPA, water and nitrogen as discussed before), prior to the surfaces being taken for
examinations/used.
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Graph 4.1.6: Static CA measurements on regions of varying wettabilities for surfaces stored for
‘n’ number of days, pre and post their cleaning

Static contact angle: Conclusions
Thus from the above static CA investigations, it can be said that the surfaces produced are
generally homogeneous in nature with good degrees of wettabilities associated with them,
thereby indicating the effectiveness of the coatings and cleanings applied in the fabrication
of the same. Further, no production or post-production (storage) step could be particularly
filtered out, potentially leaving the surfaces ‘flawed’ or infected (in terms of say the crater
like inhomogeneities as detected on the hydrophobic regions for some of the slide surfaces
in microscopic investigations).
Nevertheless, in regard to having greater homogeneities and wettabilities, freshly prepared
surfaces came out as the most promising candidates- preferred hence largely for research
oriented purposes, as in the current work. Yet surfaces, stored in a clean, air-tight
environment proved to be not flawed either (except they being more vulnerable to
contaminations if stored for say more than six months or so), thereby being equally successful
in usage when coming to industrial applications.
However, in in order to complement the above investigations, equally important was the
investigation of surfaces via dynamic CA studies- aimed to provide a better, overall insight
into the surface topologies, as discussed next.
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Dynamic contact angle: Introduction
Dynamic contact angle studies, together with the static CA measurements, mark as an
important characterization technique for the comprehensive analysis of the underlying
surfaces. Whereas static CA measurements help in determining the wetting properties of the
solid by a certain liquid, it’s the dynamic CA studies which have been known to better provide
a detailed information on the homogeneity of the underlying solid substrate(s).
Further, as the name suggests, dynamic contact angle measurements are ‘dynamic’ in nature
where the liquid drop is first made to fall or advance on the solid substrate, and withdrawn
or receded subsequently. Hence, dynamic CA’s are better measured ‘live’ as the liquid
falls/recedes, in contrary to on the ‘frozen’ state of droplets, as for the static CA studies, as
previously discussed 193,196,197.
Next, for the falling and receding droplet cases, dynamic contact angle measurements are
characterized typically by two contact angle values, known as the advancing and receding
contact angles respectively. Describing the former, the liquid once fully advanced on the solid
surface, a part of it still attached to the dispensing unit, forms an angle between the tangent
drawn to the liquid drop and the solid surface- for the maximum possible contact between
the above two phases, the angle known as the advancing contact angle, denoted by ‘θa’.
However, for the latter case, after the advancing contact angle is formed and its value noted,
with the needle still in the drop, the liquid is withdrawn back into the dispensing unit, till a
minimum limit is reached where the liquid just contacts the minimum surface area possible
without being completely sucked back- the angle formed at this stage then known as the
receding contact angle, denoted by ‘θr’ –- the cases as depicted in the figure 4.1.4 below:

Air

Liquid being
added

Needle
(dispensing
unit)

Needle
(dispensing
unit)

θa

Liquid being
withdrawn

θr
Solid substrate

Solid substrate

Figure 4.1.4: Illustrative representation of advancing and receding CA’s 195(images not up to scale)

Additionally, the difference between the advancing and the receding CA is known as the
contact angle hysteresis (δ)193,281, serving as in important parameter in determining the
degree of homogeneity associated with the underlying solid surfaces. Literature reports the
occurrence of this hysteresis owing to the system under investigation not meeting ideal
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conditions, as being chemically homogenous, rigid and flat at an atomic scale, and say not
perturbed by chemical interaction or by vapour or liquid adsorption 199. For such an ‘ideal’
surface wet by a ‘pure’ liquid, contact angle theory predicts typically one and only one
thermodynamically stable value of contact angle. However, in reality, such an, ‘ideal’ surface
is rarely found and there exists generally a wide range of ‘metastable states' which can be
observed as the liquid meniscus scans the surface at the solid-liquid-vapour interface. Due to
the presence of free energy barriers that exist between these metastable states, thus a true
‘equilibrium contact angle' is typically impossible to be measured in the real time. Therefore,
the complete characterization of any solid surface necessitates the measurement of both
advancing and receding contact angles and computing the difference as contact angle
hysteresis199. Literature reports, on practical or non-ideal surfaces, the presence of contact
angle hysteresis usually to be in the range of 10°-20°; values of and 50° or more being as well
observed for some of the cases. Besides, higher the value of the hysteresis, greater is said to
be the degree of roughness associated with the underlying surface- hence indicating the
surfaces having lower hysteresis values to be more homogenous in nature.
Literature further reports six known sources of contact angle hysteresis, broadly categorized
as the thermodynamic and kinetic hysteresis199. To qualify as ‘true' or classical
thermodynamic contact angle hysteresis, both advancing and receding contact angles must
be stable (reproducible), i.e. regardless of time (time independent) or the number of
measurements undertaken. Additionally, surface roughness and surface heterogeneity have
been reported to be the two main causes of thermodynamic hysteresis, as summarized in the
table 4.1.1 below:

General assumption

Specific assumption

Effect on hysteresis

Time dependent

Surface is smooth

Surface must be
smooth at 0.1-0.5µm
level

,δ' increases with
increasing roughness (θa
increases and θr
decreases with
increasing roughness)

No

Surface is
homogeneous

Surface must be
homogenous at the
0.1µm level

θa dependent on low
energy phase; θr
dependent on high
energy phase

No

Table 4.1.1: Sources of thermodynamic contact angle hysteresis199-200

In addition, as the Cassie-Baxter equation193,196, helps in determining the degree of
heterogeneity associated with a chemically structured surface, an important relation that
describes the effect of surface roughness on contact angle hysteresis is the Wenzel
equation193,196 - which takes into account the influence of an increased ‘effective' surface
area on the contact angle, as stated in the equation 4.1.2 :
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Cos θw= r cos θy

(4.1.2)

where ‘r' is the roughness factor representing the ratio of effective area to the geometric
area, ‘θw’ the Wenzel angle- the actual measured CA on rough surface, and ‘θy’ the stable or
equilibrium Young angle as measured on a corresponding ‘smooth' surface. The value of ‘r’
being typically always ≥ 1, the presence of surface roughness tends to increase the CA for ‘θy’
> 90° (i.e. for non-wettable, smooth surfaces), whereas decreasing the CA value for ‘θy’ < 90°
(i.e. for wettable, smooth surfaces) 193,196.
From the Cassie –Baxter and Wenzel laws, it can be hence said that the surface under
investigation may indeed exhibit a wide range of CA’s, making it thus impossible to measure
‘θw’ and ‘θc’ different from any other ‘θ’. However, a surface that exhibits CA hysteresis due
to roughness or heterogeneity can be characterized by measuring the highest (advancing) and
lowest (receding) CA values. Besides, keeping in mind the model of a heterogeneous surface,
literature reports that whereas the advancing angle reflects the characteristics of the lowenergy portion of the surface, the receding angle reflects the characteristics of the highenergy portion of the surface193,194,196.
Additionally, apart from the surface roughness and surface heterogeneity, another commonly
observed source of hysteresis that has been reported has been hysteresis due to surface
contamination196,199. Solid surfaces usually tend to be contaminated with foreign substances
during their formation or production. Even the liquids used for drop formations (test liquids)
might as well contain foreign substances, possibly contaminating the underlying surface(s).
Hence, the surfaces if not rigorously cleaned and/or the test liquids not properly purified
before contact angle measurements, could lead to a larger hysteresis (an oily contaminant
might lead to smaller receding contact angle owing to spreading of oil on the water surface).
Thus, in order to minimize any hysteresis due to surface contaminations, it is made sure that
the surfaces, especially if not fresh, are washed off properly with suitable solvents (which do
not dissolve the solid but dissolve the possible contaminating materials), prior to any use199.
Besides the above mentioned thermodynamic classification of contact angle hysteresis,
literature as well reports its kinetic classification- distinguished from the former by time or
cycle dependent changes in the contact angle values. Kinetic hysteresis, further, has been
reported to be mainly caused by surface reorientation, surface deformation, liquid
penetration, and surface mobility199. However, since rigid, solid surfaces are mainly dealt with
in the current work, the work neglects the kinetic aspects and generally considers the
thermodynamic aspects of the contact angle hysteresis196,199.

Dynamic contact angle: Measuring technique193,194,196,197
For the measurement of dynamic CA’s, various methods have been reported, commonly used
being the optical tensiometry (goniometry) and/or the force tensiometry (Wilhelmy plate or
the Du Noüy ring or the Washburn) methods 194. The current work, however, employs the
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former, the optical tensiometry or goniometry technique, chiefly owing to its ease of use and
availability, and the possibility of dynamic contact angles to be measured via it using the same
measuring device as for the static CA measurements-OCA from DataPhysics. Further, the basic
principle behind the measurements (employing optical tensiometry) remaining the same: the
shape of the drop determined and the corresponding contact angles calculated by assessing
the angle formed between the solid and the tangent to the drops surface197,198, the advancing
and receding contact angles were evaluated in the manner, as described next.
For the advancing contact angle measurements, the liquid was first made to advance with the
needle (of the dispensing unit) placed at a height sufficient enough for the free fall of the drop
on the to be investigated solid surface(s). Via automated means and with a pre-defined
advancing rate, the droplet was made to advance until it hit the solid surface- after this point
additional liquid added till the droplets contact line got pinned and further advancing or
increase in volume lead to distortion of its shape (bulging effect). At this point, the needle of
the dispensing unit inside the droplet tending to distort it more at the apex, the advancing
contact angle (θa) was hence measured (on the live drop by the high speed image capturing
and analysing OCA instrument) before this point was reached279.
Next, the droplet with the needle still inside it, was retreated with a selected receding ratethe receding rates opted being usually lower than the advancing rates for smooth
withdrawing of the droplet (generally, if advancing rates selected were around 0.5µL/sec,
receding rates of approx. 0.3µL/sec were adopted). Again while retreating, at the point where
further suction of the liquid by the needle distorts the drops shape such that the contact angle
cannot be measured, the minimum receding contact angle, θr, was measured.
Further, thin needles having comparatively lower (internal) diameters have been reported to
be better suited for dynamic CA studies- as was experimentally tested and proven (refer
Appendix C for further details).

Dynamic contact angle: Experimental investigations
Employing the measuring technique as discussed above, using DI water as the test liquid,
various surfaces, as with static CA studies, were characterized to further determine their
wettabilities and homogeneities using the dynamic CA studies. Additionally, owing to greater
volumes of the test liquid used for dynamic CA measurements (as compared to nearly 1µL of
DI water employed for static CA measurements), the hydrophilic regions of the chemically
structured glass slides were skipped (greater volumes of water nearly spreading on such
surfaces), and dynamic CA studies typically made on the hydrophobic surfaces (chemically
non-structured, PFS coated) and/or the hydrophobic regions of the chemically structured (AG
glass slides) surfaces.
With minimum of ten measurements being made per surface, and nearly ten surfaces being
analysed per case, the data (advancing and receding CA values) were next analysed for the
corresponding CA hysteresis using Microsoft Excel 2016- surfaces exhibiting lower and
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consistent CA hysteresis were generally tagged to have higher degrees of surface
homogeneities and vice-versa.

a. Study of surfaces having varying wettabilities
Dynamic CA measurements revealed, the hydrophobic regions/surfaces for the produced
surfaces to be having (average) advancing CA’s of nearly 120° and receding CA’s of nearly 86°;
dynamic CA hysteresis calculated to be around 34° for the various hydrophobically coated
regions/surface tested. Further, the values observed were highly consistent and reliable in
nature, with lower standard deviations (< 2°) being observed per case- as can be seen in the
graph 4.1.7 below:
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Graph 4.1.7: Dynamic CA measurements for chemically non-structured surfaces
(hydrophobically coated PFS glass slides)

Hence, from the above it can be said that the surfaces generated are largely homogeneous in
nature- the consistency in the measurements (lower standard deviations) further signifying
no prominent pinning centres present, distorting the free movement of the advancing and
receding liquid during measurements. This, in turn, indicates the efficiency of the
fabrication(cleaning/coatings) applied in the production of such surfaces (as dealt with in the
current work), further confirming the decent quality of surfaces generated on an average, and
the rare occurrence of any surface defects (if and when present).
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b. Study of surfaces generated using different coating techniques
Dynamic contact angle investigations, as with the static contact angle studies, were further
conducted to determine the degrees of homogeneities associated with the surfaces,
produced using different coating techniques.
In this regard, as previously discussed, surfaces primarily generated via the conventional,
lithographic technique (chemical coating) and the contemporary, mechanical printing
technique were tested – again chiefly hydrophobic surfaces/regions being analysed using DI
water as the test liquid.
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As can be seen in the graph 4.1.8,
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hysteresis (~30°) being observed
for the mechanically coated
surfaces, as compared to the
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chemically
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(δ~34°). This, along with the lower
standard deviations observed per
case, indicated the greater
proficiency
of
the
former
technique (relatively) over the
latter in generating surfaces with
better homogeneities- the results
being in analogy with the findings
of the static contact angle studies
in this regard.
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Nevertheless, the above analysis
Graph 4.1.8: Dynamic CA studies for surfaces
further
confirmed
the
generated via various coating techniques
effectiveness of the coatings
applied and the good quality of the
surfaces fabricated on the whole- with no detectible contribution of this production stage in
the introduction of any surface defects, in general.

c. Study of surfaces fabricated using different base materials
Again as with the static CA studies, dynamic CA investigations were done to analyse the
surfaces for their homogeneities, produced using different base (substrate) materials.
Chemically treated glass slides and silicon wafers being chiefly opted in this regard, for their
hydrophobic regions tested (using DI water), results revealed relatively lower dynamic CA
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hysteresis for such regions on silicon
wafers (δ~27°) than for when on the
glass slides (δ~34°), as can be referred
to in the graph 4.1.9.
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Additionally, although the above once
Graph 4.1.9: Dynamic CA measurements for
again confirmed the good quality of the
surfaces (PFS coated) generated using
surfaces produced (cleanings/coatings
different substrate materials
applied), it however excluded the
choice of the base material
contributing largely to the presence of any surface defects (considering the base material
selected to be not majorly flawed in itself)—the occurrence of surface
inhomogeneities/imperfections (if and when they occur) being presumably dependent on the
nature of the fabrication process (surface treatments adapted).
The dynamic contact angle studies in this regard syncing with the static contact angle findings,
glass slides, owing to their ease of availability, low buying costs, and the multiple advantages
associated with glass as the substrate material (as discussed in chapter 2), continues to be the
first preference in this regard.

d. Study of surfaces generated using different cleaning methods
Further, in analogy with the static contact angle measurements, dynamic contact angle
studies were conducted to analyse the surfaces (hydrophobic) fabricated using different
cleaning (post-coating) procedures for their homogeneities. As detailed in the corresponding
static contact analysis, surfaces subjected to primarily three different cleaning methods: the
ultrasonic leaning, the plasma cleaning, and the HCl-methanol cleaning, were tested- results
as depicted in the graph 4.1.10.
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Graph 4.1.10: Dynamic contact angle studies for surfaces(hydrophobic)
generated using different cleaning methods (pre-coating)

As can be seen in the graph above, cleaning using HCl +methanol yielded surfaces having
comparatively lower dynamic contact angle hysteresis values (δ~30°), thereby concluding it
to be the better method in generating surfaces with higher homogeneities. However, no
drastic difference in the hysteresis for all the three cleaning methods tested was observed, as
with the static contact angle studies- the typically used ultrasonic cleaning method being
nevertheless preferred for the production of the chemically treated surfaces.

e. Study of surface subjected to different storage conditions
As detailed in the static contact angle studies, storage of the surfaces post-production (and
pre-delivery) marks as an integral part of the supply chain. However, storing the surfaces (as
the chemically structured, AG, glass slides dealt with in the current work), despite of opting a
highly clean and an air tight storage environment, might modify their surface chemistries and
thus the degree of wettabilities and/or homogeneities associated with them.
Though the static contact angle measurements (being previously done in this regard) revealed
freshly prepared surfaces to be having comparatively greater homogeneities and wettabilities
as compared to the stored ones (especially for the ones stored over a period of say six or more
months), the surfaces were examined additionally via dynamic contact angle studies to put
further light on the above findings.
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In this respect, as with the earlier studies, usually hydrophobic regions of the fabricated
surfaces were tested (using DI water as the test liquid)- investigations being done for various
freshly prepared surfaces and for the ones being stored for say overnight, over a period of
two months, and over a period of six months. Additionally, studies were conducted where
the subsequent surfaces were cleaned (gently wiping them with a tissue dipped in
Isopropanol, followed by a good rinse under water and drying the water residues using
nitrogen gas)- to determine the effect of mild cleaning on the homogeneities of the (stored)
surfaces.
Minimum of six surfaces being examined per case, with nearly ten measurements being
conducted per surfaces, results revealed, as can be seen in the graph 4.1.11, freshly prepared
surfaces exhibiting most consistent and reliable advancing and receding contact angle values
with a (relatively) lower contact angle hysteresis (δ~33°). This hence indicated the greater
homogeneities associated with the such surfaces as compared to their stored counterpartsfreshly prepared surfaces hence being the preferred choices especially for research oriented
applications (as in the current work). Further, though storage, especially for months/years,
raises the vulnerability of the surfaces to any local contaminations, not so huge differences in
the hysteresis values observed for the surfaces stored for six months or less, however makes
them the acceptable candidates in the industrial applications.
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Graph 4.1.11: Dynamic CA studies for surfaces subjected to different storage conditions
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Further, mild cleaning of the surfaces, as described above, was observed to improve their
homogeneities—the results in sync with the outcomes of the static contact angle studies.

Dynamic contact angle: Conclusions
Hence, from the above dynamic contact angle studies, it can be concluded that the surfaces
fabricated are largely homogenous in nature with good degrees of wettabilities associated
with the chemical structuring applied. This in turn signified, as with with the static contact
angle studies, the efficiency of the cleaning/coatings applied in the generation of such
surfaces- ultrasonic cleaning and coating using the mechanical printing technique
nevertheless ruled out to be having greater competences in this regard.
Additionally, freshly prepared surfaces were observed to have better surface homogeneities
than the ones stored or cleaned (after storage) prior to use; surfaces stored for more than
half a year being most vulnerable to surface imperfections
However, the analysis could not filter out a particular production stage that could be
potentially responsible for the insertion of any surface (rare) defects- as detected in the
microscopic examinations, calling for detailed similar or other investigations in this regard.

4.1.3 Surface energy measurements193,194,196
As surface tension is for liquids (as detailed in section 4.3.2 later), it’s the solid’s surface
energy that aids in determining the amount of energy associated with a given surface. Greater
the surface energy, greater can be said to be the wettability or the hydrophilic character of a
particular surface, whereas surfaces associated with lower surface energies can be said to
possess reduced wettabilities or their hydrophobic nature.
Thus while the contact angle studies (based on solid-liquid interactions) provide information
on the relative hydrophobicity and/or hydrophilicity of a given surface, it is the surface energy
(solely the property of the surface), that helps better in determining the degree of wettability
linked with a particular surface.
Mathematically, surface energy can be successfully defined by the Young´s Law, as mentioned
previously in the contact angle studies (refer figure 4.2), according to which a drop resting on
a solid surface is chiefly balanced by the ratio of three interfacial energies (forces): the solidliquid interfacial energy, the solid-gas interfacial energy, and the liquid-gas interfacial energy.
The shape (or contact angle) of the drop reflecting in turn the prime contribution of a specific
energy at that point- drops(aqueous) having lower contact angles on higher energy surfaces
and vice-versa.
Some authors have as well defined the solid-gas or solid-vapour interfacial energy or the
surface energy (σS) as the amount of work expended in order to increase the size of a phase,
as energy per unit area- having the units of mJ/m2, or the more frequently used mN/m.
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Literature however reports various theoretical difficulties in the evaluation of surface energy,
chiefly due to the deviations from ideality of the surface, owing to say immobility of the
surface atoms/molecules, and/or due to the presence of surface defects as dislocations
(missing atom or molecules and the presence of extra atom (adatoms) or molecules,
formation of kinks, edge and/or screw dislocations), and so on196. This hence makes the
surface energy of solids largely a function of their history of formation, thus calling for indirect
experimental methods for its determination. Of the various methods known, the current work
employs the determination of surface energy from the corresponding contact angle data, as
per the Young´s relation194:
σS = γSL + σl . cos θ

(4.1.3)

where `σS ´ is the surface free energy of the solid, `θ´ the static contact angle, `σl´ the surface
tension of the liquid, and `γSL´ the solid-liquid interfacial tension. Further number of models
have been proposed for the calculation of free energy from the contact angle data-the
methods typically relying on a second equation for calculations, having the general form as194:

γSL = σS + σl – (interactions between phases)

(4.1.4)

The proposed models differ in the way in which these ‘interactions between the phases´ is
interpreted and as which interaction component(s) of the individual phases is made
responsible for producing the surface tension or surface free energy (for further details into
the models, refer appendix I at the end of the work)194.

Experimental investigations
Based on the above, for the (indirect) determination of surface energy from the contact angle
data, static contact angles were measured using minimum of two test liquids (usually DI water
and DIM being opted in this regard), on the hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions of the
chemically stratified surfaces (AG glass slides) respectively. For at least of six measurements
made per solid-liquid combination selected, the data collected was fed next to the OCA
surface energy measuring software-automatically calculating the energies associated with the
corresponding surfaces.
Initial studies revealed (refer graph 4.1.12), the hydrophobic surfaces generated by both the
mechanical and chemical coating techniques to be exhibiting surface energies of
approximately 11mN/m- nearly similar values indicating not much difference in the
wettabilities of the surfaces produced using the above coating methods- lower surface
energies obtained further pointing towards the good hydrophobic character associated with
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such surfaces. Also, studies revealed higher surface energies with the corresponding
hydrophilic regions- thereby additionally revealing efficiency of the coating/cleaning
techniques in generating surfaces with good/desired wettabilities.
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Graph 4.1.12: Surface energies for hydrophobic (generated using mechanical and chemical
coating techniques) and hydrophilic regions of the chemically structured surfaces
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Further, to determine the contribution of various components to the surface energy194,197, as
of the dispersive part, the polar part, and of the H-H part, surface energy measurements were
conducted using different liquids as water, Di-iodomethane, and a set of alkane’s viz. Decane,
Do-decane, Octane, Tetradecane,
18
Un-decane, Penta-decane, and
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Nonane – on the homogeneous,
hydrophobically coated surfaces
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as chemically non-structured
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Results revealed, as can be seen
in the graph 4.1.13 on the right,

Graph 4.1.13: Comparison of different S.E methods for
the evaluation of dispersive, polar, and hydrogen parts
of the surface free energy
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average surface energy on such surfaces, from all the above methods, calculated to be nearly
14.25mN/m – lower values further putting forward the lower wettabilities (good hydrophobic
character) associated with such surfaces. This in addition to the contact angle studies, hence,
established the good quality of fabrication steps involved (cleaning/coatings applied) in the
generation of the subsequent surfaces.
Further, results revealed the dispersive component of the surface energy for the hydrophobic
surfaces/ regions to be in the range of 11.5-13.2 mN/m, its polar part in the range of 0-2.8
mN/m, and its H-H part in the range of 2.13 mN/m, thereby giving for such surfaces the
contribution of:

Dispersive Component > Polar Component > H-H component

The above outcome was in analogy with as expected for the hydrophobic surfaces- such
surfaces having in general higher dispersive parts than polar parts of surface energies
[hydrocarbons present making such surfaces not mixing in water (polar) owing to the high
(London) dispersive interactions associated with them] 194,197,251,252.

4.1.4 Summary
From the various surface characterization investigations conducted, it can be hence
summarized that the chemically treated surfaces, as the AG structured glass slides dealt with
in the current work, typically exhibit good surface wettabilities with significant
homogeneities- in turn implying the efficiency of the fabrication techniques
(cleaning/coatings) applied in the generation of same.
However, as no system is ideal in nature, chances might be that some (rare) surface
inhomogeneities get associated with some of the surfaces - as the crater like surface
imperfections detected in the microscopic investigations. Such defects being further primarily
obtained on the hydrophobic regions of the chemically structured surfaces, brought to the
mind their possible source being some coating residues, which perhaps have been missed out
being cleaned in the later cleaning procedures in the production of such surfaces. Various
microscopic and contact angle investigations being done in this respect however could not
successfully filter out a particular fabrication stage responsible for the above – contact angle
studies additionally ruling out the storage of the surfaces, in general, potentially
contaminating the surfaces in any way (except for the surfaces stored for say a period of serval
months/ a year showing greater vulnerabilities in this regard).
The contact angle surface characterization studies further revealed the independence of the
selection of the base material in the fabrication of such surfaces- glass being nevertheless
preferred as the first choice in this respect, primarily owing to its ease of availability, and low
purchasing and fabrication costs involved. The studies further sifted out mechanical printing
and ultrasonic cleaning to be the promising methods in generating surfaces with greater
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homogeneities and/or wettabilities- freshly prepared surfaces in addition preferred over their
stored counterparts in this respect.
Various surface energy measurements additionally synced with the above findings- chemical
treatments applied generating surfaces of good wettabilities in general- surface energies for
the hydrophobically coated regions (low energy/wettability) observed to be as low as
~11mN/m in value. Additionally, dispersive component, as expected, came out to be the
prime contributor to the surface energy for the hydrophobic surfaces- indicating the higher
dispersive interactions associated with them.
Keeping in mind all of the above, the surfaces, nevertheless were briefly tested under a
standard upright microscope for any prominent surface inhomogeneities (if present) prior to
especially research oriented applications. In any case, the surfaces which failed the above
test, together with the immediate neighbours of the ones which showed drastic bubble
evolutions in the biological (PCR) runs, were better rejected/not preferred.

4.2 The Heating Platform
Other than the amplification platform (chemically structured AG glass slides), the other major
component of the micro-fluidic system that required investigation for its optimum operation
and functionality was the heating cycler- The Ampli Speed Cycler (ASC) as used in the current
work. Again, despite of the extreme care taken in its production, handling, and its wellcalibration prior to use, some ‘flaws’ or local imperfections might be present, causing
inhomogeneous heating (of its heating plate)-possibly leading to or aiding in the evolution of
bubbles at elevated working temperatures.
Hence, to comprehend the above, appropriate experimental investigations were conducted,
as detailed in the sub-sections below.
4.2.1 Study of homogeneity of the heating plate of the cycler
As stated in chapter 2, a good heating platform is the one capable of providing the desired
temperatures in a minimum possible time and being able to generate highly consistent and
accurate thermal profiles. This can be further said to be dependent on the heating provided
by the cyclers heating plate-overall homogenous heating implying the absence of any local
‘hot-spots’ which might otherwise lead to local bubble nucleations/evolutions at elevated
working temperatures (of say 95°C -particularly sensitive for the inner aqueous drop).
In order to hence determine the thermal homogeneity of the heating plate of the cycler (ASC,
as under consideration), and that the right temperatures are worked with, experimental
studies were conducted where a dummy (chemically structured, AG) glass slide, with four PT
100 sensors (four terminal sensing) attached nearly to its middle, was placed on the heating
plate of the subsequent cycler. Further, with no liquids pipetted on the dummy slide for these
measurements, in order to mimic the actual working conditions, a steel, ‘three-legged’ stand
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having weight of ~20 grams (nearly equal to the weight of the 48 bi-liquid micro-droplets
when pipetted) was placed on the slide surface, as can be seen in the image 4.2.1. below:

(b)

(a)

(c)

Image 4.2.1: (a) Experimental set-up for manual calibration of the heating plate of
the ASC, (b) top view: close up of dummy slide with PT 100 sensors and a steel stand
on above, (c) edge-view of the set-up

The other end of PT100 sensors attached to a resistance thermometer, investigations were
made where for a particular set temperature, temperatures attained on the glass slide
(recorded by the PT100 sensors) in a given time interval were measured.
Examinations being done usually for the
initial 10 minutes of heating (ramp rate of
ASC= 3°C/sec) and at a set temperatures of
95°C (temperature associated with the 1st
stage of the PCR where most of the
bubbles evolutions were observed to take
place), studies revealed approximately
within 40 seconds of heating, the
resistance thermometer showing a reading
of 95°C—the value remaining consistent
for the rest of the measurement’s time
interval (refer graph 4.2.1).

Achieved temperature (°C)
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This above hence indicated the
effectiveness of the heating cycler(ASC) in
providing faster and accurate heating
profiles; no major inconsistencies in the
attained values (95°C, after of 40 seconds
of heating) for an average time interval of

02:31

05:02 07:33
Time (min:sec)

10:04

Graph 4.2.1: Set temperature (95°C of the ASC)
vs. attained temperature (as measured by the PT
100 sensor on the glass slide -atop the heating
plate of the ASC cycler), for a time interval of 10
minutes
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10 minutes, further reflecting the thermal homogeneity provided the heating plate of the
cycler, in general.
Additionally, experimental investigations
were conducted where the PT100 sensors
were attached, instead of all in the middle,
at different positions on the glass slide: at its
top edge (referred as position A), its bottom
edge (referred as position B), its right edge
(referred as position C), and in its middle
(referred as position D)- as can be seen in
the image 4.2.2 on the right- the sensors
individually attached to four resistance
thermometers at their other ends.

Image 4.2.2: Four PT100 sensors attached on
different locations of the glass slide (placed
on the heating plate of the cycler)

Rest of the experimental set-up being the same as for the earlier studies (PT100 sensor only
in the middle of the glass slide), measurements were made where for the set temperature of
95°C, the temperature attained on the various locations of the slide surface were evaluated
(anew for the initial 10 minutes of heating).
As can be seen in the graph(s) 4.2.2 below, results revealed almost similar set vs. attained
heating profiles for the different positions on the slide surface tested- the surface achieving
within ~40 seconds of heating the set temperature (95°C) - the value remaining consistent for
the rest of the observed time interval (10 minutes).
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Graph 4.2.2: (left) For a given set temperature of 95°C and for initial 10 minutes of heating,
attained temperature vs time plots for different positions on the tested slide surface, (right)
zoomed in view depicting almost similar heating profiles for different locations tested on a
given surface
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The above, hence, further pointed towards the overall (thermal) homogeneity provided the
ASC’s heating plate- the heating of the glass slide atop being uniform with no prominent
thermal fluctuations detected. This, in turn excluded the contribution of the heating cycler
(ASC) in say unevenly heating the bi-liquids during biological runs, which might otherwise lead
to or aid in the evolution of bubbles (especially at elevated working temperatures, particularly
sensitive for the inner aqueous drop), resulting in erroneous analysis.
However, as can be seen in the graphs above, a slight shoot up in temperature (of ~1.5° C) at
the start of the heating was observed. Though this occurred for a short time interval (around
40 seconds), after which the system attaining the set temperature (95°C) instantaneously (for
the rest of the observed time interval), experiments were conducted to determine the effect
(if) of this brief thermal ‘shoot-up’ on the bubble evolution phenomenon. For this,
investigations were done by pipetting various combinations of rows and columns (different
regions) on the chemically structured glass slide (placed on the heating plate of the cycler),
and observing the occurrence of bubbles again at 95°C for initial 10 minutes of heating.
Minimum of 10 slide surfaces being investigated per case, results, in analogy with the
quantitative analysis as conducted in the previous chapter, revealed the probability of bubble
evolution to be < 1% per case.
This hence indicated no prime contribution of the little temperature ‘shoot-up’ or slight
thermal fluctuation during the initial heating in the evolution of bubbles- the outcomes
further revealing the higher thermal homogeneities associated with the heating plate of the
subsequent cycler (uniformly heating all the regions(pipetted) on the slide surfaces in
general). Also, the successful execution of the biological reactions as the PCR, utilizing heating
platforms as the ASC, further specified their overall efficiencies and widespread use in
industrial applications.

4.2.2 Effect of ramp rate of the heating cycler on bubble evolutions
Another important characteristic defining a good heating platform, as stated in chapter2, is
its ability to provide autonomous heating/cooling at appropriate ramp rates- ramping rate
reported to be an essential feature to a successful PCR30. Too high or too low ramp rates,
might influence the desired heating profiles, possibly interfering with the effective execution
of the biological reactions. Especially too high ramp rates, might result in transitory
temperature ‘shoot-ups’, resulting in the sudden heating of the subsequent micro-droplets.
Further, such thermal non-uniformities if present, raise the vulnerability of particularly the
inner aqueous drop to increased evaporation effects- the droplet possibly reaching its boiling
point (during say the 1st stage of the PCR which operates at 95°C) for greater degrees of
fluctuations, if present. This might, in turn, alter the behaviour of the overall micro-droplet
system, possibly leading to or aiding in the evolution of bubbles at elevated system
temperatures.
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Thus, in order to study the effect of ramp rate of the heating cycler on the bubble evolution
phenomenon, experimental investigations were conducted, where, as with the quantitative
analysis made in the previous chapter, around 40 surfaces were tested for bubble evolutionsASC ramp rates selected to be 0.2°C/sec, 1°C/sec, 2°C/sec and 3°C/sec, per case.
Naked eye observations and top and side view video recordings (refer figure 3.1) made in this
respect revealed no major dependence of bubble evolutions on the ramp rate of the ASC
selected – the probability of bubble evolutions per case calculated to be again <1%.
Nevertheless, owing to the comparatively lower ramp times associated with higher ramp
rates, typically ramp rates of 3°C/sec (ramp time ~40 seconds) are usually adopted- both for
industrial and research oriented purposes.

4.2.3 Summary
From the above characterization of the heating cycler studies, it can be hence summarized
that a well-calibrated heating cycler (as ASC), typically, provides quick, optimum,
homogenous, and consistent heating- indicating no significant contribution of the heating
cycler to the bubble evolution phenomenon. Further, the bubble occurrences were found to
be independent of the cyclers ramp rates –ramp rates of 3°C/sec, owing to their
comparatively faster ramp timings (~40 seconds), being nevertheless preferred in this regard.

4.3 The Bi-liquid, Micro-droplet system
After the amplification platform and the heating cycler, the other vital component of the
micro-fluidic system that was characterized was the bi-liquid, micro-droplet duo (as
previously detailed in chapter 2) - to determine the role (if) of the involved liquids in the
bubble evolution phenomenon, and to study their behaviour, for the comprehension of the
dealt with micro-fluidic system in general.
The liquids, despite of being produced and handled in a highly clean, dust-free environment,
might still hold some unwanted contaminations, possibly serving as nucleation sites for
bubble formations. Besides, the liquids might contain sufficient volumes of air, regardless of
they being highly degassed and carefully pipetted /loaded – the dissolved air degassing as
(air) bubbles at elevated system temperatures.
Thus, to investigate the above, various experimental investigations were conducted, as
detailed in the sub-sections below.

4.3.1 Estimation of drop(s) profiles: Contact angle studies
For the comprehension of the bi-liquid system, to begin with, primarily static CA
investigations, as described in section 4.2, were made. The drop profiles (geometries) for the
single- liquids and for the bi-liquids (for the outer drop above the inner drop and for the inner
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drop beneath the outer drop) on chemically non-structured (PFS) and chemically structured
(AG) glass slides were studied in this respect -both at room and elevated temperatures, as
discussed next.

4.3.1.1 Drop’s profiles at ambient temperatures
- For the single-liquid system
Initially, to determine the behaviour of the droplets at room temperatures, for a particular
surface type selected (either chemically structured or non-structured), static CA’s were
measured for varying volumes of liquids - dummy PCR solution, DI water, and sealing solution
being typically chosen as the test liquids in this regard.
Whereas for chemically non-structured surfaces (homogeneous, hydrophobically coated PFS
glass slides) measurements were made by pipetting the liquids anywhere on the subsequent
surface (‘true’ CA’s), for chemically structured surfaces (as AG glass slides), the values were
measured by pipetting liquids on the confined reaction sites (‘modified’ CA’s), to study the
profiles of the droplets as in the actual cases. Nearly 10 surfaces being examined per case,
with around 10 measurements being made per surface (/per liquid), analysis revealed (refer
graph 4.3.1 below) increase in CA with increase in volume of the dispensed liquids- greater
variations being witnessed especially for the chemically stratified surfaces in this regard.

Static contact angle (°)
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PFS glass slide

PFS glass slide

AG glass slide

AG glass slide

Volume of liquid /surface type
Graph 4.3.1: Variation of static CA with drop’s volume (dummy PCR solution),
on chemically non-stratified (PFS) and stratified (AG) slide surfaces
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Further, the droplets were seen to exhibit
higher CA’s when dispensed on ‘pure’
(hydrophobic) surfaces, than when on the
‘mixed’ surfaces (as on the inner hydrophilic
reaction site bounded by a hydrophobic
exterior, as for the AG slides as used mainly
in the current work).

3

Drop Volume (µL)

2.5

Also, similar observations were made when
DI water was opted as the test liquid (refer
graphs 4.3.2 and 4.3.3) – DI water, however,
exhibiting slightly greater static CA’s than
the dummy PCR solution for a particular
surface type.
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Graph 4.3.2: Static CA as a function of drop´s
volume (DI water) on a chemically stratified
surface
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Graph 4.3.3: Variation of static CA with drop’s volume (DI water) on chemically
non-stratified (PFS) and stratified (AG) slide surfaces (liquid pipetted on the inner
hydrophilic ring for the structured surfaces)

Measurements made on similar lines revealed, static CA’s of ~ 85°, and of ~58°, for ‘pure’
(homogeneous PFS coated glass slides) and ‘mixed’ (reaction site of AG glass slides) surfaces
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respectively, when sealing solution
(5µL, as used in the actual work) was
employed as the test liquid, as can
be seen in the graph 4.3.4 on the
right.
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Static contact angle (°)

85.71

Additionally, both for the chemically
non-structured and structured
surfaces, along with contact angles,
the corresponding base diameters
and heights of the droplets were
estimated (via the OCA measuring
software)- values for 1µL of DI water
and 5µL of sealing solution (i.e. for
standard liquids and their volumes
as used in the current work)
summarized as in the table 4.3.1
below.
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Graph 4.3.4: Static CA measurements for 5µL of
sealing solution- on chemically non-structured
(PFS) and chemically structured (reaction site of
AG glass slide) surfaces

Parameter

Liquid
1µL DI water

5µL sealing solution

PFS

AG

PFS

AG

Base Radius (mm)

0.57

0.80

1.50

1.75

Height (mm)

1.06

0.78

1.18

0.95

Table 4.3.1: Base radius and height of droplets when pipetted on the chemically nonstructured (PFS) and structured (AG) glass slides- for the latter case, 1µL of DI water being
pipetted on the inner hydrophilic region and 5µL of sealing solution being pipetted on the
outer hydrophilic ring of the slide surface. Standard deviations observed per case < 0.2°
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1.6
1.4

1.2
Drop Height (mm)

Studies further revealed, for chemically
structured AG glass slides (providing
fixed base diameters to the drops), an
increase in the height of the droplets
with an increase in their volumes –
results as can be seen in the graph 4.3.5
on the right (for DI water as the test
liquid).

1
0.8
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0.4

0.2
The above dependence complemented
with the earlier findings where an
0
0
20 40 60 80 100 120 140
increase in contact angle of the drop with
an increase of its volume was observed
Contact angle (°)
(refer graph 4.3.5)—the outcomes
Graph 4.3.5: Variation of drop’s height (DI water)
overall indicating, for the chemically
with its volume on a chemically structured surface
stratified surfaces, the volume sensitivity
(fixed base diameter)
of the micro-drop profiles, and thus the
need of right volumes to be dispensed to
obtain the desired drop configurations on such surfaces.

However, from the above studies, the shape (geometries) of the droplets- as of 1µL of DI water
and 5µL of sealing solution (liquids and their volumes being typically used in the current work),
at room temperatures, and on chemically non-stratified and stratified surfaces, can be
interpreted as depicted in the figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 below:

θ11~135°
h11~1.06mm

Hydrophilic region

DI water

'

θ12 ~89°
h12~0.78mm

Hydrophobic region

a11~0.57mm

a12~0.8mm

h11
θ11

h12

a11

a12

θ12

Homogeneous hydrophobic surface
Figure 4.3.1: Configuration of 1µL of DI water droplet(s) resting on (left) chemically non-structured
surface, (right) chemically structured surface
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θ21~86°
h21~1.18mm

Oil (sealing solution)

Hydrophilic region
Hydrophobic region

θ22~58°
h22~0.95mm
a22~1.75mm

a21~1.5mm

h22

h21
θ21

a22

a21

θ22

Homogeneous hydrophobic surface
Figure 4.3.2: Configuration of 5µL of oil (sealing solution) droplet(s) resting on (left) chemically
non-structured surface, (right) chemically structured surface

The above drop configurations, based on the experimental data, further synced with the
mathematical interpretations made in this respect, where according to literature, the shape
of a microscopic droplet residing on a solid surface is said to be solely governed by the surface
tension forces, whereas the balance of surface tension and gravitational forces is said to
determine the shape of larger droplets15. A key parameter that helps in evaluating the balance
between the above two forces is the Bond number (Bo), defined as:

Bo =

𝜌𝑔𝑅 2
𝛾

(4.3.1)

where ‘ρ’ is the density of the liquid, ‘ϒ’ its surface tension, ‘g’ the acceleration due to gravity,
and ‘R’ of the order of drop´s radius.
For Bo < 1, the drop is usually said to attain a spherical shape, dominated by the surface
tension forces, whereas it attains a somewhat flattened spherical cap geometry, dominated
by the gravitational forces, for Bo >115.
Further, for (1µL) of aqueous droplets (water or water based PCR mix) dispensed on
chemically non- structured surfaces (hydrophobic PFS slides), calculations gave Bo to be ~0.04
- the value being much less than 1, indicating a little elongated shape of the drop. Similar
calculations when done for such drops on chemically structured surfaces (as AG glass slide
with inner base radius of 0.8mm), yielded Bo to be ~0.87 – the value being slightly less than 1
indicating nearly spherical shape of the drop—calculation being in sync with the
configurations as observed experimentally (figure 4.3.1).
Additionally, for Bo< 1, the drop’s height can be calculated via the formula15:
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𝜋

V (a, h) = 6 h (3a2 +h2)

(4.3.2)

where `V´ is the volume of the drop, `a´ the base radius, and `h´ the corresponding height.
Calculations give for water droplets (1µL) on chemically structured surfaces, h~1.063 mm and
for chemically non -structured surfaces, h~0.8mm – the values being similar to ones observed
experimentally, thereby validating the correctness of the obtained results.
On similar lines, literature reports another important parameter known as the “capillary
length” 15, defined as the ratio of the Laplace pressure characterizing the size of the
microscopic drop to the hydrostatic pressure15. Comparing the two pressures, the following
relation can be obtained:
∆𝑃 𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒

𝛾/𝑙

∆𝑃 ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐

≈ 𝜌𝑔𝑙

(4.3.3)

where ‘ϒ’ is the surface tension, ‘ρ’ the density, and ‘g’ the acceleration due to gravity. The
two pressures are said to be of the same order when:
𝛶

l ≈ √𝜌𝑔

(4.3.4)

`l’ being the capillary length in the above equation. Again, a drop having dimensions
(generally horizontal radius being considered) smaller than the capillary length is said to have
a spherical cap geometry or a surface of minimum energy, whereas a drop having proportions
greater than the capillary length is said to be flattened by gravity.
For aqueous droplets (say 1µL of DI water), calculations gave, l ~ 2mm – the value being
greater than the drop’s dimensions (of ~0.55mm for chemically non- structured and ~ 0.8mm
for the chemically structured surfaces), further indicated the domination of surface tension
forces over the gravitational forces in determining the shape of these droplets.
In similar respects, for oil drops (sealing solution, 5µL), calculations revealed:

Chemically non-structured surfaces

Chemically structured surfaces

Bo ~ 0.6 (<1)

Bo ~ 0.92 (close to 1)

l ~ 1.81 (<1.5 mm - drop’s radius)

l ~ 1.81 (close to 1.75 mm- drop’s radius)

Table 4.3.2: Bond number and capillary length calculations for 5µL of sealing solution on chemically
non-structured and chemically structured surfaces (reaction site of AG slide)
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As stated in table 4.3.2, the data hence indicated the close to spherical cap configuration for
5µL of oil drops on the chemically structured surfaces (pipetted on the reaction site-outer
hydrophilic ring of AG slide), and their somewhat flattened configurations on the chemically
non-structured, homogeneous (PFS) surfaces. Besides, from equation (4.3.2), heights of 5µL
of sealing solution, for both the surface types, were again calculated to be in analogy with the
values obtained experimentally- further approving the droplet’s configurations as
experimentally interpreted (figure’s 4. 3.1 and 4.3.2).

Conclusions
From the above contact angle studies for single-liquids at room temperatures, it can be hence
concluded that low volumes (~1µL) of aqueous drops, typically form nearly spherical cap
configurations (dominant by surface tension forces), whereas as the volume of the drop
increases, its tendency to acquire a flattened spherical cap shape raises (in this case drop
being dominant by gravitational forces)- as usually observed for 5µL of oil drops.
Further, the above behaviour was seen to largely depend on the nature of surface in use shape of the drops on homogeneous, chemically non-stratified (PFS) surfaces, owing to the
absence of any surface structuring, being customarily independent of the drop’s volume,
whereas, profiles acquired by the droplets being largely volume dependent for the chemically
stratified surfaces -the surface structuring constraining the drop’s movement in this case.
Additionally, for a given volume of the liquid, and a particular surface type selected, the shape
of the drops was found to as well depend on the nature of the liquids– liquids having more
cohesive interactions or greater surface tensions (as for water) tending to attain a more
spherical shape, whereas liquids having lower cohesive interactions or smaller surface
tensions (as for oils) tending to have a slightly flattened spherical configuration. The above
behaviour being again largely dependent on the volume of liquid opted, micro-droplets
(usually ≤ 1µL in volumes), however, typically were seen to exhibit spherical configurations.
Lastly, the consistency and reliability in the contact angles observed for the various solidliquid combinations examined, further pointed towards the absence of any prominent pinning
centres in the form of surface and/or liquid contaminations, which if present, might have
altered the drops shapes and hence their contact angle values. This hence proved, apart from
the homogeneity and good quality of the in use surfaces, the pureness of the liquids optedleaving in general no inhomogeneities into the system which might lead to bubble evolutions
at elevated working temperatures.

- Drop’s profiles at ambient temperatures: For the bi –liquid system
Though the above examinations successfully explained, at room temperatures, the
configuration of single -liquids on a given surface, for the overall analysis of the micro-droplet
system, investigations were additionally done to determine the configuration of the bi-liquids:
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of the outer drop with the inner drop beneath it, and of the inner drop with the outer drop
above it.
For the former case, analysis was done where static CA’s were measured for 5µL of sealing
solution above 1µL of DI water- both for the chemically non-structured surfaces (liquids
pipetted anywhere on the homogeneous, PFS glass slides), and for the chemically structured
surfaces (liquids pipetted on the reaction sites of the virtually stratified AG glass slides), as
with the previous studies.
100
88.41

80

Static CA (°)

Again, minimum of ten surfaces being
examined per case, with at least ten
measurements being made per surface,
investigations revealed, as compared to
for a single oil drop (refer earlier graph
4.3.4), a slight increase in the CA of the
(oil) drop with the inner water drop
beneath it. Further, similar behaviours
as above were observed for the liquids
when dispensed on chemically nonstructured and structured surfaces results as can be seen in the graph 4.3.6
on the right.
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The above CA data was further
complemented by the base diameter
and height values calculated for such biGraph 4.3.6: Static CA of the outer drop
liquid system—results revealing, as
(sealing solution, 5µL) with the inner drop (1µL,
compared to for a single-liquid(oil)
DI water) beneath it—both for the chemically
system (refer figure 4.3.2), for the oil
non-structured and structured surfaces
(above water) drop, a slight decrease in
its base diameter(ΔB.D ~ -0.32mm) and
a slight increase in its height (ΔH ~+0.06mm) for chemically non-stratified surfaces, and a
slight increase in its height (ΔH~ +0.15mm) for chemically stratified surfaces (droplets having
fixed base diameters in this case).
On similar lines, studies were done to determine the behaviour of the inner drop (1µL water)
when beneath the outer droplet. However, in order to work upon the profile of just the inner
droplet and not the outer one, the contact angle measuring set-up was a bit modified: the biliquids (on the glass slide) placed in a glass cuvette (inner dimensions: 20*10*10mm), the
cuvette further sited on the sample stage of the measuring device (OCA), as can be seen in
the image 4.3.1 on the next page.
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Image 4.3.1: Experimental set-up for bi-liquid static CA measurements (aquarium technique)

For this, using a diamond cutter, the surfaces (PFS and AG glass slides) were cut into partsthe cut parts having base dimensions analogous to that of the cuvette’s base area for their
easy placement into it for the experiments. However, the extracted surfaces, prior to being
positioned in the glass cuvette(s), were properly cleaned for any leftover glass residuescleaning done by wiping the surfaces gently with a tissue dipped in IPA, followed by a
subsequent rinse under water, and drying using nitrogen.
After the above cut part(s) carefully slid into the glass cuvette, placed next on the sample
stage of the OCA measuring device, and the experimental set-up calibrated (as previously
described in the static contact angle studies), 1µL of DI water was pipetted almost in the
centre of the (cut) slide surface, and immediately above it was dispensed 5µL of sealing
solution (to minimize any evaporation of the inner droplet, as stated previously). However,
the above volume (standard of 5µL) of the outer liquid was seen not be sufficient for the clear
and whole visualization of the inner droplet’s profile, thereby requiring its greater volumes to
be dispensed to achieve the same. Initial quick experiments made in this regard revealed that
for the outer droplet (oil) volumes of ~ 900µL, the profile of the inner droplet (1µL DI water)
could be clearly detected by the measuring software- experiments nevertheless revealed no
distinct dependence of the contact angle of the inner liquid on the volume of the outer liquid
pipetted (refer Appendix A for further details).
Thus, for sufficient volumes of the outer liquid(oil) pipetted, once the profile of the inner
liquid (DI water) was clearly visible, static contact angles of the latter were measured –
comparative studies being made again for varying inner drop volumes, both for the chemically
non-structured and structured surfaces (cut slide parts). In this regard, minimum of ten
measurements were made per (volume of the inner) liquid selected, with minimum of ten
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surfaces being analysed per case - a fresh, cleaned cut part of the subsequent slide surface
being opted per study. The measurement data analysed using Microsoft Excel 2016, revealed:
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Graph 4.3.7: Static contact angle of the inner liquid (water) beneath the outer
liquid (oil) on chemically structured surfaces (as AG glass slides)

As can be seen in the graph 4.3.7 above, contact angles of the (inner) drops were seen to
increase with an increase in their volumes- the effect being again more evident for the
‘virtually confined’ surfaces- observations being in analogy with the behaviour of single-liquid
systems as previously discussed.
However, the contact angles of the inner, DI water drops, when beneath the outer, oil drop
(bi-liquid system) were observed to be greater in values as compared to the values obtained
for the same volumes of equivalent liquids without the oil cover (single-liquid system)
(comparing graphs 4.3.3. and 4.3.7)—the effect again being more prominent for the
chemically stratified surfaces (ΔCA’s ~10°).
The above contact angle data was further complemented by the base diameter and height
values calculated for such bi-liquid system—results revealing, as compared to for a singleliquid (DI water drop) system (refer figure 4.3.3), for water drop (beneath the oil drop), a
slight decrease in its base diameter (ΔB.D ~ -0.08mm) and a slight increase in its height (ΔH ~
+0.06mm) for chemically non-stratified surfaces, and a slight increase in its height (ΔH~
+Δ0.32mm) for chemically stratified surfaces (droplets having fixed base diameters in this
case).
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Based on the above parameters, the configuration of the bi-liquid droplets on chemically nonstructured and structured surfaces can be hence represented as:

θ1~139°
θ2~88.41°
h1~1.12mm
h2~1.24mm
a1~0.49mm
a2~1.47mm

Inner liquid (DI water)

Hydrophilic region

Outer liquid (oil)

Hydrophobic region

h2

h2

h1
θ2

θ1

a1

θ1~99.28°
θ2~61.32°
h1~0.95mm
h2~1.10mm
a1~0.8mm
a2~1.75mm

h1
a1 θ1 a
2

a2

θ2

Homogeneous hydrophilic surface

Figure 4.3.3: Configuration of the bi-liquid, micro-droplet system on the chemically non-structured
surfaces (left), and on the chemically structured surfaces(right)

Conclusions
From the above analysis, it can thus be concluded that the geometries of droplets get
modified when in the vicinity of an another liquid- the droplets exhibiting higher CA’s for this
case, as compared to for a single-liquid system. This was further accompanied by an
equivalent increase in heights and decrease in base diameters for the bi-liquid drops – the
effect being more prominent for chemically stratified surfaces where fixed base diameters
pin the droplets making them bulge more as compared to when on homogenous, chemically
non-structured surfaces.
The above behaviour can possibly be attributed to the greater water-oil (liquid-liquid)
interactions than liquid-solid interactions- the homogenous, hydrophobic (chemically nonstratified) surfaces already repelling, particularly the aqueous drops. To it, potentially, as well
contributes the lower liquid-air interactions 13q than the subsequent liquid-liquid interactions
(lower water-oil surface tension than water-air surface tension), as will be in detailed
discussed in the section 4.3.3). The above hence overall results in slight elongation of the
inner water droplet with the outer oil droplet above it. Also, this modified behaviour of the
inner droplet effects the profile of the outer oil droplet- slightly raising the contact angle of
the latter as well- again on similar lines as previously discussed, the effect being greater for
the chemically stratified substrates.
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Further, the consistency and reliability of the above measurements, indicted apart from the
greater homogeneities associated with the underlying surfaces, pureness of the concerned
liquids- the liquids possessing no prominent ‘contaminations’ (say in the form of a suspended
solid particle or an already present air bubble) which could otherwise disrupt/pin the drops
motion during analysis, resulting in disrupted geometries. This, in turn, as well excludes any
major the role of the bi-liquid system, in general, in providing nucleation sites for bubbles
formations at elevated working temperatures.
Nevertheless, moving from the study of the concerned micro-drops at room temperatures,
next interesting aspect was to determine their behaviours at elevated temperaturesespecially during the 1st stage of the PCR cycler (i.e. at 95°C for initial 10 minutes of heating),
where most of the bubbles (when and if) were found to take place- as being taken up in the
sections below.

4.3.1.2 Drop’s profiles as a function of temperature
Temperature playing a vital role in the current work, an important analysis that demanded
attention was determining the behaviour of the involved micro-droplets (liquids) as a function
of temperature.
Literature reports, both experimentally and theoretically, a decrease in the CA of a liquids
with an increase in the system´s temperature15. Though no details into the nature (degree of
wettability’s) of the associated surfaces was provided, statistics however claimed that for
solid surface term assumed to be more or less independent of temperature, i.e. the (γSV –γSL)
term to be approximately constant, according to Young-Laplace law (refer section 4.1.2.1),
the cos θ term decreases with an increase in temperature, thereby yielding negative
temperature coefficient of CA’s (dθ/dT)196. Conversely, some authors reported minimal effect
of temperature on the CA- increase rates reported to be around 0.1°/K 196.
However, to determine the effect of temperature on the CA’s and hence the droplets profiles
for the system as under consideration, sophisticated experimental investigations were
conducted, using the same (CA) measuring set up as described in section 4.2 before.
Such measurements nevertheless required the incorporation of a heating platform into the
set-up; ASC, as typically being used in the current work, being not a very promising candidate
in this regard owing to its dimensional incompatibility with the OCA static CA measuring
assemble. For this, hence, a heating set-up (based on Peltier effect) was specially designed,
such that the corresponding heating platform could be placed directly on the OCA sample
stage for temperature dependence measurements- the altered set-up as can be seen in the
image 4.3.2 on the next page.
The Peltier heater was, in turn, backed with an appropriate software control system capable
of providing temperatures in the range of -20°C to 100°C (with ramp rates of 3°/sec).
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Heating
platform

OCA sample
stage

Software control
system
Peltier heater

Image 4.3.2: Experimental set-up for temperature dependence of CA studies

Besides, another important system requirement owing to the high temperature sensitivities
of the micro-droplets (especially of the inner aqueous drop) was the utilization of a glass
aquarium- the to be investigated drops being enclosed inside a glass cuvette (10*10*10mm)
for the measurements, as can be seen in the image 4.3.3 below:

(b)

(a)

Image 4.3.3: Temperature dependence of static CA’s for bi-liquid system - (a) glass
cuvette containing the cut slide part placed on the specially constructed (Peltier)
heater (b) set-up for calibration of the set-up prior to measurements
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As with the study of bi-liquids at ambient temperatures, for their temperature dependences
studies using the ‘aquarium technique’, the subsequent surfaces (glass slides) were cut using
a diamond cutter into parts- the parts having base dimensions analogous to the base area of
the cuvette for their easy placement into it. The cut surfaces after being properly cleaned for
any leftover glass residues (using IPA, rinse in water, and drying with nitrogen), were next
carefully slid into the cuvette- sited further atop the heater (on the sample stage of the OCA
measuring (refer image 4.3.3)
110

95.6

100

Attained temperature (°C)

Prior to measurements, the system
was calibrated by inserting a PT100
sensor into the glass cuvette (refer
image 4.3.3 (b)) - the sensor
attached
to
a
resistance
thermometer at its other end for
temperature readings. With the lid
of the cuvette atop (for the
maximum stabilization of the
temperature inside it), using a
standard stop watch, the time in
which the (cut) slide surface (inside
the cuvette) showed a particular
set temperature was measured,
and time vs. attained temperatures
plotted (refer graph 4.3.8).
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After the system was properly
Graph 4.3.8: Calibration of the heating set-up for
calibrated,
and
a
desired
temperature dependence of CA studies
temperature inside the cuvette
stabilized (as measured by the
PT100 sensor), the to be investigated micro-droplet(s) were dispensed on the cut part of the
slide surface (placed inside the cuvette). Static CA’s were measured on the instantaneously
taken frozen image of the drop –studies being made both for the chemically non-stratified
and stratified surfaces (their cut parts inside the cuvette) for comparative studies. Again,
minimum of ten droplets being measured per temperature step, at least ten surfaces were
analysed per study (opting a new solid (cut part of slide) surface and liquid combination per
study).
In the similar manner as above, static CA’s were measured and hence the drop profiles
evaluated (both for single-liquid and bi-liquid systems) as a function of temperature – for the
set temperatures of 23°C, 40°C, 60°C, 80°C and 95°C, as detailed in the following sub-sections.
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- Temperature dependence of CA: For the single –liquid system

Static contact angle (°)

To study the behaviour of single-liquid systems as a function of temperature, typically oil
droplets (standard 5µL of sealing solution), owing to their high boiling points (usually >200°C),
were opted; aqueous micro-droplets due to their high temperature sensitivities rapidly
evaporating, especially at higher temperatures, leading to false analysis, if used. The PT100
sensor inside the glass cuvette (with its lid on) throughout the measurements ensuring that
the right temperatures are worked with,
82
81.08
as with the previous RT studies, the
80.48
81
79.73
drop’s CA, its base diameter, and its
79.34
80
height was studied as a function of
78.3278.09
79
temperature. Further, comparative
78
76.96
studies were made for the droplets when
77
dispensed on the chemically non76
74.97
75
structured and structured surfaces.
For the chemically non-structured
surfaces (PFS coated glass slides), results
revealed (graph 4.3.9) an overall
decrease in the CA of the oil drop with an
increase in temperature – decrease rates
observed to be comparatively smaller at
lower measuring temperatures and
greater as the temperatures were
increased.
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Graph 4.3.9: Temperature variation of CA for
single -liquid system (5µL sealing solution) on
chemically non-structured surfaces
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Graph 4.3.10: Temperature variation of base diameter(left) and height (right) for a single -liquid
system (5µL sealing solution) on chemically non-structured surfaces
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This was further complemented by a general increase in the base diameter (~0.01mm/10°C)
and decrease in height (from RT-80°C to be ~0.01mm/10°C and from 80-95°C to be
~0.06mm/10°C) of the oil droplet with temperature for the chemically non-structured
surfaces- as can be seen in the graphs 4.3.10 on the previous page.
However, analysis of the above single-liquid
system (5µL sealing solution) on chemically
stratified substrates (the liquid dispensed on
the outer hydrophilic ring of 3.5mm
diameter for the AG glass slides as used in
the current work), results revealed two
regimes in study of the variation of CA with
temperature.

60

58.858.858.958.8
58.058.1

The droplet being pinned by the surface
chemistry on the chemically stratified slide
surfaces, i.e. having fixed base diameters (of
3.5mm for the 5µL oil drop dispensed on the
outer hydrophilic ring of the AG glass slides),
the variation of heights of such droplets as a
function of temperature complemented the
above contact angle analysis: from RT to
70°C the droplets height calculated to
increase (slightly) with an increase in
temperature (ΔH ~ 0.01mm/40°C), whereas
its height decreasing as the temperatures
were increased further (from 70-80°C rate of
decrease being ~0.03mm/10°C and from 8095°C, rate of decrease being ~ 0.05mm/°C),
as can be seen in the graph 4.3.12 on the right.
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In the 1st regime, as can be seen in the graph
4.3.11 on the right, the CA of the drop was
seen to increase with an increase in
temperature- with a rate of ~0.15°/10°C
from RT to around 70°C. However, beyond
this temperature, in the second regime, the
CA of the drop was seen to decrease with an
increase in temperature: with a rate of ~
1.6°/10°C from 70-80°C, and with a rate of
2.5°/10°C from 80-95°C ~ 2.5°/10°C.
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Conclusions
From the above analysis it can be hence concluded that increase in the temperature of the
system modifies the profiles of the micro-droplets - the variations differing for the droplets
when dispensed on the chemically non-structured than on the chemically structured surfaces.
The micro-droplets, owing to their low volumes are highly sensitive to evaporation effects, as
previously discussed. Even though oils (with much higher boiling points) have been used to
study the behaviour of single-liquids as a function of temperature, and despite of opting a
highly temperature controlled measurement technique (with the OCA software capturing the
image of the drop at a particular temperature as soon as it is formed), evaporation of the
micro-droplets cannot be completely minimized, especially at higher system temperatures.
However, as the temperature of liquid increases, it’s density decreases (refer Appendix B for
the variation of density with temperature for sealing solution) – leading to an increase in the
volume of the subsequent liquid (drop).
Thus, at higher temperatures, the profile of the droplet can be said to be determined by the
balance of the evaporation and the (local) density effects- the evaporation effects
nevertheless surpassing the density effects at higher temperatures.
Further, for the chemically non-structured surfaces (as the homogeneous, hydrophobically
coated(PFS) glass slides), the initial (local) increase in the volume of the drop doesn’t get
highlighted owing to non-pinning of the droplet at a particular position on the slide surface—
evaporation effects dominating the complete drops(free to move) behaviour- as reflected in
an overall decrease in the CA , complemented by an equivalent decrease in the base diameter
and increase in the height of the subsequent drop(s).
However, the droplets when dispensed on the chemically structured surfaces (as the AG glass
slides), owing to they now being pinned by the surface chemistries, cause the initial (local)
increase in their volumes with temperature dominate over the (early) evaporation effects reflected in a slight increase in the CA, complemented by an equivalent increase in heights of
the subsequent drops (for fixed base diameters) in this initial regime. But as the temperature
of the system further increases (from say 70°C to 95°C), strong evaporation effects, as
previously discussed, dominate the drop completely, resulting in a decrease in its CA (and its
height) in this second regime.
Nevertheless, the variation of CA of a drop with temperature has been calculated to be very
low in value (< 1°/ 10°C), in analogy with the literature- the temperature effects hence taken
to be not very prominent in largely modifying the shape of the concerned micro-droplets,
especially in a manner that would generate bubbles in an otherwise non-contaminated microfluidic system.
However, for a detailed analysis, interesting was to as well determine the behaviour of the biliquid system as a function of temperature- as detailed next.
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-Temperature dependence of CA: For the bi-liquid system
Using the experimental set-up as described in the section above (refer images 4.3.2 and
4.3.3), for the complete comprehension of the micro-fluidic system, investigations were next
done to determine the behaviour of the bi-liquid system as a function of temperature.
In this regard, mainly the behaviour of the inner water droplet (1µL) beneath the outer oil
droplet as a function of temperature was studied (considering a slight increase in the CA of
the oil droplet with the water droplet below it than without it- the effect prominent for the
chemically structured surfaces, as with the RT studies).
145
144

Contact angle (°)

The measurement technique for the
clear visualization of the inner drop
beneath the outer drop being same as
for such studies at RT (section 4.3.1.1),
with minimum of ten drops being
analysed per surface, and at least ten
surfaces being opted for a particular
temperature measurement, studies
revealed for the chemically nonstructured surfaces (as PFS coated
glass slides), CA of the inner water
drop (beneath oil drop) to increase
with an increase in the temperaturerates being ~1°/17°C from RT-70°C and
~ 0.2°/17°C from 70-90°C, (refer graph
4.3.13 on the right).
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Graph 4.3.13: Temperature variation of CA for

The above variation of contact angle of
1µL of DI beneath 5µL of sealing solution, on
the inner water drop beneath the
chemically non-structured surfaces
outer
oil
drop
was
further
complemented by an overall decrease
in the base diameter with increase in temperature of such (inner) droplets- decrease rates
being ~0.01mm/17°C below 40°C, and ~ 0.06mm/17°C from 40°C- 95°C (refer (left) graph
4.3.15) , and an increase in the heights of (inner water) drops (beneath the outer oil drop)
with an increase in temperature- increase rates being ~ 0.01mm/17°C from RT- 40°C and ~
0.06mm from 40-95°C, as can be seen in the (right) graphs 4.3. 14 on the next page.
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Graph 4.3.14: Temperature variation of base diameter (left) and height (right) for 1µL
of DI beneath 5µL of sealing solution, on chemically non-structured surfaces

The above when compared to chemically structured surfaces with fixed base diameters
(as=1.6mm for inner hydrophilic ring holding the inner liquid in place on the AG glass slides),
measurements revealed two major regimes: CA increasing from RT-37°C with a rate of
~0.04°/°17°C and from 37°C-54°C with a rate of ~0.3°/17°C in the first regime, and CA
decreasing from 54°C-95°C with a rate of ~2°/17°C in the second regime (refer graph 4.3.15).
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Graph 4.3.15: Temperature variation of CA
for 1µL of DI beneath 5µL of sealing
solution, on chemically structured surfaces

Graph 4.3.16: Temperature variation of
height for 1µL of DI beneath 5µL of sealing
solution, on chemically structured surfaces
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This was again complemented by the temperature dependence of height measurements for
the above system: the height of the (inner water) droplet beneath oil on chemically stratified
substrates calculated to increase in the first regime: from RT-54°C with a rate of
~0.002mm/10°C, and decrease in the second regime: from 54-70°C with a rate of
~0002mm/16°C and from 70-95°C with a rate of ~0.004mm/25°C (refer graph 4.3.16).

Conclusions
From the above studies it can be hence concluded that as for the single-liquid system, the
behaviour of the bi-liquid system (of the inner water drop beneath oil) with temperature is
largely dependent on the type/nature of surface in use. For the chemically non-stratified
surfaces, as the homogenous, hydrophobic coated PFS glass slides, with an increase in the
system’s temperature, the CA of the inner water drop increases (slightly) in value,
complemented by an equivalent decrease in its base diameter and an increase in its height.
This could possibly be attributed to the greater liquid-liquid interactions [surface tension of
water-oil interface (~42 mN/m) lesser than the surface tension at the water-air interface (~72
mN/m), as will be dealt with in the next section] as compared to the liquid-solid interactions
(the hydrophobic surface already repelling the (aqueous) liquid)- making the inner droplet
‘shift-up’ a bit with the outer liquid(oil)
above it. The effect seems further
enhanced at elevated temperatures
apparently owing to greater repellency
of the inner water drop by the
hydrophobic surface (hydrophobicity
reported to increase with an increase in
the system’s temperatures q ), and not
Image 4.3.4: Profile of the inner droplet (beneath
so prominent evaporation of the inner
the outer) on a chemically non-structured surface at
shielded water drop – making it
(left) RT, (right) 80°C
elongate a bit more at higher
temperatures, as can be seen in the
image 4.3.4 on the right.
The behaviour of the above bi-liquid system was however different from that of a single-liquid
system (say just the oil drop) with temperature- the overall CA of the drop for the latter case
decreasing (rather than increasing) with an increase in temperature. This was attributed to
the dominance of evaporation effects on the oil drop at the liquid-air interface,
complemented by non-pinning of the underlying hydrophobic (PFS) surfaces, making the
droplet slightly spread out or flatten as the temperature of the system increased. Hence, for
an in-depth understanding of the discrepancies in the behaviour of the single-liquid (focus:
outer oil drop) and bi-liquid system (focus: inner water drop) with temperature, on the similar
surface type (hydrophobic glass slides in this case), essential is to comprehend how the
hydrophobicity changes with temperature for the non-polar liquids (as oil) and for the polar
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liquids (as water)- the analysis serving as a promising outlook for further studies for the
system as under consideration.
However, for the chemically structured
surfaces, as the AG glass slides, the
behaviour of the bi-liquid system (inner
water drop dispensed on the inner
hydrophilic ring of the slide surface,
beneath oil) as a function of
temperature came out to be in analogy
with as for the single-liquid system
Image 4.3.5: Profile of the inner droplet (beneath the
(just oil drop) : density effects outer) on chemically structured surface, at (left) RT,
dominating the drop’s profile at lower (right) 80°C
temperatures (leading to small local
decrease in volume and hence its CA),
whereas evaporation effects dominating the drop’s profile at higher temperatures, resulting
in decrease in their CA with temperature—the behaviour being therefore different from when
on a chemically non-structured surface (compare images 4.3.4 and 4.3.5).

4.3.1.3 Summary
From the above studies, it can hence be summarized that the profile attained by a liquid drop
on a given surface depends largely on the nature of the liquid (say polar or non-polar), nature
of the underlying surface (say chemically non-stratified or stratified), and on the
measurement conditions (say at room or elevated temperatures) opted. Also, the studies
successfully enabled in comprehending at room temperatures the behaviour of the dealt with
bi-liquid system on chemically stratified AG glass slides (standard substrates): the 1µL inner
exhibiting nearly spherical cap geometry with the outer, 5µL oil drop sitting slightly flattened
above it.
However, the bi-liquid system when studied as a function of temperature, showed slight
variations (measured in terms of CA’s, base diameters and heights of the respective droplets),
dependent again on the kind of liquid-solid combination opted- the disparities being
nevertheless too low in values to greatly influence the overall micro-fluidic system,
apparently- especially to an extent to effect the occurrence of bubbles in such systems.
Thus, it can be said that in the absence of any prominent nucleation sites (for the substrates
fresh & clean, liquids clean, degassed and carefully pipetted/loaded, and the heating platform
homogeneous and well-calibrated being opted), the above variations in the profiles of the biliquid system with temperature are not prominent enough to lead to or aid in the evolution
of bubbles at elevated system temperatures (the statement further being in sync with the
quantitative analysis conducted in the previous chapter where in the absence of any major
nucleation sites, no bubbles occurrences were observed to take place).
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However, it could be that the variation in the profile of the droplets with temperature, even
though minimal, might influence the growth/rise/burst of the already nucleated bubbles - the
area requiring in-depth experimental analysis say backed up with an appropriate numerical
simulation/mathematical modelling of the concerned bi-liquid system- serving as another
promising outlook for the detailed comprehension of the such micro-fluidic systems.

4.3.2 Surface tension studies
Apart from the CA studies, to further investigate the behaviour of the concerned bi-liquid
system, surface tension at the liquid-air interface (for single-liquid system) and at the liquidliquid interface (for bi-liquid system) was measured- both at RT and as at elevated system
temperatures.
Whereas CA measurements are based primarily on the solid-liquid interactions, an important
property that solely defines a liquid in the micro-scale regime has been reported to be its
surface tension. For a freely dispensed liquid drop, its shape is largely determined by the
degree of cohesiveness among the liquid molecules, which in turn is determined by the
knowledge of surface tension for the corresponding liquid15. Since fluid systems always tend
to minimize their surfaces, as larger the surfaces, larger are the number of molecules at the
interface and hence greater the cohesive energy imbalance. In order to equilibrate their
interactions, molecules at the interface thus always look for other molecules, in the process
of which and in the absence of other forces, interfaces tend to adopt a flat profile- which
when becomes difficult owing to the capillary constraints at the contact of solids, interfaces
take a convex rounded shape as close as possible to that of a sphere 193,196,201-203.
Besides explaining the phenomena at the liquid-gas interface, the concept of surface tension
equally holds true for liquid-liquid interfaces- the term being referred to as ‘interfacial surface
tension’ in the latter case193. Also as compared to liquid-air interface, liquid-liquid interactions
have been reported to be more energetic in nature (less dissymmetry)- thus explaining lower
surface tension values for this interface (e.g. 50mN/m at water-oil interface) than at the
corresponding liquid-gas interface (e.g. 72mN/m at water-air interface)193.

4.3.2.1 Surface tension and Young-Laplace pressure196
An important equation in the study of interfaces and micro droplets is the Young-Laplace or
the Laplace law, defining the relationship between the surface tension (γ) and the Laplace
pressure (ΔP)- the pressure difference between the inside and the outside of a curved surface.
For an interface locally defined by two (principal) radii of curvatures R1 and R2 , Laplace law
can be defined as:
1

1

ΔP =P inside –P outside = γ (𝑅 +𝑅 )
1
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For spherical shapes as bubbles or droplets, the radii of curvature being equal (R1=R2), yields:

ΔP=

2𝛾

(4.3.6)

𝑅

The above mark as significant relations in describing the behaviour of bubbles and droplets,
and helps in determining the extra pressure (Laplace pressure) inside the bubble(s) or
droplet(s) if the corresponding surface tension value is known, and vice-versa.

4.3.2.2 Measuring surface tension of liquids193,196
Literature reports various methods for measuring surface tension of the liquids-the
measurements being usually based on taking surface tension as a force (as gravity in the
pendant drop method, pressure in the bubble pressure method, capillary force in the
Wilhelmy plate method, and fluid stress as in the drop deformation method) and calculating
it by comparison with an another known force. However, owing to the ease of use, accuracy
and availability, pendant drop method was utilized as the measuring method in the current
work, as detailed in the sub-sections below:
The pendant drop method: using gravity194,197,198
Pendant drop, also sometimes known as the hanging drop, can be defined as a drop
suspended from a fixed solid surface, say a needles tip, as can be seen in the image 4.3.6.
Such a drop is said to be chiefly balanced by the ratio of gravitational and surface tension
forces- the ratio being scaled by a dimensionless number, the Bond number15, as mentioned
again in the equation 4.3.3 below:

Bo =

𝛥𝜌𝑔𝑅 2

(4.3.3)

𝛾

where `Δρ´ is the density difference between the liquid and the
surrounding fluid, ‘g’ the gravitational constant, ‘R’ a typical
dimension of the hanging droplet taken as the maximum horizontal
radius of the pendant drop in the current study, and ‘γ’ the
associated surface tension. Whereas gravity tending to elongate the
drop vertically and surface tension trying to minimize its interface to
keep it as spherical as possible- the balance of the above two
determines the shape of the droplet – the shape being evaluated via
a suitable image analysing software on which the corresponding
surface tension is determined.
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Image 4.3.6: Pendant
or hanging drop
suspended from a
needles tip
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Surface tension studies: Experimental investigations
For surface tension measurements, the same measuring device as used for the CA studies
(OCA from Dataphysics) was employed- except for a few modifications that were made to the
set-up -to analyse the shape of hanging droplets than of sessile droplets for the former
studies. In this regard, first, the automated standard dosing unit for dispensing droplets for
CA measurements was replaced by a third dosing unit -attached vertically upwards for the
formation of pendant droplets, as can be seen in the image 4.3.7 below:

Third dosing unit

CA Goniometer
Sample stage

Image 4.3.7: Experimental set-up for surface tension measurements

The above dosing unit carefully holds the syringe loaded with the liquid whose surface tension
is to be measured; the tip of the syringe needle being adjusted in alignment with the
goniometer so as to view the formed hanging drop correctly.
Second, for liquid-air surface tension measurements, requiring no solid-liquid interface and
to provide ample room for the pendant drop to freely form, the sample stage, an otherwise
important component in contact angle studies, was significantly lowered as not to interfere
with the surface tension measurements at any stage—the sample stage being only indirectly
employed for liquid-liquid surface tension measurements as will be discussed later. In any
case due to no direct usage of the sample stage in pendant drop method, no special care in
cleaning of the stage was required- in contrast to other measuring methods as the Wilhelmy
plate method where cleanliness plays a major role2.
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In accordance with literature, which reports the use of needles with large diameters to avoid
the formation of too spherical but pear shaped drops elongated by gravity for accurate
surface tension measurements, steel syringes with internal diameters 1.6 mm (largest ones
available) with volumetric capacity of up to 28µL were used. Initial quick measurements at
the water-air interface using needles having the above diameters, yielded values in close
proximity with the available literature values, i.e. 72mN/m, thereby confirming their
measurement accuracy.
Post needle selection, the OCA system was calibrated using the optical magnification of the
camera lens, the software fed with the density of the respective test liquids for high accuracy
measurements, and the pump calibrated using the internal diameter of the syringe (1.65mm).
A hanging drop, as big as possible of the test liquid was then then dispensed from the needles
tip and its snapshot taken around 1 minute after its formation- surface tension measurements
best performed on the ‘frozen’ droplets image as with sessile droplet measurements. This
was done to avoid any vibrational effects (caused by the surrounding medium) which might
not let the drop instantaneously stabilize after its formation thereby significantly affecting its
shape, and to capture the drop (shape) just prior to its fall (greater volumes associated with
the hanging droplets raising their chances to fall off as soon as they are formed owing to
domination of gravitational forces). Besides for high viscous fluids, viscous forces might creep
in interfering with the required balance of primarily surface tension and gravitational forcesthereby avoiding live-in measurements to eliminate effects of inertial and viscous forces. The
baseline to this frozen image rightly adjusted, surface tension was calculated by the fitting
the drops profile (L-Y fitting method) by the measuring software. Surface tensions were
calculated for the liquid-air and liquid-liquid interfaces, both at RT and as a function of
temperature- for minimum of ten autonomous measurements being made per case.

Surface tension studies at room temperature:
At the liquid-air interface

Measurements revealed, as can be seen in the
graph 4.3.17 on the right, average surface
tension for the water-air interface to be 72.04
mN/m (with standard deviation of 0.3 mN/m)
and average surface tension for the oil (sealing
solution) -air interface to be 27.75mN/m (with
a standard deviation of 0.4 mN/m).
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Surface tension measurements for the liquid-air
interface were made by dispensing drop of the
test liquid (higher density) in air (lower density);
dispense rates chosen as per the different
viscosities of the measured liquids.
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Graph 4.3.17: Surface tension at the
liquid-air interface
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Surface tension studies at room temperatures: At the liquid-liquid interface
Measuring surface tension for the bi-liquid system, i.e. at
the water-oil interface required dispensing droplet of
higher density (water) in the lower density (oil) liquid, for
which the experimental set-up was briefly further
modified. The measuring table was incorporated, above
which was placed a glass cuvette containing oil (sealing
solution), into which was dispensed the water-droplet, as
depicted in the image 4.3.8 on the right.
The average interfacial tension at the water-oil interface
was measured to be 43mN/m with a standard deviation of
0.13 (graph 4.3.18). Experiments further revealed the
surface tension at the water-oil interface to be
independent of the height of the oil in the cuvette.

Image 4.3.8: Experimental
procedure for surface
tension measurement at the
liquid-liquid interface
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Graph 4.3.18: Surface tension measured at the water-oil interface

Dependence of surface tension on temperature
Temperature playing a vital role in the current work, an important analysis worth making was
investigating the surface tension of the respective liquids as a function of temperature.
Literature reports the surface tension of liquids to linearly decrease with an increase in
temperature in accordance with the relations193:
ϒ=ϒ* (1+αT)
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ϒ=ϒo (1+β(T-To)

(4.3.8)

where ‘ϒ*’ is constant for each liquid, ‘α’ and ‘β’ constants, and ‘ϒo’ and ‘To’ the measured
reference values.
However, to study the above for the liquids involved in the current work, sophisticated
experimental investigations were conducted using the basic experimental set-up same as
described in the section above. However, owing to the dimensional incompatibility of the
heating cycler (ASC) with the OCA set-up, for temperature dependence studies, a specially
designed (Peltier based) heating platform was used, as detailed in section 4.3.1.2 previously.

(a)

(b)

Image 4.3.9: Experimental set-up for temperature dependence of surface tension studies
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Additionally, the sample stage of the OCA was
utilized for these measurements, on top of
which was placed the heating stage along with
the glass cuvette with the liquid whose surface
tension is to be measured (liquid-air system)
and the lower density liquid (for liquid-liquid
system). A PT100 sensor was inserted into the
liquid bath connected to a digital
thermometer at its other end, for calibration
of the set-up (refer calibration graph 4.3.19),
for the set temperature (of the heater) vs.
attained temperature (of liquid in the glass
cuvette with its lid on) after 10 minutes of
heating, on the right).
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Graph 4.3.19: Calibration of set-up for
temperature dependence of surface
tension measurements
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In order to study the temperature dependence of surface tension for liquid-air system
(water-air or oil-air), ‘bubble rising method’ was adopted in which the glass cuvette was filled
with the liquid whose surface tension was to measured, and an air bubble (lower density)
was dispensed (rising up) using an inverted U-shaped syringe into the heated liquid.
However, for studying the effect of temperature on the surface tension of the liquid-liquid
(water-oil) system, standard needles as used for room temperature measurements were
taken- a drop of high density liquid (water) suspended into the lower density liquid (oil in the
glass cuvette) for measurements. The liquid in the glass cuvette was heated to the desired
temperature- measurements being made in steps of 10°C on the range of 25-95°C. A PT100
sensor was placed in the cuvette containing the liquid for measuring the temperature and
calibration of the set-up (refer image 4.3.10).
A U-shaped syringe for
dispensing lower density fluid
into the higher density fluid
(inside the glass cuvette)

Image 4.3.10: Temperature dependence of surface tension studies at the liquid/air
interface using rising bubble method22q- modified pendant drop method

Measurements revealed an overall, almost linear
decrease in the surface tension with
temperature- both at the liquid-air and at the
liquid-liquid interfaces: rates of decrease being
around 1.8(mN/m) /10(°C) for the water-air
interface (refer graph 4.3.20 on the right),
around 0.8(mN/m)/10(°C) for the oil-air
interface (refer graph 4.3.21 below), and around
1.5(mN/m)/ 10(°C) for the water-oil interface
(refer graph 4.3.22 below).
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For each measurement, a new liquid drop was
dispensed, with minimum of ten measurements
being made per case and the resulting data
analysed in Excel 2013 for the corresponding
averages and standard deviations.
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Graph 4.3.22: Variation of surface tension
with temperature at the water-oil interface

Conclusions
The surface tension studies hence put forward, at room temperatures, the water-air interface
to have much greater surface tension (~72 mN/m) than the oil-air interface (~27 mN/m)- the
surface tension of the water-oil interface (~43 mN/m) lying somewhere in between the above
two values. This hence further explains the beading up of the water droplets and spreading
of the oil droplet on a homogeneous surface- the findings being in sync with the CA studies
which figured out the inner water droplet to have nearly spherical cap geometry and the outer
oil drop with a slightly flattened spherical cap shape sitting above it. Additionally, the results
explain the slight ‘lifting’ up of the inner water droplet as the oil droplet is dispensed above it
(i.e. for the bi-liquid system)- such an effect being more prominent for the chemically
stratified substrates, holding the droplets in place and pinning their free motion.
Further, in analogy with the literature data, the experimental studies showed a nearly linear
decrease of surface tension with an increase of temperature: the rates being ~1.8mN/m /10°C
for the water-air interface, ~ 0.8mN/m/10°C for the oil-air interface, and ~ 1.5mN/m/ 10°C
for the water-oil interface - the studies further explaining the slight spreading (decrease in
CA) of the droplets (single-liquid systems) on a homogenous surface with an increase in the
temperature.
Hence, while the surface tension studies complemented the CA data in explaining the
behaviour of the micro-droplets at room- and elevated temperatures, the analogy of the
experimental data with that in the literature signified the efficiency of the pendant drop
method for successful surface tension measurements.
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4.3.3 Liquid flows/convection profiles
Apart from the CA and surface tension studies, the bi-liquid system was further characterized
to determine the nature of flows or the convection profiles in the respective liquids, especially
at elevated working temperatures of 95°C. This was accomplished using Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) – an optical method of flow visualization for obtaining instantaneous
velocity measurements within the fluids204.
PIV analysis usually requires seeding of the fluid whose velocity profile is to be measured with
tracer particles, which for sufficiently small particles, are assumed to faithfully follow the flow
dynamics (of the liquids). The degree to which the above occurs is represented by Stoke´s
number205-206- a dimensionless number characterizing the behaviour of particles suspended
within a fluid and defined as the ratio of the characteristic time of a particle (or droplet) to
the characteristic time of the flow or of an obstacle, represented as:

Stk=

t0 u0
l0

(4.3.9)

where ‘t0’ is the relaxation time of the particle (the time constant in the exponential decay of
the particle velocity due to drag), ‘u0’ is the fluid velocity of the flow well away from the
obstacle, and ‘l0’ the characteristic dimension of the obstacle (typically its diameter). Particles
with low Stokes number are said to follow the fluid streamlines (perfect advection), whereas
particles with higher Stokes number are said to be dominated by its inertia and hence
continue along their initial trajectories. Next, the concerned liquid is illuminated for the
visibility of the entrained particles; the speed and direction (velocity field) of the flow
calculated from the motion of the seeding.
In accordance with the above, for the determination of flows within the respective liquids
(water and oil), both with and without the presence of a bubble, and at working temperatures
of 95°C, initially sophisticated, HD, bottom view video recordings were conducted, using the
experimental set-up as depicted in the image 4.3.11 on the next page.
The basic experimental set-up being the same as with the previous studies: the liquid
droplet(s) placed on an AG glass slide above the heating platform investigated for the nature
of flows within them, slight modifications were however made to the standard components
of the micro-fluidic system for such investigations. In this regard, primarily, the direct
incorporation of the typically used heating platform-the ASC, was skipped, owing to its
dimensional incompatibility with the sample stage of the bottom view microscope. Instead, a
new heating plate was constructed which could be placed straight away on the sample stage
of the concerned microscope – the heating plate, in turn, attached via appropriate
connections to the ASC at its another end. The heating plate was further secured onto an
aluminium frame with clamps for holding the to be investigated slide/region in place.
Additionally, the assembly was given a cut-out (a window of diameter ~4.5mm), to facilitate
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easy and direct visualization of the to be investigated droplets, with one droplet examined at
a time (refer image 4.3.12).

(c)

(a)

(b)

Image 4.3.11: HD bottom view recording experimental set-up for PIV analysis- (a)
sample stage of the optical inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss) equipped with a high speed
camera (Photron FastCam 1024 PCI), (b) ASC coupled with the heating foil (placed
further on the sample stage of the microscope) to provide the necessary working
temperatures, (c) attachment for image/video acquisition of the recordings

(a)

(b)

(c)
Image 4.3.12: (a) Heating foil top view, (b) side view: fixed onto an aluminium
base, (c) back clamps to the Al base for holding the to be investigated slide in
place
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Using a dummy glass slide with a PT100
attached to it, the system was wellcalibrated prior to use- refer calibration
graph 4.3.23 on the right.
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Once done, a fresh, clean, glass slide (AG)
was clamped to the aluminium frame
below the heating plate-placed further on
the sample stage of the inverted
microscope. The to be examined liquid
was monodispersed with biocompatible
polystyrene (PS) particles via centrifugal
techniqueanother
important
02:24
04:48
07:12
modification made to the micro-fluidic
Time (min:sec)
system for the PIV analysis- the drop of
Graph 4.3.23: Calibration of experimental
this prepared liquid next dispensed on the
set-up for PIV analysis - for set temperature
targeted region (reaction site) of the
of 95°C, attained temperature (on the slide
chemically structured glass slide. In some
surface) vs time
cases, experiments were as well done by
dispensing as tracer particles thermoslabile polymer beads (2µm size) in water and diamond particles of 3µm size in oil.
As stated, with a single drop being examined at a time, studies were conducted to determine
the flows at 95°C in 1µL of DI water (inner liquid) and in 5µL of sealing solution (outer liquid)with minimum of ten drops being investigated per case. The video recordings were later
analysed using appropriate video and image analysing software’s as windows media player
classic and Paint.Net; software’s as ImageJ further
employed for PIV analysis* (to estimate the
corresponding velocity profiles) on the extracted
image files.
Initial quick experiments however revealed, for an
underlying surface as fresh and clean as possible, for
the liquids clean, properly degassed, and carefully
pipetted/loaded, and for the heating plate
homogeneous and well-calibrated, the monodispersed tracer particles not serving as nucleation
sites for bubble formations at elevated temperaturesthe probability of bubble evolution remaining <1%
throughout.
The PIV analysis, on the other hand, showed clear
motion of the tracer particles following the liquid
*

Data analysis courtesy: Dr Maciek Domansiki
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Image 4.3.13: Slide placed on the
(specially designed) heating plate
of the bottom -up set-up for PIV
analysis, with the concerned
micro droplet in focus
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trajectories – the flows observed to be more prominent at the liquid-liquid interface
especially when in the vicinity of a (rare) bubble.

Case 2:

Case 1:

Bubble 1

Bubble

Water

Bubble 2

Oil

Water
Oil

Image 4.3.14: Clear visualization of flow patterns traced by the polymer beads in
water, at elevated temperatures of 95°C

Further, the ImageJ analysis revealed:


The average velocity in oil (in the absence of any bubble) taken over ten measurements
(n=10) to be ~1377±139 µm s-1



The average velocity in water (in the absence of any bubble) taken over six
measurements (n=6) to be~ 24±13µm s-1



The average velocity of water (in the presence of bubble) taken over six measurements
(n=6) to be~ 1040 ± 99 µm s-1.

Thus, the PIV studies put forward, for the standard bi-liquid, micro-droplet system as under
consideration, at 95°C, the velocity of the inner liquid (water) to be much lower than the
velocity of the outer liquid (oil) – greater flow fields being nevertheless observed within the
liquids when encompassing an emerging bubble.
Further, an important parameter that was estimated from the above results was the Reynolds
number (Re) – a number which helps in determining if the flow associated with the liquids is
laminar or turbulent in nature. Liquids characterized by low values of Re are said to be usually
Newtonian or having a laminar character, whereas liquids having greater Re values are said to
be typically non-Newtonian or having a turbulent character193,206-208.
Further being a dimensionless quantity, Reynolds number can be defined by the ratio of
inertial to the viscous forces, as:
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Re=

inertial forces
viscous forces

=

ρv2 L2
μvL

=

ρvL
μ

vL

=ϑ

(4.3.10)

where ‘ρ’ is the density of the fluid (kg/m3), ‘v’ the mean velocity of the object relative to the
fluid (m/s), ‘L’ the characteristic linear dimension (travelled length of the fluid) (m), ‘μ’ the
dynamic viscosity of the fluid (N.s/m2), and ‘ϑ’ the kinematic viscosity (m2/s) of the fluid.
As can be seen from the equation 4.3.10, for fluids having low Reynolds number, viscous
forces dominate their behaviour making them have a smooth constant motion, whereas fluids
tend to exhibit turbulent flows for higher values of Reynolds numbers where the flow is
mainly subjugated by the inertial forces- these forces having a tendency to produce eddies,
vortices and other flow instabilities within the fluid. In the micro-fluidic regime, however,
usually low Reynolds numbers are encountered, thereby characterizing laminar flow of the
concerned liquids193,206-208.
Estimating Re for the micro-fluidic (water-oil) system as under consideration [for sealing
solution taking its velocity to be 1377±139 um s-1 , length scale=1.75mm (radius of the outer
drop holding the oil), density=0.78 g/cm2 and dynamic viscosity=3.4 mPa*sec, for water taking
its velocity without a bubble =24±13 um sec-1 and in the presence of bubble(s) =1040±99 um
sec-1, length scale =0.8 mm (radius of the inner drop holding the water), density= 961.62kg/m 3
and dynamic viscosity =0.000298 kg/m *s, calculations at 95°C revealed:

Re (oil, without bubble) ~ 0.553

(I)

Re (water, without bubble) = 0.0645

(II)

Re (water, with bubble) =2.8

(III)

(I) and (II) being < 1 indicate the laminar flow or Newtonian nature of the concerned microfluids; (III) being > 1, on the other hand, directing to slight turbulent character of the liquids
when incorporating an evolving bubble.
The above studies hence successfully helped determine the nature/degree of flows within the
micro-droplets; the fluids exhibiting typically laminar flows, except for the turbulent regimes
detected when a bubble evolves/grows within the system (as in the vicinity of the water-oil
interface as shown in the image 4.3.14). Further, the average velocity within the inner droplet
(water) was estimated to be way too less than that of the outer droplet (oil) – the outcome
probably attributed to the shielding of the inner (1µL) water drop by the outer (5µL) oil drop
(closed system) as compared to the direct exposure of the outer droplet to the atmosphere
(open system). In any case, the outcomes of the PIV analysis might be additionally useful for
the numerical simulation/mathematical modelling of the concerned micro-fluidic system
(where the inner drop can be taken to almost stationary w.r.t to the outer counterpart) – for
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a detailed study into the behaviour of the liquids, both with and without a bubble, and hence
for the better comprehension of bubble dynamics in the same.

4.3.4 Summary
The above characterization of the bi-liquid system, initially in terms of CA and surface tension
studies, hence successfully enabled the comprehension of the micro-fluidic system, both at
room and at elevated system temperatures, and on chemically non-stratified and stratified
substrates. Though the above studies revealed slight variations in the profiles/behaviour of
the fluidic system especially with an increase of the system’s temperature, for a fresh, clean
substrate, an un-contaminated, degassed, and carefully pipetted/loaded liquid system, and a
homogeneous, well-calibrated heating platform, the detected disparities came out as not
sufficient enough to lead to or aid in the evolution of bubbles in such systems. This synced
further with the findings of the quantitative analysis done in the previous chapter where for
a system devoid of any prominent nucleation centres, the behaviour of say the micro-fluids
with temperature, does not by itself result in the generation of any bubbles.
The PIV analysis, additionally revealed the presence of flows within the micro-droplets (at
95°C of working temperatures) -the flows typically being laminar in nature, except for the
slight turbulences that creeps in for the system when encompassing an evolved bubble.
Thought the studies revealed no prime role of an un-contaminated liquid system in the
nucleation of bubbles, how and if the system would influence the conduct of an
emerging(nucleated) bubble, say its growth/rise, calls for a further detailed analysis- the
experimental studies complemented by equivalent numerical simulations and/or
mathematical modelling – serving as another promising outlook in this regard.

4.4 Final conclusions
The system characterization studies hence helped in gaining a better insight into the dealt
with micro-fluidic system, primarily concluding:
 The surfaces produced are, on an average, greatly homogeneous in nature with high
degrees of wettability’s, thereby indicating the effectiveness and quality of the
production techniques employed in generating the same. Nevertheless, for few of the
exceptional cases, some surfaces exhibited rare surface imperfections (in the form of
crater like structures)- potentially serving as sites for bubble formations at elevated
working temperatures. The above inhomogeneities mainly detected on the hydrophobic
regions of the fabricated surfaces, further indicated some left over coating residues, not
being properly cleaned, perhaps being the source of such inhomogeneities. This hence
calls for extreme care taken in the production of the concerned surfaces, to avoid such
discrepancies- in any case, for the surfaces detected exhibiting such regions being
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discarded prior to use. However, detailed understanding on how a site having dimensions
analogous to the ones detected by say microscopic investigations leads to the nucleation
of bubbles and the conditions of gas entrapment will be attempted in the next chaptertilted as Bubble Dynamics.


Characterization of the heating cycler (ASC) revealed homogenous and consistent overall
heating provided by the heating plate of the cycler- with no prominent fluctuations in the
heating profiles that could aid to lead in the evolution of bubbles, especially at the
vulnerable 1st stage of the PCR cycle (i.e. at 95°C). Further, the thermal profiles generated
were found independent of the ramp rates opted- higher ramp rates (3°C/sec) being
nevertheless employed owing to faster ramp timings (~40 seconds) associated with them.



Lastly, the characterization of the bi-liquid system revealed slight variations in the profiles
of the micro-droplets with temperature- the variations nevertheless being not significant
enough to hugely modify the system so as to lead to or aid in the evolution of a bubble.
Typically, an un-contaminated, highly degassed, and well loaded/pipetted bi-liquid
system was found to be superior enough not to generate any nucleation sites for bubble
formations. PIV experiments further revealed greater velocities in water (inner liquid)
than in oil (outer liquid); greater turbulences being observed within the liquids when
encompassing an evolved bubble. The studies, however, called for detailed numerical
simulations/mathematical modelling in this regard, for a better comprehension of the
micro-fluidic system and to understand the concept of bubble dynamics in the same.

Thus, the chapter successfully helped in the comprehension of the dealt with micro-fluidic
system- details into the understanding of dynamics of a bubble (when and if evolved in the
concerned system) being taken up in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
BUBBLE DYNAMICS

5.1

Introduction

Bubble dynamics can be defined, in a broader sense, as a term encompassing the various
physical phenomenon governing the different stages in the lifetime of a bubble- from its
nucleation to its growth and/or rise, and finally to its burst. Thus, in order to comprehend the
concept of bubble evolution in any system and to subsequently put forward methods for the
control or elimination of the same, investigation of the above mentioned facets, both
independently and coherently, marks as an elementary and a significant analysis step.
The chapter hence aims in providing an in-depth grasping to the above, by initially offering
the relevant research carried out (so far) in comprehending the above facets, with
subsequently stating the various experimental investigations conducted in understanding of
the same. In closing, the chapter proposes various experimentally tried out solutions, that
could be possibly adopted for the elimination or suppression of bubbles in such systems.

5.2 Bubble nucleation
The previous chapter hinted, that the solid-liquid interface, either in the form of surface
imperfections (as crater like structures) in the vicinity of the liquids, or as suspended solid
inhomogeneity’s within the bi-liquid system, could serve as potential sites for bubble
nucleations. Further, the crater like surface inhomogeneities detected (mainly on the
hydrophobic regions of the chemically structured surfaces), were observed to have diameters
in the range of 2-10 µm, inner depths between 2-4 nm, and heights (of the distinct peak like
projections at their edges) in the range of 10-200 nm. However, the studies, owing to the
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extreme rarity and randomness of the above structures, could not exactly spot a site having
above dimensions nucleating bubbles. This hence calls for more sophisticated, say
experimental proceedings, to confirm the above findings- done primarily in the current
chapter by mimicking the above structures (say via refined surface fabrication techniques)
and investigating the criterion of bubble evolutions from them. Besides, queries as: ‘What is
the physical phenomena governing nucleation?’, ‘What is the mechanism and condition for a
solid-liquid interface to act as a gas entrapping site?’, ‘What is the effect of temperature on
bubble nucleation?’, and ‘How and if the nucleation varies for the nucleation sites present at
different positions (say under water, under oil, or at the water-oil interface) in the concerned
micro-fluidic system?’, seek detailed understanding- being the prime focus of the current
section.
However, before proceeding to the various experimental investigations done in this regard, a
brief literature review into the nucleation phenomenon is put forward, as stated in the
following sub-sections.

5.2.1 Literature review
Literature reports tremendous work that underwent into studying the phenomenon of
bubble nucleation, especially in superheated liquid systems- covering largely the realms of
bubble cavitation and nucleate boiling209-216. Additionally, though much has been
accomplished regarding the same in single-liquid systems, not much has been reported to
have been achieved in understanding the evolution of bubbles in bi-liquid systems- that too
in the micro-scale regime.
However, talking of nucleation in general, researchers have defined it broadly as the localized
budding of a distinct thermodynamic phase -- the onset of a phase transition in a small region
of a medium- the phase transition being either in the form of a tiny bubble in a liquid or a
droplet in a saturated vapor216-218. Depending on the rate of super-saturation in the system,
nucleation has been further reported to have been classified into various categories 219, as
discussed next.

Nucleation: Classification
Researchers have largely classified nucleation into four categories: the classical homogeneous
nucleation (type I), the classical heterogeneous nucleation (type II), the pseudo classical
nucleation (type III), and the non-classical nucleation (type IV)- the classification being
primarily based on the rate of super-saturation in the system- highest rates being required
for the type I and lowest for the type IV nucleation. Talking of super-saturation, a
supersaturated solution can be referred to a solution containing more of the dissolved
material than that could be dissolved by the solvent under normal circumstances. Further,
supersaturation has been reported to be highly temperature and pressure dependentdifferent levels of supersaturation possible by increasing the temperature or by decreasing
the pressure of the concerned system(s)219.
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Beginning with classical homogenous or type I nucleation, this type of nucleation has been
reported to require very high levels of system supersaturation to occur, within a
supersaturated liquid. Such a nucleation could take place without the presence of any gas
cavities on a molecularly smooth surface in a perfectly degassed system, i.e. the nucleation
being able to take place in the liquid phase without the prior presence of any additional
phases. The nuclei responsible for bubble formations in this case are also at times referred to
as cavitation nuclei- the cavity formation in a homogenous nucleation requiring sufficiently
large stress, known as the tensile strength of the liquid at that temperature, to rupture the
host liquid. Additionally, some authors have as well reported that for this type of nucleation,
once a bubble is incepted, it rises to the surface of the liquid- it being unlikely that additional
bubbles form at the same location in the system218-219.

Image 5.2.1: Pictorial representation of type I or classical homogeneous nucleationproducing gas bubbles in the bulk of the liquid at high levels (of 100 or more) of
system super -saturation. System before super saturation(left), system after super
saturation (right) 219

In contrast to the above comes the classical heterogeneous nucleation (type II), requiring
comparatively lower levels of system super-saturation. This type of nucleation has been
reported to usually occurs at the interface between a contacting metastable phase and
another (usually solid) phase. In a system initially devoid of any gas cavities in the bulk or on
the solid surface, a bubble may be formed by the diffusion of gases from the supersaturated
liquid (high pressure region) to the pit (low pressure region) on the solid surface (as per
Laplace law), on an otherwise molecularly smooth surface, or on a particle suspended in the
bulk of the liquid. This incepted bubble then grows, sufficiently enough to a point where the
buoyancy forces dominate the gravitational forces, resulting in the eventual detachment of
the bubble from its nucleation site – in turn leaving behind a low pressure region (pit), thereby
forming a (new) gas filled cavity. Hence, for type II nucleation, in contrast to type I nucleation,
detachment of bubble from a nucleation site, leads to further generation (cascade) of bubbles
from the same site till the system’s supersaturation (system’s pressure/temperature) is
unaltered. Further, in respect to the size of the nucleation cavities some authors have
reported that the nanometer sized cavities are usually not potential sites for gas entrapment
for type II nucleation’s to occur- owing to the high pressure difference between the bubble
and the vapor in the surrounding liquid- resulting in quick collapse of the bubbles upon
formation215,219-222. Besides, though some authors reported that for surfaces having varying
wettabilities (different hydrophobic/hydrophilic character), the amount of super-saturation
required for heterogeneous nucleation to occur on a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic smooth
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particles is about the same, others, on the other hand ,concluded that small pockets of gas
stabilized at the bottom of the cracks or crevices exist chiefly on the hydrophobic solid
impurities in the liquid or on the solid surface – thereby deducing such a nucleation to occur
more likely on the hydrophobic surfaces than on the hydrophilic ones 219-222.

Image 5.2.2: Pictorial representation of Type II or classical heterogeneous
nucleation- catalysed by the presence of another material in the bulk liquid. System
before super saturation (left), system after super saturation(right)

Moving next, the third type of nucleation, the pseudo-classical nucleation, was reported to
require further lower levels of system super-saturation as compared to type I and type II
nucleation. Presence of gas cavities in the system, either at the solid surface, at the surface
of suspended particles or at the metastable micro-bubbles in the bulk solution, serve as
‘seeds’ for bubble nucleation; the presence of participating interfaces affecting the nucleation
process by decreasing the energy barrier to nucleation219.

(a)

Pre-existing gas
cavities
(b)

Type IV: Gas cavities grow, as R>R
(critical radius)

*

Type III: Depending on the local
fluctuations in super saturation,
*

gas cavities of size R<R may or
may now grow
Image 5.2.3: Pictorial representation of Pseudo –classical (type III) and non-classical
(type IV) nucleation A (a) system before super saturation (pre-existing gas cavities)
(b)system after super saturation
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The fourth type, the non- classical nucleation, on the other hand, requires comparatively very
low levels of super-saturation, and as the name suggests, necessitating no nucleation (energy)
barrier for bubble nucleation to take place. This type of nucleation has been reported to take
place usually on the pre-existing gas cavities at the solid surface or elsewhere in the bulk liquid
and may subsequently follow type II or type III nucleation events. Over time, as the supersaturation decreases, the critical nucleation radius increases to a value equal to the radius of
the given cavity meniscus, resulting in the cease of the bubble production from the cavity 219.
However, as far as the micro-fluidic system, as dealt with in the current work is concerned,
for maximum working temperatures of 95°C (at atmospheric pressures), and considering the
liquids to be highly clean and degassed, the system can be said to not have very extreme levels
of supersaturations. To this, adds the findings of the previous chapter, where bubble
evolutions(rare) were seen to occur on substrates potentially being ‘infected’ by the crater
like surface inhomogeneities – hence indicating the heterogeneous or type II nucleation to be
the prime mode of nucleation, if and when it takes place in the dealt with fluidic system.
In this regard, an important model, that successfully explains the phenomenon of especially
heterogeneous bubble nucleation, is the crevice model of bubble nucleation, as briefly
discussed next.

The crevice model of bubble nucleation6,223
Originally proposed by Atchley and Prosperreti (1989), the crevice model is based on two
prime assumptions: one, that the crevice or the nucleation cavity assumed for the study is
conical in shape with a half angle aperture ‘β ‘, and two, that the model ignores the
phenomenon of diffusion of gas in or out of the nucleus, i.e. the gas content in the cavity is
taken to be constant. According to the model, when the liquid flows over the solid surface
having such conical shaped cavities, gas filled sites can be readily generated while pipetting or
filling of the container, depending on the relation between the advancing CA (θA) of the
flowing liquid and the crevice half angle (β), as can be seen in the figure 5.2.1 below.
Substrate
Advancing liquid

Advancing liquid

Liquid flow

Liquid flow

A

A
2β

2β

(b) A > (constant) *

(a) A < (constant) *

Figure 5.2.1: (a) No gas trapped cavity on a surface inhomogeneity, (b) Gas trapped cavity on a
surface inhomogeneity
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For A < (constant) * , as the liquid passes over the groove it advances down the front wall,
thus expelling the gas in the cavity and fully wetting the conical grove. In this case no gas filled
cavity is formed. However, for A > (constant) * , the liquid should advance across the cavity
before the portion of a liquid scan reach the base, thereby forming a gas filled cavity. Usually
for a wedge shaped crevice, it has been reported, that the ‘constant’ in the above relations
equals to 2, and can be expected to be of order 1 for more complicated conical shapes.
Further, the model states, that at equilibrium, the free (liquid) surface forms with the solid an
angle ‘θ’, which cannot exceed the advancing CA ‘θA’ nor be smaller than the receding CA ‘θRthe condition as expressed by the equation 5.2.1 below:

θR ≤ θ ≤ θA

(5.2.1)

Now, as per the crevice model of bubble nucleation, for a saturated liquid, the interface must
be flat so that θ= β +π/2, and ‘β’ be such that, that the equation (5.2.1) is satisfied. However,
in a saturated or an under-saturated liquid, if θ < β +π/2, the interface will spontaneously
move towards the bottom of the crevice resulting in the complete dissolution of the gas. Such
a nucleus can be stable however in a super-saturated liquid- in this case if the inequality
(5.2.1) is violated and θR > β +π/2, the interface will spontaneously recede drawing gas from
the solution into the nucleus, which will then slowly evolve into a gas bubble.
Additionally, researchers studied that the
radius of curvature of the meniscus
formed as a result of an advancing sheet
of liquid depends on the height of the
liquid wall, the diameter of the cavity
mouth, the static and dynamic advancing
CA’s and the half angle of the groove; the
curvature of the meniscus being defined
as C=2/R, where R is the radius of
curvature. If the free surface of the liquid
trapping the gas is convex towards the
liquid, C is positive, and vice versa (refer
fig. 5.2.2 on the right).

Figure 5.2.2: A bubble in a crevice may have an
interface with a radius with respect to the gas
inside that is either (a) positive or (b) negative.
CC'=line of contac6,223

Initially when the liquid is under-saturated, the interface is convex towards the gas. As the
liquid pressure falls, the curvature decreases while the contact line (CC’) maintains its
position. A point comes when Laplace pressure inside the cavity is equal to the saturation
pressure, and the interface is plane. A further decrease of the liquid pressure causes the
interface to become concave towards the gas- the sign of the curvature being reversed and a
new equilibrium established. Thus as the Laplace pressure inside the cavity is decreased, the
equilibrium value of ‘θ ‘shifts, finally reaching ‘θR’ (receding contact angle value of the
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surrounding liquid). Only at this point, the gas-solid- liquid contact line becomes free to move.
Further if at this point, if the radius of curvature is less than the critical radius(R *), the
equilibrium is stable and the interface recedes from the bottom of the crevice following the
continuous increase of Laplace pressure inside the cavity. In this case, if the decline of Laplace
pressure were arrested, the interface motion would stop and no bubble would appear. An
unstable growth would occur only in a crevice sufficiently deep that as the Laplace pressure
decreases further, the radius of the receding interface would reach the value of critical radius.
Contrary, for the radius at the receding point greater than the critical radius, the interface
attains unstable equilibrium as soon as the line of contact becomes free to move. The ensuing
growth of the nucleus is then triggered by a mechanical instability and would persist even if
the decline of the liquid pressure were to stop- the only case of unstable growth where true
nucleation occurs.

Summary
From the above, it can be hence summarized that depending on the nature (say the
dimensions) of the nucleation sites and the rate of super-saturation in the system, bubble
nucleation can vary from that of classical homogeneous to non-classical type of nucleation.
However, as previously stated, in the microfluidic system as dealt with in the current work,
owing to moderate working temperatures (far below the boiling points of the liquids
concerned), and keeping in mind the highly clean and degassed liquids used generally, the
system can be said to have not very extreme levels of super-saturation. Additionally, bubble
evolutions(rare) occurring on substrates, potentially being ‘infected’ by the crater like surface
inhomogeneities, indicate the heterogeneous or type II nucleation to be the prime nucleation
type event- for the nucleation, if and when occurring in the dealt with micro-fluidic system.
However, for a much detailed understanding as per the crevice model and heterogeneous
model of bubble nucleation, as to verify the findings of the previous chapter that surface
inhomogeneities entrap gas, detect the dimensions of a nucleation site that nucleates
bubbles and thus establish conditions of gas entrapment, and to determine the prime
interface (among the various solid-liquid, liquid-liquid, and liquid-gas interfaces present in the
dealt with micro-fluidic system), sophisticated experimental investigations were conducted,
as discussed in the following sections.

5.2.2 Experimental investigations
To analyze the nucleation phenomenon in the micro-fluidic system as dealt with in the current
work experimentally, the preliminary system requirement was surfaces with surface
inhomogeneities capable of emitting bubbles -so that such regions could be precisely focused
for in-depth investigations. However, as previously discussed, owing to the extreme rarity and
randomness of the bubble evolution phenomena in the system’s as under consideration, the
selection of such a surface/region became quite a cumbersome task. Besides, for the ‘thought
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to be infected’ surfaces (say chosen adjacent to the surfaces that showed tremendous droplet
incidences at the end of PCR), since not all regions exhibited bubble evolutions or similar
nature of bubble evolutions, choosing a specific, potential nucleation spot remained to be a
big challenge. Also, the ‘infected’ surfaces that led to several bubble evolutions during the
biological runs, owing to them now being contaminated with the concerned liquids (say their
spilling/dropout), in turn potentially modifying the nature/behavior of the original nucleation
sites, could not be re-used for such experimental investigations as well.
Hence, in this regard, in analogy with the crevice model of bubble nucleation, using
sophisticated micro-fabrication techniques, artificial nucleation sites (having dimensions
analogous to that detected in the microscopic investigations in the surface characterization
studies in the previous chapter) were fabricated on the desired regions of the slide surfaces.
This idea behind this approach was to study in detail an exact nucleation site, of a known
dimension, and thus to establish the criterion of bubble nucleation from it, for the microfluidic system as under consideration. Various crude engraving and sophisticated microfabrication techniques were employed in this regard- as detailed next.

Nucleation study I- Diamond cutter
In order to confirm the functionality of the approach of `forced´ or ‘artificial’ nucleation sites,
the initial, rough experimental investigations were conducted by manually engraving (via
diamond cutter) random scratches, deep enough not to break the slide, on the to be
examined regions of the slide surfaces (refer image 5.2.4 below).

Image 5.2.4: Rough scratches (crosses) made on the reaction sites of the AG slide
surfaces. Note: the abrasions made were very crude with no two marking being
similar in nature, as was seen under a standard, top down microscope

The surfaces after being scratched were thoroughly cleaned off for any leftover glass residues
by a gentle wipe using IPA, a rinse in water, and a subsequent drying using compressed
nitrogen gas. Next being pipetted with the regular liquids in the standard manner, the
subsequent slide was placed on the heating plate of the cycler (ASC), and naked eye and top
and side view video recording observations (refer experimental set-up as depicted in the
image 5.2.5) for bubble evolutions made for the 1st stage of the PCR cycle.
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Top view microscope

Region on the slide surface
under investigation

Side view microscope

Image 5.2.5: Top and side view Olympus microscopes for parallel video recordings

For nearly 30 arbitrary chosen surfaces, both chemically structured and non-structured, with
and without the marked artificial nucleation sites, around 15 randomly selected regions were
investigated per case. Further, the naked eye observations were documented in Microsoft
Excel 2016 (for the number of active sites, number of dropouts, and number of merges), and
the video files analyzed using software’s as Windows Media Player classic and Paint.Net.
In this regard, naked eye observations clearly revealed the evolution of bubbles from the
scratched regions than from the unscratched ones- the findings being independent of the
chemical structuring of the underlying surfaces. Further the bubbles, if and when they
occurred, were seen evolving within nearly 10 seconds of heating- minimum evolution
temperatures observed to be ~77°C. Also, for most of the cases, observations revealed
continuous (cascaded) bubble emissions from a site once active, till the systems temperature
was lowered or stopped. Many a times, multiple sites were seen active from a single scratch;
a scratched region thereby emitting numerous bubbles- evolving, growing, popping, and
bursting, all at the same time. Further since no two sets of experimentations could be directly
compared owing to the inconsistency in the nature of the artificial nucleation sites created by
the above method, the probability and intensity of the bubble evolutions per site was
observed to be highly diverse and unrelated in nature, thereby making the overall analysis
quite cumbersome and challenging.
However, in this respect, top and side view video recordings helped gained a better insight
into the bubble evolution phenomena- snapshots of a case (recording) as depicted in the
images 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 below:
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00:01

01:59

02:30

03:00

03:36

03:37

03:54

04:00

04:19

04:27

04:36

05:24

06:59

08:59

09:26

Image 5.2.6: Top-view video recording snapshots depicting the phenomenon of bubble
evolution, at 95°C, from two adjacent reaction sites with artificial nucleation sites (marked with
diamond cutter). Total recording time =10:00 (min:sec)
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00:29

01:37

02:16

02:46

03:14

03:49

03:53

03:57

04:10

04:31

06:10

06:38

Image 5.2.7: Side-view video recording snapshots depicting the phenomenon of bubble
evolution, at 95°C, from two adjacent reaction sites with artificial nucleation sites (marked
with diamond cutter). Total recording time =10:00 (min:sec)

As can be seen in the images above, video recording analysis revealed:


Most of the artificial nucleation sites (marked via a diamond cutter) to be active.



A site once active, continues to remain active (emit bubbles) till temperature of the
system is lowered or stopped.



The activity of a site to be independent of the wettability of the underlying solid
surface, i.e. if the surface is chemically structured or non-structured.



The intensity and the frequency of the bubble evolutions apparently to be directly
proportional to the nature of nucleation sites- penetrating scratches observed yielding
more intense and greater number of evolutions, and vice-versa.



For a number of cases, the burst of a parent bubble, causing spilling/dropout of the
reaction liquids, scatters multiple daughter bubbles in the system-they serving as
independent ‘seeds’ for further bubble evolutions, under the same conditions of
temperature and pressure.
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The bubbles, especially the ones growing continuously to ample diameters, potentially
lead to the merging of the adjacent droplets at some point or the other- the probability
of merging being higher for cases where big bubbles in all of the neighboring droplets
are encountered.

Further, comparable observations as above were made when DI water was substituted for
the dummy PCR solution as the inner liquid, or when chemically structured (or nonstructured) glass slides or silicon wafers were tested as the substrate materials.
Thus, though the generation of the artificial nucleation sites via diamond cutter was a very
preliminary and a crude attempt, the above studies proved surface inhomogeneities to be the
potential sites for bubble formations- in analogy with the heterogeneous model of bubble
nucleation. However, owing to the inconsistency and imprecision of the artificial nucleation
sites created in the above study, no two experimental cases could be directly compared, and
hence no clear criterion for a site to act as gas entrapment site (in analogy with the crevice
model of bubble nucleation) could be established. Furthermore, the activation of multiple
sites from a single scratched region, causing bubbles to simultaneously evolve, grow, pop,
burst, and making the adjacent droplets merge, made the overall nucleation analysis quite
cumbersome and challenging; thereby calling for more sophisticated and precise fabrication
techniques for an in-depth study of the (bubble) nucleation phenomenon.

Nucleation study II –Laser engraver
In reference to the above, a second attempt that was made to study more closely the
nucleation phenomenon, was by laser engraving the ‘artificial’ nucleation sites on the to be
investigated regions of the subsequent slide surfaces- laser engraver from Trotec 309 being
used in this respect. The engraving technique being far more refined than the previously
employed surface scratching endeavour, the idea was to have greater, specific control over
the nucleation sites created, and hence determine say the dimensional range of the cavities
that usually lead to bubble evolutions.
Again, as with the previous studies, comparative analysis was made by engraving artificial
nucleation sites on the chemically structured and non-structured surfaces- both for glass
slides and silicon wafers opted as the substrate materials. Further, by varying the engraving
technique, and hence the nature of engravings made, and the type of experimental set-up
employed, two cases were tried out, as detailed in the following sub-sections.
Laser engraving: Case 1
In this case, artificial nucleation sites of 0.5 mm diameter using various laser powers (P) (in
the range of: 50-100%), and laser velocities(V) (in the range of: 10-70%), and with a constant
laser frequency of 100 kHz were engraved on the to be investigated regions of the subsequent
slide surfaces- various nucleations sites engraved as can be seen in the image 5.2.8 below:
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Image 5.2.8: HD bottom view pictures (refer set-up image 4.3.4 of inverted microscope in the previous
chapter) of artificial nucleation sites (0.5mm dimeter) laser engraved using laser frequency= 100kHz,
and varying laser powers (P) and velocities(V)---(a) P=40%, V= 30%, (b) P= 70%, V=30%, (c) P=100%,
V=60%, (d) P=30%, V=50%, and (e) P=30%, V=70%

Experimental investigations at elevated temperatures (95°C) were conducted to determine
and compare the activity of each of the above nucleation sites – when engraved beneath the
inner liquid (as on the inner hydrophilic region of the chemically structured surfaces), when
beneath the outer liquid (as on the outer hydrophobic region of the chemically structured
surfaces), and when at/ in the vicinity of the water-oil interface (overlapped by the inner
hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface for the chemically structured surfaces)- engravings on
different locations of the micro-fluidic system as can be seen in image 5.2.9 below:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Image 5.2.9: Laser engraved artificial nucleation sites (0.5mm diameter) on
chemically structured surfaces (a) on the inner hydrophilic region, (b) on the outer
hydrophobic region, (c) at the inner hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface

The surfaces, after being engraved, were properly cleaned to get rid of any leftover (glass)
residues, by a gentle wipe with a tissue dipped in isopropanol, and a subsequent rinse in water
and their drying using compressed nitrogen, as with the previous studies. Next, loading the
to be investigated regions on the slide surface with the standard liquids (except for the slight
color imparted to the inner DI water using biocompatible Adva Blue (0.1 vol%) dye, to ease
visualization of the inner and outer transparent liquids during experimental runs), the slides
were placed on the heating plate of the ASC, and the surfaces/regions investigated for bubble
evolutions at 95°C for the initial 10 minutes of heating (1st stage of PCR cycle). The analysis
chiefly conducted via sophisticated top view HD video recordings- the image 5.2.10 depicts
the overall experimental set-up employed in this regard.
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(a)

(b)

Close-up of the experimental set-up
depicting 15 reaction sites investigated
on a slide surface

Image 5.2.10: Top down experimental set-up for bubble nucleation (II) studies- (a) Top down
microscope, (b) to be investigated slide surface (with micro droplets atop) placed on the
heating plate of the ASC

With minimum of 10 surfaces (with and without artificial nucleation sites, and for different
positions of nucleation sites in the system) being tested per case, and at least 15 engraved
regions being investigated per surface, the corresponding video recordings were analyzed
later using appropriate video and image editing software’s as windows media player classic
and Paint.Net.
Results revealed, as with the previous studies, clear evolution of bubbles from the engraved
regions than from the non-engraved ones. Further, for most of the cases, bubbles, when and
if they appeared, were seen evolving within 10 seconds of the start of the heating; the
minimum temperatures for bubble activity again measured to be ~77°C. Also, as with the
previous nucleation I studies, for this case too, a site once active, was seen evolving cascading
bubbles, for the same conditions of pressure and temperature.
Observations for this case additionally revealed, as compared to the artificial nucleation sites
generated using lower laser power and higher velocities, the ones engraved with 100% laser
powers and 10% laser velocities to be the most active- such sites hence being preferred for
further nucleation II case studies. However, no direct correlation in terms of number of
bubbles evolving from a particular site could be clearly made – the quantity and frequency of
evolutions observed to be largely dependent on the position of the site within the system, as
will be discussed next.
For the micro-fluidic, bi-liquid system as dealt with in the current work, for the engraved sites
when under water (on the inner hydrophilic region of the chemically structured surfaces),
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observations revealed evolution of bubbles generally form an engraved site. However, not all
nucleated bubbles were seen growing big enough to be distinctly detected - the probability
of prominently visible bubble evolutions under water being around 80%.

00:39

02:24

01:27

02:27

02:20

02:22

02:28

02:30
02:30

Image 5.2.11: Snapshots of video recordings for a study with artificial nucleation site under water
in the micro-fluidic system. Working temperatures=95°C. Total recording time=10:00 (min:sec)

Furthermore, the nucleated bubbles were seen instantaneously growing to ample diameters
as and when they approached the liquid-liquid interface (overlapped by the bottom
hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface on the chemically structured surfaces)—detailed
investigations on bubble growths and the role of an individual interface in the nucleation and
growth of bubbles being taken up in sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.
For the engraved nucleation sites when under oil (i.e. on the hydrophobic region surrounding
the inner hydrophilic region on a chemically structured surface), though the studies, for most
of the observed cases, revealed the sites to entrap gas (/air), however, no prominent bubble
growths were detected of these nucleated bubbles, as can be seen for the case in the image
5.2.12 below.

00:00

03:30

07:00

10:00

Image 5.2.12: Artificial nucleation site under oil. Though some bubbles were seen nucleating
from the engraved sites, no prominent growths/evolutions of these nucleated bubbles were
observed throughout the experimental run. Total recording time = 10:00 (min:sec)
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Similar observations as above were made for the cases when only oil (single-liquid), instead
of oil with water below it (bi-liquids), was dispensed atop the engraved nucleation sites (refer
image 5.2.13 below for such a case).

00:00

07:00

03:00

10:00

Image 5.2.13: No prominent bubble growths/ evolution from the engraved site when under
solely under oil throughout the experimental run. Total recording time=10:00 (min:sec)

However, when studies were made for the engraved site at the inner hydrophilic-hydrophobic
interface for the chemically structured surfaces (which owing to the design of the virtually
confined micro-fluidic system is overlapped by the water-oil interface), observations
revealed, for most of the cases (around 90%), bubbles not only nucleating from these sites,
but growing rapidly too--generally big enough leading to huge bursts and subsequent merging
of the adjacent droplets.

Bubble nucleated from the engraved
nucleation site

02:07

02:45

Bubble detached itself from the nucleation
site and shifted to the centre while growing

02:09

02:19

02:32

03:02

03:26

03:30

Image 5.2.14: Huge bubble evolutions observed for cases with artificial nucleation site at the
hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface of the chemically stratified substrates (the interface overlapped
by the water-oil interface owing to design of such micro-fluidic systems). Total recording time=
10:00 (min:sec)
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From all the above analysis, it can be hence concluded that though the engraved sites
generally trapped gas, not all the nucleated bubbles grew big enough diameters, leading to
huge bursts, and the potential merging of the adjacent droplets. The sites when under water
were found to be more active in this regard than for the sites when under oil—the nucleation
sites being most active when at or in the close vicinity of the liquid-liquid (water-oil) interface.
With an in-depth study done into the bubble growth in the next section, the above nucleation
studies hence primarily concluded the bubbles at or in the locale of the hydrophilichydrophobic(water-oil) interface to be the dubious ones- growing to immense diameters,
causing huge bursts, and potential merging of the neighboring droplets. This hence calls for
the policing of the system for nucleation sites at say in the vicinity of the hydrophilichydrophobic interface- the slide surfaces properly characterized prior to use for such defects,
which if present, necessitating the discarding of such surfaces- to minimize failure of
equivalent micro-fluidic systems owing to bubble evolutions.
However, though the above laser engraving technique provided sufficient control in
generating nearly reproducible structures (artificial nucleation sites) with a good precision,
the approach proved to be not every effective in fabricating well-defined nucleation sites, so
that conditions of gas entrapment (say for what dimensions a site traps gas, as per the crevice
model of bubble nucleation) could be established. A single 0.5mm laser engraved site was
found to comprise of multiple smaller sites, and hence it could not be really determined which
of the sub-sites and having what specifications had higher probabilities of nucleating bubbles.
This as well limited the understanding of the finding that the crater like surface
inhomogeneities, as detected in the microscopic, surface characterization studies in the
previous chapter, serve as potential sites for bubble formations.
Thus, a detailed study in regard to the above, calls for the generation of single, definite sites,
which could be examined for bubble nucleations using more sophisticated experimental
techniques—as attempted next.

Laser engraving: Case 2
Playing with different laser parameters
revealed, that besides altering the laser power,
its velocity and frequency, choosing a timed
laser shot, could help generate specific,
definitive structures.
In this regard, by
selecting different laser intensities (8-12%) and
shot times (between 2-5 seconds), various
artificial nucleation sites were generated on the
to be investigated surfaces, as can be seen in
the image 5.2.15 on the right.
Again, as with the previous studies, artificial
nucleation sites were created at different
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Image 5.2.15: Top view (using experimental
set-up in the image 5.2.16) of surfaces
engraved with timed laser shots (3 sec. shot
of 12% laser intensity for the shown case)
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locations of the slide surfaces, so that when the liquids are pipetted, the sites lie under water,
under oil, and at or in the vicinity of the water-oil interface- both chemically structured and
non-structured, glass and silicon wafers being tested in this regard. For minimum of 10
surfaces being investigated per case, and with at least 15 regions tested per surface,
experiments were conducted to investigate if and for what dimensions (laser parameters) a
site trapped gas, using the top and subsequent bottom view experimental set-up’s as
depicted in the images 5.2.16 and 5.2.17 below:

Zoomed in view

(a)

(b)
(a) Sony HD camera
(b) Olympus SZX9 top down
microscope
(c) Illumination Lamps
(d) Slide surface with to be
investigated regions (with
engraved artificial nucleation
sites)

(c)

(d)

Image 5.2.16: Top-view experimental set-up to study the phenomenon of bubble
nucleation: (a) Sony HD camera backed with Olympus top down microscope for more
detailed investigations, (b) close up of the investigated regions being recorded, (c) surfaces
marked with single laser shots (three seconds, 12% intensity) Olympus SZX9 (12X
magnification)
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(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

Image 5.2.17: Bottom-view experimental set-up to study the phenomenon of bubble
nucleation: (a) the to be investigated slide surface, (b) Motorized inverted research
microscope- Olympus IX81, (c) the inverted microscope backed with Sony HD camera (for
bottom view HD recordings), (d) well calibration of set-up with ASC prior to use), (e)
calibration of the set-up prior to use (using dummy glass slide with PT100 sensors), (f) a
specific engraved region on the glass slide focused for bottom-view examinations

For the various artificial nucleation sites generated using different intensities and time of the
laser shot, top and bottom view recordings revealed no major bubble evolutions (at 95°C)
from majority of the engraved sites. However, for rare sites engraved using 12% laser intensity
for 3 seconds, especially for such sites when at or in the vicinity of the hydrophilichydrophobic interface, bottom view experiments showed some bubble evolutions, as can be
seen in the image 5.2.18 below:
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00:00

00:01

00:03

00:07

00:11

00:13

00:16

00:20

00:26

00:45

00:49

00:51

Image 5.2.18: Bottom-view experiments showing some rare bubble evolutions from laser
engraved sites using 12%laser intensity, shot for 3seconds. Bubble for the depicted case
growing primarily in oil, but in close proximity of the water-oil interface (intersecting the
bottom hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface of the chemically engraved slide). Bubble
growing big enough within 51 seconds during the experimental run.

Bottom view analysis further revealed that the sites engraved using 12% laser velocity (shot
time=3 seconds), had diameters in the range of 70-120 microns (calculated on the highly
magnified bottom view snapshots of such sites using image analyzing software as Paint.Net),
and depth of ~ 150 microns (measured via adjusting the bottom and top focal plane distances
of the motorized bottom view microscope), as can be seen in the image 5.2.19 below:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Image 5.2.19: Bottom view snapshots of sites engraved using single laser shot (time:3 seconds,
laser intensity: 12%) of diameters (a) ~71 microns (before pipetting with 1µL water), (b) ~71
microns (after pipetting with water, before heating), (c) ~90 microns (before pipetting with
water), (d) ~120 microns (before pipetting with water)
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Thus, from the above nucleation studies, it can be said that though the above technique of
creating artificial nucleation sites using timed laser shots enabled in generating well-defined
sites of distinct dimensions, the sites, largely, were not efficient enough to trap gas (or airthe exact content of bubbles being dealt with in the section 5.5). Further, for the rare cases
of gas entrapments that occurred (for sites having diameters~120 microns and depths~150
microns, i.e. aspect ratios 4:5), huge bubble evolutions were observed for sites when at or in
the vicinity of the water-oil (/hydrophilic-hydrophobic) interface, as with the previous
nucleation studies. This hence pointed to the vulnerability of surface inhomogeneities with
the above aspect ratios to serve as nucleation sites at elevated system temperatures – their
probability of evolving bubbles increasing, when present in the proximity of the water-oil
(/hydrophilic-hydrophobic) interface.
However, the crater like surface inhomogeneities detected by the microscopic investigations
(refer surface characterization studies in the previous chapter) had diameters between 2-10
µm, inner depths between 2-4 nm, and heights (of the distinct peak like projections at their edges)
in the range between 10-200 nm, making them have much larger aspect ratios (minimum
1000:1, maximum 250:1) as compared to for the sites engraved using the above technique.
Thus for a detailed study of structures of much higher aspect ratios, and to investigate further
the nucleation phenomenon, more sophisticated micro-fabrication techniques were
employed, as discussed in the nucleation studies III and IV below.

Nucleation study III –Lithographic Etching
In order to thus generate more defined and reproducible structures, as stated above, a
sophisticated technique that was next adopted was Lithography or wet etching254-257. Usually
chemically structured surfaces being adopted for these investigations, per row of a slide
surface, pits having diameters of 6,12,20, and 30 microns respectively, with their depths
varying between 5-30 microns, were micro-fabricated (masks order from University of
Twente, The Netherlands). Further, as with the previous nucleation studies, the structures
(artificial nucleation sites) were etched on the inner hydrophilic region (holding water), on
the outer hydrophobic region (holding oil), and at the inner hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface
(intersected by the water-oil interface above) of the subsequent glass slides. Top and bottom
view experimental investigations, using the experimental set-up’s as depicted in images
5.2.15 and 5.2.16, respectively, were conducted- with minimum of ten surfaces being
analyzed per case with 15 sites being tested per surface.

Diameter: 6µm

Diameter: 30µm
(No liquids above)

Diameter: 30µm

Diameter: 30µm
(With liquids above)

Image 5.2.20: Lithographically micro- fabricated sites having depths ~30µm
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Experiments revealed sites having 30µm diameters and 30µm depths (aspect ratios 1:1) to be
mostly active in terms of generating bubbles, whereas no bubble evolutions were seen from
sites having lower diameters (in the range of 6-12 µm), though with equivalent depths (in the
range of 5-30µm)- results as outlined in the table 5.2.1 below:

Site dimensions (diameter, depth)

Probability (%) of it being active

30µm, 25-30µm

~70%

30µm, 20-25µm

~5%

20µm, 30µm

~2%

12µm, 5-30µm

0%

6µm, 5-30µm

0%

Table 5.2.1: Probability of bubble evolutions from sites lithographically etched of varying
dimensions

Additionally, as with the previous nucleation studies, greater activity was observed for the
‘vulnerable’ sites when present at or in close proximity to the hydrophilic-hydrophobic
interface (overlapping the water-oil interface with the liquids pipetted), as compared to when
present at the inner hydrophilic region (under water)- their activity being least for their
occurrence when under the outer hydrophobic region holding oil.
Thus from the above nucleation studies it can be said, that the though the creation of artificial
nucleation sites via wet etching gave much greater control in generating well-defined and
reproducible micro-structures, not all the fabricated structures led to prominent bubble
evolutions. In this regard, the probability of bubble occurrences was greater for the sites
having dimeters of ~30µm and depths between 25-30µm (nearly 1:1 aspect ratios), as
compared to the sites with lower diameters and lower or equivalent depths.
However, for the sites with lower dimensions, a reason for their inactivity could be the
isotropic nature of the etching, typical of the lithographic micro-fabrication technique, such
that the condition of gas entrapment doesn’t get fulfilled and the pipetted liquid(s) fully wet
the underlying structures.

Isotropic

Anisotropic

Completely AnIsotropic

Figure 5.2.3.: Pictorial representation of isotropic, anisotropic, and completely anisotropic etching
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Also, it might be that the coating (chemical structuring) of the surfaces, post-fabrication of
the above structures, makes some of the etched pits dormant in nature- potentially blocking
the sites especially with lower dimensions so that no gas gets trapped when liquids are
dispensed above them. Hence, for further in-depth understanding of the nucleation
phenomenon, and in an attempt to generate anisotropic structures, Deep Reactive Ion
Etching (DRIE) was adopted as the next fabrication technique- the etched sites being tested
for their activity pre and post-coating of the subsequent slide surfaces, as detailed next.

Nucleation study IV –Deep Reactive Ion Etching
As stated above, for a further analysis into the nucleation phenomena, Deep Reactive Ion
Etching (DRIE)258-261 was employed as the next micro-fabrication technique - the technique
known to generate micro-structures with high aspect ratios (50 to 1), having etch depths of
hundreds of microns, and nearly 90° steep vertical walls- etching rates being 3-4 times higher
than the wet etching261-262.
Employing the same mask as used for the lithographic etching, pits having varying dimensions
(depths in the range of 5-30µm and diameters of 6,12,20,30 µm) were micro-fabricated (by
choosing etching times of 5 min, 10 min, 20 min and 30 min, respectively) on the to be
examined surfaces – the DRIE micro-fabrication being done at the Experimental Physics I Lab,
University Augsburg, Germany.
For the initial studies, the structures were etched on clean, non-coated glass slides (and/or
silicon wafers)- the to be investigated regions of these chemically non-structured
(hydrophilic) surfaces usually surrounded by PDMS boundaries (~4mm*4mm*2mm) to
confine the micro-droplets in place.
Mainly, top- view, HD, video -recording analysis being conducted in this regard (refer image
5.2.15 for the experimental set-up), various sites were examined for bubble evolutions at 95°C
- comparative studies being additionally made for the sites when under water, under oil and
in the vicinity of the water-oil interface, as with the previous nucleation studies.
With minimum of ten surfaces being tested per case, and around 15 sites being examined per
surface, video recordings revealed, no detectable gas entrapments or bubble evolutions from
any of the above micro-fabricated sites- for when present both on glass slides and/or silicon
wafers. Examinations further revealed no bubble activity from any of these etched structures
even for the cases when the system’s temperature was raised from 95°C to 99°C.
Thus, from the above studies, it can be concluded that none of the artificial nucleation sites
fabricated using the DRIE technique, irrespective of their dimensions or locations within the
micro-fluidic system, and even for temperatures beyond 95°C, led to bubble evolutions. One
reason to the above again could be the wetting of the sites by the dispensed liquids, i.e. the
sites not fulfilling the criterion of gas entrapment say as per the crevice model of bubble
nucleation. However, detailed characterization of the above etched structures (say for the
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degree of their anisotropy) calls for further, advanced studies - such investigations, however,
being beyond the scope of the current work.
In addition, the inability of the above structures (on non-coated surfaces) to trap gas, and lack
of time and insufficient resources, questioned/hindered the conduction of similar studies on
the coated (chemically structured) surfaces- such investigations nevertheless serving as
another promising outlook for the detailed understanding of bubble dynamics in the microfluidic system as under consideration.

5.2.3 Bubble Nucleation: Summary
From the nucleation studies, it can hence be summarized:
 Surface inhomogeneities potentially act as sites for bubble formations, provided after the
liquids have been dispensed atop them, conditions of gas entrapment (as per the crevice
model of bubble nucleation) are fulfilled.
 The surface inhomogeneities, for which the conditions of gas entrapment get fulfilled,
are found to be more active (in terms of generating prominent bubble evolutions) when
under water than when under oil- the sites being most active when in the vicinity of the
water-oil interface (overlapped by the hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface for the
chemically structured surfaces). However, details into the exact interface (out of the
many, especially overlapping interfaces occurring in the micro-fluidic system as dealt with
in the current work) responsible for the bubble nucleation being dealt with in the section
5.4, and the various factors governing the growth of a nucleated bubble (for different
locations of the nucleation sites within the micro-fluidic system) being dealt with in the
section 5.5, the above finding nevertheless makes the surface inhomogeneities in close
proximity to the water-oil (or hydrophilic-hydrophobic) interface to be the most
vulnerable ones- generating bubbles, that might potentially grow big, leading to huge
bursts and perhaps merging of the adjacent droplets. This, hence calls for proper
characterization of the subsequent surfaces for such inhomogeneities prior to use- the
detection of which necessitating the elimination of the corresponding surfaces to
maintain the high efficiency of the overall micro-fluidic system due to bubble evolutions.
 Additionally, for the micro-fluidic system as under consideration, the surface
inhomogeneities (if and when trapped gas) were found to emit bubbles at minimum
system temperatures of ~77°C (bubbles seen evolving within approximately 40 seconds
of the start of the heating)- the intensity and frequency of evolutions increasing with a
further increase of the system’s temperature (say up to 95°C). Besides, in analogy with
the heterogeneous model of bubble nucleation, an active site keeps on emitting (a
cascade of) bubbles, till the system temperatures are lowered, say below 77°C for the
system as dealt with in the current work.
 Experimental studies conducted to establish the criterion of bubble nucleation (say
determining the dimensions for which a site trapped gas, in analogy with the crevice
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model of bubble nucleation), revealed sites having aspect ratios of 4:5 (as detected by
the nucleation studies done by fabricating artificial nucleation sites via timed laser shots),
and of 1:1 (as detected by nucleation studies done by fabricating artificial nucleation sites
via wet etching) to be the most vulnerable ones in emitting bubbles. The surfaces, hence
prior to use, must as well be characterized for surface inhomogeneities having the above
aspect ratios – which if present, again necessitating the elimination of the corresponding
regions/surfaces. However, the above aspect ratios filtered for the susceptible sites were
much lower as compared to that for the crater like surface inhomogeneities detected in
the microscopic surface investigations in the previous chapter (latter having aspect ratios
of ~1000:1 and/or 250:1)- thereby calling for the fabrication and study of sites having
much greater diameters as compared to their depths. Also, the spotted crater like surface
inhomogeneities had distinct peaks around their edges (refer image 4.1.2), hence
requiring fabrication of surfaces with not only varying depths and diameters but with
varying heights (peaks) as well, and investigating them for bubble nucleations/evolutions
--both pre- and post-coating of the subsequent surfaces.

5.3 Bubble growth
After nucleation, another important aspect that required understanding was the phenomena
of bubble growth- for the bubbles nucleated within the microfluidic system as dealt with in
the current work. Prime queries that required attention in this regard were: ‘What is the
mechanism of bubble growth?’, ‘What factors primarily govern the bubble growth
phenomenon?’, ‘How is bubble growth influenced by the presence of the liquid-liquid
interface (bi-liquid system) as compared to just a liquid-gas/air interface (single -liquid
system)?’, ‘What is the prime transport phenomena involved in the growth of the bubbles’,
and, ‘ How is growth different for a bubble nucleated from different locations within a
microfluidic system, as for the one under consideration?’.
The comprehension of the above bubble growth aspects was attempted primarily via
sophisticated experimental investigations- however prior to that, a brief literature survey on
the bubble growth phenomenon being put forward, as in the sub-section below.

5.3.1 Literature review
Tremendous research underwent into studying the phenomenon of bubble growth, both in
macro and micro-fluidic systems, equally comprising single-liquid and bi-liquid interfaces224230. As per the kind of system involved, various factors have been reported to govern the
bubble growth- prime being the change in the rate of super-saturation in the concerned micro
fluidic system219. Super-saturation, further depends on the change in the pressure or
temperature of the system, where a decrease in the systems pressure or an increase in its
temperature, or both, could alter the supersaturation equilibrium in any system. For instance,
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a system when subjected to a change in pressure could result in the growth of the nucleated
bubbles owing to the pressure difference between the medium generating the bubbles and
the surrounding one, as per the Le Chatelier’s principle 219,231-232. This can be, for example,
prominently seen for carbon dioxide bubbles in a beer can, where the bubbles are originally
dissolved under high pressure in the liquid medium and rise/grow as the beer can is opened
or the pressure released 10,220. Researchers explained phenomena as above, by stating that as
the bubble(s) travel up, the pressure of the surrounding liquid reduces such that the air inside
the bubble is allowed to expand more, resulting in a visible increase in its size 219-220,233. The
acceleration with which these bubbles rise was further explained as per the Stokes law234-235,
written as:
Fd= 6πµRV

(5.3.1)

where ‘Fd’ is the frictional force (known as Stokes drag) acting on the interface between the
liquid and the bubble, ‘µ’ is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid, ‘R’ is the radius of the bubble,
and ‘V’ the flow velocity of the liquid relative to the bubble. Authors reported, that as the
radius of the rising bubble in the system increases, viscous drag and thus the flow velocity
increases too, making the bubbles accelerate in (say a beer) glass.
Apart from the above, another factor largely contributing to the growth of the bubbles has
been reported to be the presence of density differences in the system. This can be, for
instance, seen in the case of bubble(s) rising in a soft drink, owing to the lower density of the
bubble in comparison to the drink itself. The growth of bubbles in this case has been reported
to be governed by two major forces: the buoyant force as per the Archimedes principle which
increases as the bubble grows, and the downward drag or the friction force (equation 5.3.1)
the bubble experiences as it rises in the liquid which also tends to increase as the bubble
grows. It was further put forward, that although these two opposing forces increase at the
same time, buoyancy force increases more rapidly than the downward drag, making the
bubble continuously accelerate in its ascent, leading to an increase in the spacing between
the bubbles as they grow further up215,219-220,233-237.
Nevertheless, generally for any system, there is usually a balance of various forces acting on
the bubble as it grows: typically drag (Fd ) and surface tension forces(Fs) tending to hinder its
growth, whereas the inertial (Fi) , pressure (Fp) and buoyant (Fb) forces tending to favor its
growth (refer equation 5.3.2 and subsequent figure 5.3.1)--their competition further
determining the bubble's rising velocity in the system215, 219, 238-240.

F d +F s =F i +F p +F b
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Buoyancy Force (Fb)
Drag Force (Fd)
Inertial Force (Fi)

Pressure
Force (Fp)

Liquid
Vapour

θ

Surface Tension Force (Fs)

Heating Surface

Surface Tension Force (Fs)

Figure 5.3.1: Various forces acting on a vapor bubble, as it grows in a liquid, on a heated
surface215 ,239-240

Additionally, drag force was reported to be highly affected by the fluids viscosity and density
(both of which in turn being largely temperature dependent) -altering the fluids viscosity and
density alters the friction on the bubble thereby making it rise faster as the system’s
temperature increases. The exact relationship, however, between the size and the rate of
ascent was reported to be pretty complicated to be observed owing to strong dependence of
drag forces on the speed of the rising bubble. Nevertheless, for low growth rates, it was
reported that the static equilibrium gets established when the following condition meets: 219,
239-240:
F s =F p +F b

(5.3.3)

Nonetheless, though significant factors governing the initial bubble growth seem to be
unclear, the final growth was reported to be apparently governed by molecular diffusion.
However, the complete description of bubble growth was stated to require consideration of
many factors including diffusion of heat and gas molecules, convection, inertial, viscous and
surface tension forces- requiring the coupling of various equations, chiefly being the
equations of continuity, equations of motion, conservation of the diffusing species and heat
and mass transfer. That said, the basic equations that control the growth of the bubbles have
been reported to be primarily the diffusion equation, the Ficks equation, a mass balance
equation and the Laplace equation- their solutions being dependent on the system under
consideration. However, a general equation for the bubble growth was and can be given as 1:

R ∝ ta
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where ‘R' is the radius of the bubble and ‘t ' is the time period of its growth. The exponent
factor ‘a' was found to depend on the different experimental procedures employed, how well
they were conducted and on factors such as Laplace pressure, inertial and viscous forces
controlling the bubble growth. For diffusion controlled growth, however, it was reported that
generally a=1/2 1,220,239-240. Additionally, for cases where the inertial and surface tension
forces are dominant, which was reported to be the most likely case in the very early stages of
the bubble growth, then the time dependent bubble radius was given by the following
equation 1,219-220:
R(t)=At

(5.3.5)

where, A' is a constant. For cases, where the growth is determined by how rapidly material
can be transported across the interface, Ficks law apply, and the calculation for the radial
growth rate of the bubble (assumed spherical, or partly spherical) was performed by Scriven- solution of the diffusion equations with appropriate boundary conditions leading to the so
called Scriven equations for the bubble radius R(t)2, given as 1,219-220,239-240:
R(t)=2β [Dt1/2]

(5.3.6)

‘β' being a constant for given conditions of system super-saturation. The above equation
further shows the ‘t1/2’ dependence of the typical diffusion controlled growth where the
interfacial area grows linearly with time. However, under other constraints, for instance
where direct injection of gas into the bubble is the growth mechanism, equation (5.3.7)
applies 1,220 :
R(t)=Ct1/3

(5.3.7)

‘C' being a constant for a given system. The above is an approximation, most likely a good
one, keeping in mind that early in the lifetime of a bubble, its growth rate is controlled by
inertia and surface tension forces that rapidly become unimportant as the bubble develops.
Besides, literature puts forward that a transition between the phases of different densities
produces in the surrounding field a radial convective motion which modifies the
concentration and temperature fields and hence the motion of the front. As the growth rate
increases, the front moves into the concentration field producing a higher rate relative to the
front, resulting in a higher gradient and hence a thinner boundary layer thickness.
Further, the growth of the bubble can as well be attributed to the Laplace law, according to
which smaller bubbles having higher Laplace pressure (refer equation 4.3.6) have tendencies
to merge into the larger ones having lower values of Laplace pressure, whereas on the other
hand, bubbles having approximately the same sizes, tending to join and grow together in the
fluidic system193.
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However, the above literature survey speaks of bubble growth in general, usually for macrofluidic systems, involving mostly single-liquids. But when it comes to understanding the
growth of bubbles in micro-fluidic systems, that too involving more than one liquids (as for
the system dealt with in the current work), not much has been greatly accomplished—the
experimental investigations conducted next aimed at pursuing the same.

5.3.2 Experimental investigations
As stated above, sophisticated experimental investigations were conducted to investigate the
growth of bubbles in the micro-fluidic systems, as for the one considered in the current work.
In this respect, in analogy with the nucleation studies, experiments were conducted to study
growth rates from the nucleation sites present at different locations within the microfluidic
system , say for when under water (inner liquid), under oil (outer liquid), and in the vicinity of
the water-oil (liquid-liquid) interface- for the artificial nucleation sites (primarily laser
engraved of 0.5mm diameters being considered in this regard) on the inner hydrophilic
region, on the outer hydrophobic region, and at the (inner) hydrophilic-hydrophobic
interface, respectively, for the chemically structured surfaces -AG glass slides being mainly
investigated for this study.
Chiefly top down, HD, video recordings being conducted in this respect (using the
experimental set-up as depicted in the image 5.2.15), minimum of ten surfaces were tested
per case, with around 15 artificially engraved nucleation sites being investigated per surface.
The video recordings were later evaluated using appropriate image analyzing software’s as
Paint.Net and Windows media player classic, and growth rates [bubble radii (average of
vertical and horizontal radius, as depicted in the image 5.3.1) as a function of time]
subsequently plotted via Microsoft Excel 2016.

1 pixel= 4.5µm
Horizontal bubble diameter= 450 pixels= 2023.5 µm
Vertical bubble diameter= 455 pixels= 2047.5 µm
Average bubble diameter= 2036.25µm
Average bubble radius= 1018.13 µm
Image 5.3.1: Image analysis (using Paint.Net) of video recording snapshots for evaluation
of bubble diameters w.r.t time

5.3.2.1 Bubble growth rate: Under inner liquid (water)
As stated in the nucleation studies, most of the artificial nucleation sites, especially the ones
laser engraved (with 0.5mm diameters), though largely trapped gas, not all the nucleations
led to bubble evolutions, particularly with measurable growth rates, at elevated system
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temperatures. The probability of bubble evolutions (visible/measurable growths) from such
sites when under water (inner hydrophilic region of chemically structured surfaces) observed
to be around 80%, nucleation (II) experiments further revealed that even for the bubbles that
evolved, not all grew to big enough diameters- such that their bursts cause spilling of the
liquids or merging of the adjacent droplets.

00:00

00:10

00:20

00:30

00:31

00:32

Image 5.3.2: A primary (parent) bubble in water, popping off within 32 seconds of
heating (Set system temperature= 95°C) (Radius of bubble prior to burst = ~136.8 µm)

Whereas some bubbles were seen just popping off with small diameters (refer image 5.3.2),
others were seen to grow to definite sizes (before their burst), as can be seen in the snapshots
for the parent (initial) bubble, in the image 5.3.3 below:

00:00

00:30

00:45

01:00

01:20

01:25

01:29

01:30

Image 5.3.3: A primary bubble in water, growing to max. radius of 380 µm, prior to its burst,
(within 1 minute, 30 seconds of heating). Set system’s temperature = 95°C

On the other hand, cases were observed where the nucleated bubbles were seen growing to
ample diameters, at times nearly of the same size as of the reaction droplet, as can be seen
in the image 5.3.4 for such a case.
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00:30

01:55

01:00

01:30

02:02

02:02

Image 5.3.4: A primary bubble in water, growing to max. radius of ~525µm prior to its
burst (within 2 minutes, 2 seconds of heating). Set system’s temperature=95°C

For the incidents where (parent) bubbles (evolving from the nucleation site under water) grew
to sufficient diameters, their growth rate graphs (when plotted) revealed a drastic increase in
the bubble radius, as it approached the water-oil interface (intersected by the hydrophilichydrophobic on chemically stratified surface(s), as viewed by the top down video recordings)
–the growth rates as can be seen in the graph 5.3.1 below:
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Graph 5.3.1: Growth rate of primary bubbles in water
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As can be seen in the graph above, (parent) bubbles (nucleating under water) were found to
have much lower initial growth rates (around 5 microns/sec), as compared to their final
growth rates (around 30 microns/sec)- growths suddenly increasing as and when the bubbles
approached the water-oil interface (overlapped by the hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface of
the chemically structured surfaces, as previously stated).
Further, a parent bubble, usually growing to big enough diameters, after its burst, led to the
generation of multiple daughter (secondary/daughter) bubbles in the system (refer
image5.3.5) – the experimental observations being in analogy with the theory on bubble
nucleation, that a site once active keeps on generally emitting bubbles till the temperature
(and pressure) of a given system are unaltered.
Burst of primary
bubble

Multiple secondary
bubbles evolving from a
site once active

328 s

329 s

331 s

335 s

337 s

340 s

341 s

361 s

362 s

Image 5.3.5: Evolution of multiple secondary bubbles from an active nucleation site after
the burst of the parent bubble (for system’s temperature of 95°C)

Additionally, as can be seen in the image above, for most of the cases, multiple bubbles were
seen growing/rising at a time in the system - smaller bubbles merging into bigger ones adding
to the growth of the latter, whereas bubbles of comparable diameters observed to be sticking
together, growing collectively within the micro-fluidic system.
Further, as for the parent bubbles, investigations revealed varying growth paths and destinies
for the secondary/daughter bubbles (evolved in the system after the burst of the parent
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bubble) – some just popping off, some growing to certain diameters, while others growing big
enough that their bursts potentially spill the liquids, causing perhaps merging of the adjacent
droplets. Also, cases were observed, where the burst of secondary bubbles generates further
multiple ‘grand-daughter’ bubbles in the system--cascade of bubble evolutions observed from
an active nucleation site for the same temperature and pressure conditions.

02:05

02:10

02:14

02:15

02:16

02:40

03:14

03:15

Image 5.3.6: Secondary bubble(s) growing in water at 95°C (total measuring time= 10:00 minutes)

Growth rates, when plotted in the similar fashion as the parent bubbles, especially for the
(secondary) bubbles that grew to ample diameters, revealed:
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Graph 5.3.2: Growth rates of secondary bubbles in water
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The behaviour of secondary bubbles, as can be seen in the graph 5.3.2, was found to be
analogous to that for the primary bubbles – bubbles having slower initial growth rates
(~4µm/sec), while their growths speeding up as the bubble(s) approached the liquid-liquid
(/hydrophilic-hydrophobic surface) interface (growth rates ≥ 40µm/sec).

5.3.2.2 Bubble growth rate: Under outer liquid (oil)
Top-view, HD, video-recording experiments to study bubble growths revealed, no detectable
growth of (especially the parent bubbles that have been initially nucleated) from the artificial
nucleation sites when under oil, for the micro-fluidic system as dealt with in the current work.
However, experiments revealed, that for some cases, the burst of usually a big enough
primary and/or daughter bubble, nucleated originally from a site under water, scatters
multiple, additional daughter and/or grand-daughter bubbles in the system – such a bubble,
now detached from its nucleation site, present independent in the micro-fluidic system.
Further, for such a bubble when say present in oil, but in close proximity of the water-oil
(hydrophilic/hydrophobic) interface, was seen to grow to huge diameters (refer image 5.3.7)possibly leading to the dropout of the reaction droplet and maybe its merging with the
adjacent droplets.

07:04

07:14

07:34

08:10

08:40

09:07

Image 5.3.7: A secondary bubble growing (at 95°C) in oil (present in vicinity of the
water-oil/hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface. Total recording time =10:00 (minutes:
seconds)

Also, cases were observed where the burst of secondary bubbles in oil (as for the one depicted
in image 5.3.7 above), led to the generation of additional bubbles -from the same active spot
in oil (the locate apparently being detached from the nucleation site on the surface and lying
independently in the micro-fluidic system, as was discussed above).
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Nevertheless, the presence and growth of such of secondary bubbles in oil was found to
largely depend on serval factors as the initial parent bubble size(originating from the
nucleation site under water), if simultaneous(other) bubble growths are taking place in the
system or not, and most importantly on the position of the (scattered) secondary bubble in
the oil- bubbles nearer to the water-oil (hydrophilic-hydrophobic) interface observed to grow
rapidly as compared to the ones lying far away from it- unless while growing they approach
the vulnerable (speedy growth responsible) region.
Thus owing to the many factors on which the growth for the secondary bubbles in oil was
found to be dependent on, no two cases were similar in nature and hence could not be
directly related. However, for the instances where big growths took place, growth rates of
the secondary bubble in oil were plotted, as can be seen in the graph 5.3.3 below:
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Graph 5.3.3: Growth rates of secondary bubbles in oil

As can be seen, similar behavior was observed as for the secondary bubbles growing in oil, as
for the bubbles (parent/daughter) growing under water- bubbles having smaller initial
growth rates as compared to their final growth rates, with them growing rapidly as and when
they approached the liquid-liquid (traversing the bottom hydrophilic-hydrophobic solid)
interface. However, studies revealed, the initial growth rates for the (secondary) bubbles
originating in oil to be slightly lower (~2µm/sec) as compared to the initial growth rates for
the (secondary) bubbles originating under water(~5µm/sec).
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5.3.2.3 Bubble growth rate: In the vicinity of liquid-liquid (water-oil) interface
Growth rates were studied for the bubbles growing rapidly at the water-oil (hydrophilichydrophobic) interface- either originating directly from the nucleation sites at the above
interface (parent bubble), or for the secondary bubbles growing in the vicinity of the above
interface -as for the case depicted in image 5.3.7, and in the image 5.3.8 below:
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Image 5.3.8: Growth rates (at 95°C) of secondary bubbles (lying very close to the liquid-liquid interface
in oil) after the rupture of primary bubble (originated from water). (Recording time units- min:sec)

Again, owing to the nature of the nucleation site, its position in the system, and topmost the
position of the bubble (especially for secondary bubbles scattered after the burst of the
primary bubble) in the system (as in how close it is to the liquid-liquid/ (solid-solid) interface),
many cases, with no two being exactly similar in nature, were observed. However, for
instances where big bubble growths were observed, leading to the dropout of the reaction
drop or its merge with the adjacent ones, were considered and their growth rates analyzed.
Further, for exact understanding, it was important that cases be considered where only single
bubble growing in the system was observed- as presence of other bubbles, concurrently
nucleating/growing in the system might influence the growth rates of the to be examined
bubble. In this respect, a promising case that was observed (bubble growing, single,
independently, to ample diameters) was for a secondary bubble in oil, growing very close to
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the liquid-liquid (hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface)- its growth rate as depicted in the graph
5.3.4 below:
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Graph 5.3.4: Growth rate of secondary bubble in oil, very close to the water-oil interface

As can be seen, the bubble was found to continuously grow when at the liquid-liquid interface,
with a rapid growth rate, till the point of its burst (comparatively slower growths towards the
end possibly attributed either to the curvature effect of the droplet holding it, or the fact that
radius and not the volume (which might be increasing) could be evaluated and plotted as a
function of time).

5.3.3 Bubble Growth: Summary
From all the above analysis, it can be hence summarized that the liquid-liquid interface
(overlapped by the bottom hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface for the chemically stratified
surfaces) plays an integral part in the growth of the bubbles- growth rates detected speeding
up as the bubble approached the above region. A possible reason to the above could be the
strong Marangoni convection 193,241-243 or the more temperature dependence thermocapillary convection (arising at the interface of fluids having different surface tensions) 193,241242 taking place at the water-oil interface – such a convective phenomenon probably
generating local heat gradients causing rapid conversion of water into its vapor , which ,in
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turn, feeds (primarily via diffusion) the bubbles, as
when they approached the above mentioned
interface.
The above supposition was as well supported by
some experimental studies, where for the cases
where multiple, continuous bubble evolutions took
place (say for a surface with artificial nucleation
sites), considerable low volumes of especially the
inner aqueous (dummy PCR) mix was left after 10
minutes of heating at 95°C, as compared to its initial
working volume (refer image 5.3.10). This hence
further hinted to the possible rapid conversion of
water into its vapor at the liquid-liquid interface,
feeding the bubbles, such that for cases where
tremendous, cascade of bubble evolutions took
place, the inner aqueous droplet shrank
considerably in volume at the end of the
experimental run.

Image 5.3.9: Observation of
Marangoni convection in a sessile
droplet obtained by heating an ionic
liquid droplet from below (photo Ph.
Dubois, CEA/LETI

15

Additionally, the almost linear initial growth
rates and R∝ t1/2 dependence later growth
rates as it approached the above interface,
further indicated the diffusion controlled
growth of the bubbles at this region.
(a) t=00:00

However, the above explanation based on
Marangoni convection is just a potential
hypothesis,
which
needs
further
experimental understanding, supported by
well-conducted numerical analysis and/or
mathematical modelling.

(b) t= 10:00

Image 5.3.10: (a) Droplets status prior to
Further, no prominent bubble growths for
heating, (b) considerable reduction in volume,
the parent bubble and comparatively lower
especially of the inner water based PCR mix
initial growth rates for the secondary
after 10 minutes of heating (at 95°C), after
bubbles in oil (than in water) could be
multiple, huge bubbles have been evolved in
attributed to the high viscosity of oil247-248 as
the microfluidic system
compared to that for water (drag force on a
bubble reported to be highly affected by the
fluids viscosity and density, both of which in turn being largely temperature dependent altering the fluids viscosity and density alters the friction on the bubble, thereby making it
rise faster as the system’s temperature increases215,219). Also, the major growth of the bubbles
(even though initially originating from a site in water) after approaching the liquid-liquid
interface taking place in oil than in water could be attributed to the lower density of oil than
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water245- bubbles having the tendency to eventually reside in a lower density medium with
lower surface tension246.
Besides, the ‘sticking’ and growing together of bubbles of nearly the same diameters, and the
merging of the smaller bubbles in the bigger ones, could be attributed to the Laplace law
(pressure)193,244 - bubbles with smaller diameters having higher Laplace pressure (refer
equation 4.3.6) tending to merge into the bubbles with greater diameters of lower Laplace
pressures.

Further the shape of the bubbles- spherical when they are small in diameters and varying
unstable shapes as they grow big can be explained by the interplay of various forces acting
upon them- primarily being the interfacial tension/viscous forces and the inertial forces. For
the former being dominant over the latter, cases when the bubble is relatively smaller in
diameters, the bubble is said to assume a spherical shape1,263,268.
Authors have further reported that the shape of the bubbles is mostly determined by the ratio
of gravity and surface forces- their rate being expressed by a dimensionless number known
as the Bond number (Bo) or the Eötvös (EO) number (small bubbles with Eo<< 0.2 to be
reported to be essentially spherical bodies). Besides, unlike drops, rising bubbles have been
reported to be significantly wobbling in the system – the ellipsoidal and all geometry
parameters of its projection changing as well. Two motions can be distinguishable in this case:
the slow motion around the vertical axis and the harmonic wobbling around the horizontal
axis. However, large bubbles with EO >> 30 have been reported to have unstable shapes,
mostly half spherical (with flat side oriented down). These bubbles have been reported to
oscillate chaotically – being more vulnerable to break ups. For the medium sized bubbles with
0.2 <EO <30, on the other hand, bubbles have been reported to be like essentially oblate
ellipsoids oriented by its minor axis in the direction of the movement 263-268. Additionally,
authors have reported that the path of the rising bubbles is helical for smaller bubbles and
zig-zag for the larger ones.
Thus, with large bubbles (>1mm in dimeters) the shape of the bubble is non spherical, and
the path followed by such bubbles as it rises through the quiescent liquid may be spiral, or
oscillatory, or chaotic. At sizes between 1mm and 1um the bubble is approximately spherical,
and the rise will generally be rectilinear263-268.
However, non-spherical particles in general have been reported to present problems more
complex than those arising for a sphere- all the above calling for detailed mathematical and
numerical analysis for the in-depth understanding of how the bubbles shape up during their
nucleation, rising and growth stages, as function of temperature, in the system as under
consideration – all the above again serving as a promising outlook!
Also, keeping in mind the various forces acting on a bubble nucleating from a site within a
liquid, authors reported that the detachment of the bubble form the site is determined by
the ratio of primarily surface tension, inertial, buoyancy, and gravitational forces acting on itthe first three tending to detach the bubble while the last one trying to hold it to the
nucleation site. This was as well supported by the Tate’s law 198,220,269, which related the
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weight (W) of the detaching drop to the radius of the nucleation site (or tip) on which it its
formed (r), and the surface tension(ϒ), as:
W=m∆ρg=2πrϒ

(5.3.8)

Additionally, some authors as well reported that the detachment is also determined by the
contact angle of the bubble to the nucleation site- bubbles having smaller contact angles
having greater tendencies of getting detached and vice-versa.
Nevertheless, the exact criterion and conditions for detachment for a bubble being strongly
dependent on the system under consideration and the parameters being involved, the above
calls for detailed investigations supported by adequate mathematical and/or numerical
analysis, for the in-depth understanding of the same.
However, though the liquid-liquid interface potentially appears to be primarily contributing
to the growth of the bubbles, owing to the design of the microfluidic system, the above
interface is intersected by the bottom hydrophilic-hydrophobic junction on the chemically
structured AG slides, which could not be very clearly distinguished in the top down video
recordings. This hence calls for the study of individual interfaces, and their role in the
evolution of bubbles, as will be attempted in the next section.

5.4

Separation of Interfaces

A characteristic feature of the microfluidic system, as the one dealt with in the current work,
is the presence of multiple interfaces: the solid-solid (hydrophobic-hydrophilic), the solidliquid (hydrophilic-water, hydrophobic-oil), the liquid-liquid (water-oil), and the liquid-air (oilair) interface- the highlight owing to the design of such systems being the region where the
(inner) hydrophilic/hydrophobic interface overlaps with the water-oil interface (after the
liquid have been pipetted), as detailed previously in chapter 2 on system specifications.
Though the nucleation studies, via sophisticated top and bottom view HD video recordings,
largely indicated the solid-liquid interface (surface inhomogeneities trapping gas if the
conditions of gas entrapment are fulfilled after the liquids have been pipetted atop) to be the
potential region contributing to nucleation of bubbles, growth rate studies (primarily via HD
top view video recordings), however, could not essentially filter out an exact interface
responsible for the prominent growth of the nucleated bubbles- the bubbles seen growing
rapidly at the above discussed region where the liquid-liquid(water-oil), the solidsolid(hydrophilic-hydrophobic) and the resulting liquid-solid (water-hydrophilic, oilhydrophobic) interfaces intersect. Hence to further put light on the exact interface
responsible for the nucleation and for the growth of the bubbles, each of the above
mentioned interfaces were revised individually, as dealt with in the following sub-sections:
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Study of the role of the solid-solid interface
The solid-solid interface here mainly inferring to the hydrophilic-hydrophobic boundary on
the chemically stratified surfaces, keeping in mind the microscopic surface characterization
studies conducted in the previous chapter, where no distinct step at this interface was
detected, it can be hence concluded that for homogeneous, well-coated surfaces, merely the
above solid-solid interface plays no vital role in the nucleation and/or the growth of the
bubbles. The finding was further supported by the heterogeneous model of bubble nucleation
according to which a site acts as a nucleation or gas entrapment site only after the
corresponding liquids are dispensed over it (provided the conditions of gas entrapment are
fulfilled with the bubbles evolving as and when the temperature (or pressure) of the system
is later altered) -- further eliminating the role of solely the solid-solid interface in the evolution
of bubbles.

Study of the role of the solid-liquid interface
In accordance with the heterogeneous model of bubble nucleation, it can be hence said that
for the conditions of gas entrapment being fulfilled, a site acts as bubble nucleating site once
the liquids have been pipetted above it- thereby indicating the solid-liquid interface to be the
potential source of bubble nucleation.
However, growth rate studies revealed no prominent growth of the bubbles nucleated from
an active site within single liquids (say for the site when under water or under oil), as
compared to the huge bubble growths observed in the presence of the liquid-liquid interface,
hence indicating the solid-liquid interface in itself to be play no vital role in the growth of the
nucleated bubbles.
Hence, it can be said that though the solid-liquid interface plays vital role in the nucleation of
the bubbles (provided the conditions of gas entrapment are fulfilled), it doesn’t contribute
much in the ample growths of the nucleated bubbles.

Study of the role of the liquid-liquid interface
In order to study the role of liquid-liquid interface in the nucleation of bubbles, brief
experiments were conducted where freshly prepared, homogenous, and chemically nonstructured (PFS) surfaces (i.e. no hydrophilic-hydrophobic or solid-solid interface present),
devoid of any artificial nucleation sites were pipetted with the regular bi-liquids (water-oil) in
standard volumes, and the system, minimum of six cases, analyzed for bubble nucleation’s at
95°C. Results revealed no bubble evolutions on such surfaces, thereby indicating no prime
contribution of solely the liquid-liquid interface in the nucleation of the bubbles.
Further, in order to determine the role of the liquid-liquid interface in the growth of the
nucleated (from the solid-liquid interface) bubbles, similar experiments as above were done
where homogeneous, chemically non-structured (PFS) surfaces (i.e. with no hydrophilichydrophobic or solid-solid interface overlapping the liquid-liquid interface), but this time with
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artificial nucleation sites (laser engraved of 0.5mm diameters) were dispensed with the
regular liquids in the standard volumes, and growths of the nucleated bubbles analysed at
95°C. Results revealed, sudden increase in the bubble growth rates as and when the bubbles
approached the liquid-liquid interface, hence indicating the major role of the liquid-liquid
interface in the growth of the evolved bubbles.
Hence, it can be said that though the liquid-liquid interface has not much to do with the
nucleation of the bubbles, it is this interface, whose presence greatly contributes to the rapid
growth of bubbles, for the microfluidic system as under consideration.

Summary
Thus, from the above studies, it can be summarized that whereas the solid-liquid interface
plays a major role in the nucleation of bubbles, it is the liquid-liquid interface that chiefly
contributes to the rapid growth of the nucleated bubbles; the solid-solid interface in itself, on
the other hand, participating not much in the occurrence of either of the above phenomenon.

Interface

Prime contribution
Nucleation

Growth

Solid-solid

No

No

Solid-liquid

Yes

No

Liquid-liquid

No

Yes

Table 5.4: Contribution of the respective interfaces in the nucleation and/or
growth of the bubbles in the microfluidic system as under consideration

5.5 Content of bubbles
Another significant aspect of bubble dynamics that required attention was comprehending
the content of the evolved bubbles- as in what nucleates in the form of bubbles and what is
it that feeds them as they grow at elevated temperatures within the microfluidic system.
The apparent constituent that first comes to mind in this regard is air- either getting trapped
in the (rare) surface inhomogeneities or being injected accidentally into the system during
flawed pipetting/loading of the liquids- evolving as (air) bubbles at higher system
temperatures. However, video recording (growth rate) experiments revealed, for most of the
cases, bubbles growing to ample diameters as when they approached the liquid-liquid
interface- maximum bubble diameters for the fully grown bubbles (prior to their burst)
calculated to be ≥ 1600 microns, as can be seen for the cases in the image 5.5.1 below:
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Image 5.5.1: Snapshots (top and side view video recordings) depicting bubbles growing to huge
diameters (≥1600 microns, i.e. size of the reaction droplet itself)

Further, nucleation experiments revealed that under the same conditions of system
temperature (and pressure), a site once active, keeps on emitting a cascade of daughter
bubbles, growing nearly of the same size (as for the parent bubble) when in the vicinity of the
liquid-liquid interface. Thus, if air be considered as the main constituent comprising the
bubbles, the above findings imply that a sufficient amount of air is present within the microfluidic system, evolving as such huge, continuously growing bubbles.
However, the fact that the liquids have been properly degassed prior to use, and that extreme
care has been taken in their loading /pipetting, questions the presence of such abundant
amount of air within the microfluidic system. Further, mathematical calculations based on
Henry´s law (refer Appendix E) revealed that at room temperatures, the amount of air that
can get dissolved in 1µL of water and in 5µL of oil (standard volumes of regular liquids used)
is nearly 0.0189 µL’s and 0.5µL’s respectively- the values being considerably low in volumes
to generate continuous, huge bubbles, as big as max. of 1600 micron in diameter , i.e. of
around 2µL in volume [assuming the bubble to be spherical in shape or conical in shape (say
attached to their nucleation site on the slide surface and having height of around 0.78mm
(height of the inner water drop on chemically structured surfaces as can be seen in image
4.3.1 ))] at a time. This hence indicates the presence of some additional component- either
partially feeding the otherwise original air bubbles at some stage, or serving as the prime
constituent of the evolved bubbles.
In this regard, some initial (top down) video recordings were referred to, which revealed a
considerable decrease in volume, especially of the inner water based PCR solution, at the end
of the biological reaction; the decrease in volume of the inner liquid observed to be largely
dependent on the frequency and intensity of the bubbles evolved during the experimental
run (refer image 5.3.10). One contemplated explanation to the above finding, as stated in the
growth rate studies, could be the rapid conversion of water into its vapor (for working
temperatures of 95°C), such a phase change predominantly occurring at the water-oil
interface (conceivably attributed to higher Marangoni/thermo-capillary convection193 at this
region)- the water vapor feeding the evolved bubbles as they approach the liquid-liquid
interface resulting in sudden, rapid increase in bubble sizes. Hence, even though the bubbles
might be originally air bubbles, it can be interpreted that its potentially the water vapor that
chiefly constitutes the bubbles (especially for the ones that grow big enough at the liquidliquid interface) during their later(growth) stages- the prime transport phenomena being
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diffusion (keeping in mind that air comprises of 2-3% of water vapor- the amount varying as
per the location and its humidity249-250).
However, if the above holds true, the bubble should ideally shrink back with a decrease of the
system´s temperature- attributed to the condensation of water vapour back to its liquid form
as the temperature is lowered. To investigate this, top and bottom view video recordings were
conducted (for experimental set-ups: refer images 5.2.16 and 5.2.17 respectively), by stopping
the system´s (ASC) heating at a
point when fully grown up
d1=150
d1=150
bubbles were encountered (prior
to their burst), and noticing any
d2=180
d2=180
measurable/visible change in
their sizes (diameters) over
various time intervals (hours,
Heating stopped
After 25 minutes
days),
without
Image 5.5.2.: Bottom view analysis of bubble status: (left)
altering/disturbing the rest of the immediately after the heating has been stopped, (right) 25
experimental set-up.
minutes after the heating has been stopped. (d1, d2= bubble
diameters in microns)

Various cases being examined in
this respect, observations, for one set of the instances, revealed no visible/ measurable
reduction in the size (diameter) of the bubble with time, after the heating of the system has
been stopped (refer image 5.5.2 and 5.5.3) (heating plate of the ASC investigated to attain
room temperature (from 95°C) within 40 seconds as and when the temperature was stopped.
t =00:00

d=476

t =04:00

t =06:00

d=476

d=476

t =10:00

d=476

Image 5.5.3: Top-view analysis of bubble status for different time intervals (after heating of the
system has been stopped) revealing no prominent change (decrease) in bubble diameter (d, in
microns) with time (for 10:00 minutes)

However, for some other cases, a slight shrinkage in the bubble diameters was observed
after the heating has been stopped, as can be seen in the images 5.5.4 and 5. 5.5 below:

Heating stopped
d=680

After 10 minutes
d=639.2

After 20 minutes
d=510

After a day
d=510

Image 5.5.4: Bottom view analysis of bubble status for various time intervals, after heating of
the system has been stopped. d= bubble diameter in microns.
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t =00:00

d=716.9

t =01:30

t =02:30
d=716.8

d=639.7

t =03:30

d=628.7

Image 5.5.5: Top-view analysis of bubble status during different time intervals (after heating of the
system has been stopped) revealing little shrinkage in the bubble diameter (d, in microns) with time
(within 3 minutes 30 seconds). The bubble pops off in 03:33.

A possible reason to the observed shrinkage in some cases while not in others, could be the
varying amounts (percentage) of water-vapor and/or air constituting the bubbles at a given
time – especially, water-vapor present below a certain value leading to not so
visible/measurable condensation/ decrease in bubbles diameters. In addition, potential
factors as the position of the bubble in the system, its final size (prior to burst), and probably
the temperature of the surrounding medium (point at which heating was stopped), might as
well determine the above – serving nevertheless as an important outlook for detailed analysis.
However, besides air and water-vapor, another possible candidate constituting (mainly or
partially) the bubbles could be some additional gaseous component, evolving (degassing) as
bubbles at elevated working temperatures—the detailed analysis in this regard again being
an important outlook study.

5.6

Bubble burst and droplet merge

Finally, an important aspect worth comprehending was studying the phenomena of bubble
burst- potentially leading to the dropout of the sample solution and the merging of the
adjacent droplets, for the micro-fluidic system as dealt with in the current work.
Literature reports that a bubble, prior to its burst, is usually balanced by primarily three
factors: the surface tension of the liquid in which it is contained, internal pressure applied by
the air/gas/vapor inside the bubble on its surface, and the atmospheric pressure- imbalance
of any of the above forces causing rupturing of the bubble1. As the bubble rises in the liquid(s),
a stage comes where its internal pressure surpasses the surface tension forces holding it
(surface tension additionally ‘poked’ by the comparatively cooler surroundings), that in order
to attain equilibrium, the bubble pops.
Authors have as well reported that the stability of the bubble once it reaches the free liquid
surface, is dependent upon the rate of the thinning of the liquid layer forming the upper
surface of the bubble. For instance, a surfactant bubble in the bulk liquid has only one surface,
whilst a free bubble in air has two, the excess pressures in the two extreme cases are 2γ/r and
4γ/r respectively1. Depending on where exactly the bubble intersects the surface, it will have
an excess pressure intermediate between the above extremes (refer image 5.6.1).
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Excess Pressure: 4ϒ/r
Two surfaces, curvature: 1/r

Excess Pressure:
2ϒ/r
3ϒ/r
r

Single surface,
curvature: 1/r

Liquid
Figure 5.6.1: A (soap) bubble having completed its rise, intersects the liquid-air interfacethe bubble burst being governed by the rate of thinning of the upper bubble surface1

However, in comparison to the behavior of the bubble in a single-liquid system, the presence
bi-liquids (as for the microfluidic system dealt with in the current work), might generate
additional surfaces on a (gas/air) bubble (say originating from a nucleation site under water):
bubble surrounded in this case by a thin water film below a layer of oil. Nevertheless, the indepth analysis of the exact phenomenon of bubble burst in a bi-liquid system (in analogy with
the rate of thinning of the liquids surrounding it) calls for further in-depth understandingserving as yet another promising outlook for the work under consideration.
Further, for the microfluidic system as dealt with in the current work, experimental
investigations revealed various scenarios for the bubble as they burst: whereas some bubbles
were seen to directly travel up, pop off and escape the microfluidic system without
encountering much increase in their sizes, others were seen growing to ample diameters and
rupturing big enough, leading to the dropout out of the reaction sample and perhaps merging
of the adjacent droplets (the effect being highly probable when huge bubbles occur/burst
simultaneously in the neighboring droplets). Bigger bubbles, in analogy with the growth rate
studies, can be said to be majorly constituting of water-vapor, growing rapidly at the liquidliquid interface (if the hypothesis of Marangoni convection holds true), such that when they
burst, they spill traces of inner sample solution – the intensity of spilling further (apparently)
depending on the intensity with which a bubble bursts.
Besides, after the burst of say a big enough bubble (having the tendency to cause drop out of
the sample solution), the adjacent droplets may or may not merge depending primarily on
the balance of surface (adhesive) forces (hydrophobic regions outside the droplets for the
chemically stratified surfaces and hydrophobicity of the PFS coated glass slides repelling the
liquids/holding the liquids in place), the surface tension forces (micro-droplets having a
tendency of beading up), and the cohesive forces among the liquid molecules (neighboring
liquids attracting each other if (after the burst) are close enough to surpass the adhesive and
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surface tension forces). However, the minimum distance for which two adjacent droplets
might merge, and the relation of the size of the bubble and the velocity/force with it bursts
to the merging of the adjacent droplets calls for further, detailed understanding
(experimental and/or numerical analysis) - serving as yet another outlook for the system as
under consideration.

5.7

Elimination/control of bubbles

As stated previously, the occurrence of bubbles in microfluidic systems, as for the one under
consideration, is a highly undesirable and an alarming phenomenon, potentially lowering
their overall efficiency of such systems- thus calling for apposite methods for the elimination
or suppression of the same.
The fundamental pre-requisite for the suppression of the bubbles at the pre-functional level
was opting a system as clean and inclusion free as possible. This was attempted by careful
handling of the system both during and post-production stages so as to ensure no insertion
of any inhomogeneities or imperfections, which might at the operational stage, serve as
‘seeds' for bubble nucleations (or aid in the growth of the nucleated bubbles). Further, it was
made sure that amplification platforms having surfaces as clean, homogeneous, and freshly
prepared as possible, well-calibrated and fully optimized heating cyclers, and freshly prepared
and properly degassed liquids were chosen (in addition to the liquids being carefully
pipetted/loaded as to ensure no carrying of any air bubbles), as to eliminate or minimize any
contamination at the pre-functional stage within the microfluidic system.
However, despite of the above preventive measures, experimental investigations revealed,
bubble evolutions and droplet incidences on some rare and unpredicted regions within the
microfluidic system as the biological reactions proceeded- thus calling for the formulation and
development of more sophisticated and reliable methods for the suppression/control of
bubbles in such systems. This was attempted by checking on the evolution of bubbles at the
nucleation and at the growth levels, with finally trying out methods to prevent the merging
of the adjacent droplets (due to bubble bursts) – the respective experimental procedures as
detailed in the sub-sections below.

5.7.1 Control of bubbles at the nucleation level
To begin with, emphasis was laid on developing methods to prevent the occurrence of
bubbles at the nucleation stage itself. The most sought after way of doing so, as per literature,
is either by lowering the temperature or raising the pressure of the system. The former is in
accordance with Charles law270,271, according to which for a pressure on a sample of dry gas
held constant, the Kelvin temperature and the volume are directly related (V ∝ T), indicating
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that as the absolute temperature decreases, the volume of the gas as well decreases in
proportion.
The latter, the effect of pressure in suppressing the nucleation of bubbles, on the other hand
is in analogy with the Boyles law270,272, which states that at a given temperature, the volume
of the gas decreases as the pressure above it increases and vice-versa (PV=constant)—the
phenomenon further supported by the Henry’s law273-274 according to which the solubility of
gases increases with an increase in the pressure of the system(p=kH.c, where p is the partial
pressure of the solute above the solution, c is the concentration of the solute in the solution,
and kH is the Henry laws constant having units as L··atm/mol or atm/(mole
fraction) or Pa · m3/mol).
Based on the above, sophisticated experimental investigations were conducted to study the
effect of change of temperature and pressure on the evolution of bubbles in the system as
under consideration, as detailed in the sub-sections below.

5.7.1.1 Effect of temperature on bubble evolution
Literature reports that higher the systems (surface) temperature, higher is the likelihood of
bubble evolutions, especially in the presence of a pre-existing nucleation site. This can be
attributed to the reduced Henry`s equilibrium constants and more rapid diffusion kinetics at
greater system temperatures219.
To understand the role of temperature on the evolution of bubbles in the microfluidic system
as under consideration, sophisticated bottom- up HD video recording experiments were
conducted, using the experimental set-up as depicted in image 5.2.17 earlier. As already
stated, bubble evolution in the dealt with microfluidic system is a very rare and random
phenomenon, and hence to for such investigations the surfaces were laser engraved with
artificial nucleation of 0.5mm in diameter approximately in the middle of the reaction site
holding the liquids, so as to enable, forced' nucleation's for the detailed and inclusive analysis.
In the usual manner, once loaded with the respective liquids, the slides were placed on the
heating plate of the ASC and keeping the pressure constant, the temperature of the system
was raised from RT to 100°C, insteps of 5°C, and at least 10 video recording observations (10
mins 1st stage of the PCR cycle) were made per case. Additionally, comparative studies were
carried out using surfaces having artificial nucleation sites and the ones devoid of them, for
both chemically structured (AG) and non-structured (PFS) surfaces. The video files were
documented using Windows media player classic and Paint.Net software's.
Results revealed no evolution of bubbles at any temperature for surfaces devoid of nucleation
sites. Also for surfaces engraved with artificial nucleation sites, below 70°C no such evolution
was observed. However, for such surfaces after 70°C bubble occurrences were witnessed, the
degree and intensity of which increased as the temperature was increased beyond this point,
exhibiting greater diameter bubbles, documented and as summarized in the table 5.7 below:
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Temperature
(°C)

Without Nucleation Sites

With Nucleation Sites

No. of
Active Sites

No. of
Merges

No. of Active
Sites

No. of
Merges

Min. time
(min:sec) for
initial bubble
evolutions

Range of
bubble
diameters
(mm)

80

0

0

20

0

00:30

0.04-0.7

85

0

0

23

0

00:27

0.04-1.06

90

0

0

24

4

00:24

0.04-2.24

95

0

0

29

6

00:20

0.04-2.9

Table 5.7: Study of bubble evolutions as function of system's temperature

The above can be attributed to the increase in system's saturation (gas dissolution) with an
increase in its temperature. Thus one way to suppress/control the nucleation of bubbles could
be by using lower working temperatures. However, owing to the specific temperature needs
of the biological reactions as the PCR, the above approach could not be practically put to use.
A detour to this could be playing with the pressure parameter, as detailed next.

5.7.1.2 Effect of pressure on bubble evolution
As mentioned, according to Henry’s law, under pressurization, the solubility of the dissolved
gases increases, disabling the growth in volume of the microbubbles in the PCR sample, and
thereby preventing the formation of air bubbles 1-6,219. Hence, the sealing pressurization of
the PCR was reported to successfully prevent the bubble formation 33.
Based on the above, experimental investigations were conducted to study the effect of
pressure on bubble formations in the microfluidic systems, as for the one dealt with in the
current work. To achieve this, a pressure chamber was specially constructed, in which the
dealt with microfluidic system could be placed, as can be seen in the images below:

(b)

(a)

(c)

Image 5.7.1: The screws can be opened for transfer of slides (left), slide loaded with liquids
carefully placed inside the pressure chamber (right). The pressure chamber attached to ASC via
necessary electric connections
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Having overall dimensions of approximately
100*80*35 mm (l*b*h), the chambers exterior
comprised of aluminum frames- the top frame having
a glass (PMMA) window to facilitate easy
visualization during the experimental run. Amid the
aluminum frames was further sandwiched a polymer
inlet with a rectangular down cut for carrying the to
be investigated surfaces (AG glass slides). The frames
were coupled to this inner polymeric chamber via
multiple screws- which could be unfastened for the
insertion of the slide into the chamber, and fastened
tightly back for an air-tight (no pressure leakage) setup. While one end of the chamber was connected to
the heating cycler (ASC) for temperature control, its
other end was attached to a pressure gauge for
regulating the pressure (compressed air being used
for pressurization of the chamber).

(a)

(b)

The system was calibrated by initially placing a
dummy slide with PT100 sensors attached to it inside
the chamber- all the connections being highly air
tight. Numerous calibration experiments revealed
that for the set temperature (ASC) of 89.5°C, within 2
minutes of heating, the temperature on the glass
slide (within the chamber) was measured to be 95°C.
(c)
Next, the dummy slide was taken out and the to be
examined surface: clean chemically structured (AG)
Image 5.7.2: Experimental set-up to
glass slide with 15 reaction sites pipetted with the bistudy the effect of pressure on
liquid droplets in the standard manner. Owing to the
bubble evolutions
rarity of the bubble evolutions otherwise, the surface
was marked with artificial nucleation sites (0.5mm laser engraved on the inner hydrophilic
region holding water) to study the effect of pressure on the nucleated bubbles. Further, to
improve visualization of the inner (water) liquid from the outer one during the experiments,
the inner liquid was colored using 0.1% Adva Blue (biocompatible coloring dye). The slide was
then placed carefully inside the chamber; the system made highly air-tight and finally ready
for investigations.

HD Sony camera backed with a top down Olympus microscope together with proper side
lightening was adjusted directly above the pressure chamber (enclosing the slide with the biliquid micro-droplets) for HD video recordings- the set-up as can be seen in the image 5.7.2.
For the set temperature of 95°C (on the glass slide), and using parallel stop watch for
measuring the corresponding time, the (gauge) pressure inside the chamber was varied
between 0-100 kPa, and the effect of pressure on bubble formations studied. HD top down
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video recordings were made and later examined via video analyzing software’s as windows
media player classic and Paint.Net. Minimum of six surfaces were tested in this manner, 15
reaction sites being investigated per slide selected. Additionally, comparative studies were
done to determine the effect of pressure on bubble evolutions for the surfaces devoid of any
artificial nucleation sites.
Results showed, as anticipated, no bubble evolutions for the surfaces devoid of any artificial
nucleation sites. However, for the surfaces having the above imperfections, bubbles were
seen evolving for the initial gauge pressure ~0.3 kPa - the bubbles observed shrinking/
collapsing, as the pressure inside the chamber was increased.

(a)

(b)
Image5.7.3: (a) Evolved bubbles for pressure=25 kPa, (b) suppression of bubbles
when the pressure is raised to 100 kPa

(a)

(b)

(c)

Image 5.7.4: State of bubble at pressure of (a) 100kPa, (b) at 0 kPa, and (c) at 100 kPa again

Bubbles appeared at lower temperatures, whereas shrank at higher temperatures- the
minimum pressure at which the bubbles were seen shrinking, observed to be around 77kPa
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(0.7bars). Thus, it can be said, that for a constant temperature (95°C), an extra pressure of
77kPa (0.7bars) applied on the system could suppress the evolution of bubbles. Hence, if the
system be placed under pressure in a pressure chamber as depicted above, could suppress
the occurrence of bubbles, thereby raising the efficiency of the microfluidic systems as dealt
with in the current work.
However, though the above method looks highly promising, it could raise the structural
complicacy of the overall microfluidic system, in addition to incurring additional costs. This
hence calls for the exploration of other methods, as will be discussed next.

5.7.2 Control of bubbles at the growth level: Surfactants
The previous sections dealt with the control or suppression of bubbles at the nucleation or
the root level. However, lowering of the system temperature though marks as an effective
measure in achieving the above, it cannot be largely implemented to the micro-fluidic systems
as dealt with in the current work owing to the ` fixed´ temperature needs of the biological
reactions that such systems carried. Similarly, cumbersome experimental requirements as
construction of a pressure chambers, ideally not a very cost-effective method, puts limitations
as well to the otherwise successful ‘decreasing the pressure of the system’ attempt.
Another approach that could be however adopted could be checking the evolution of bubbles
at the growth level, i.e. at the liquid-liquid interface, in order to prevent or hinder the growth
of the bubbles which could not be somehow suppressed at the nucleation level, thereby
minimizing big bubble bursts and the eventual undesirable merging of the adjacent dropletshence improving the overall efficiency of the microfluidic systems.
One promising way of doing so could be by the addition of surfactants (to the concerned
liquids); surfactants having the tendency of accumulating at the liquid-liquid interface, quite
possibly hampering the growth of the bubbles at this ‘vulnerable’ region 1,246.
Based on the above, experiments were done by adding 1 vol% of Tween 20 (biocompatible
surfactant) to the inner liquid (0.1% Adva blue colored 1µL water) and HD top view video
recordings made (experimental set-up as depicted in the image 5.2.16), to investigate the
effect of surfactants on bubble growths. As with the previous studies, examinations were
made during the 1st stage of PCR cycle, i.e. at 95°C for initial 10 minutes of heating; surfaces
(chemically structured AG slides) both devoid of and having artificial nucleation sites (0.5mm
diameter laser engraved on inner hydrophilic region) being investigated for comparative
studies- minimum of six surfaces tested per case with 15 reaction sites observed per surface.
Results revealed, as anticipated, the probability of bubble evolutions being very low, <1%, for
surfaces devoid of any artificial nucleation sites. However, for the rare evolutions that
occurred, major bubble activity was seen prominently within the initial 2 minutes of heating
- the intensity of bubble formations nevertheless seen fading away with time. Further,
multiple small bubbles were seen evolving and aggregating from the affected (exceptional)
region, - as can be seen in the snapshots in image 5.7.5 below:
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t=00:0
0

t=06:00

t=01:30

t=04:00

t=07:00

t=10:00

Image 5.7.5: Effect of surfactants, at 95°C, on bubble formations on surfaces devoid of
artificial nucleation sites (total recording time -10:00 minutes)

However, similar phenomenon as before observed for surfaces engraved with the artificial
nucleation sites- the intensity of bubble evolutions nevertheless for the latter case being
much greater, with almost all of the sites being active, as can be seen in the examples cases
in the image 5.7.6 below:

Time
(min:sec)

00:00

Example 2

Example 1

05:00

10:00

Image 5.7.6: Effect of surfactants, at 95°C, on bubble formations on surfaces with artificial
nucleation sites (total measuring time -10:00 minutes)
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Further, as expected, experiments revealed
reduced intensity of bubble formations at lower
system temperatures – multiple, small sized
bubbles nevertheless seen appearing from the
regions of the surfaces engraved with artificial
nucleation sites, and crowding within the system,
as can be seen in the snapshots in the image 5.7.7
on the right.

t=00:00

t=05:00

Thus, the addition of surfactants (1 vol % of Tween
20) was observed to have no prominent influence
on the suppression of bubbles, thereby making
their addition not a very promising measure in
checking the growth of the bubbles, especially at
the liquid-liquid interface.
However, further studies can be done in this
regard where varying concentrations (as 0.1vol%)
of Tween 20 and of other surfactants as Tween
80246 could be added to the micro- droplet system
(inner aqueous droplet), and experimental done
to determine the effect of varying volume of
different surfactants on the growth of the
bubbles- the analysis serving as a promising
outlook for the further analysis of the
phenomenon of bubble evolution in the microfluidic system, as for the one under consideration.

t=10:00

Image 5.7.7: Effect of surfactants on
bubble evolutions on surfaces engraved
with artificial nucleation sites at 78.5°C
(total measuring time-10:00 minutes)

5.7.3 Control of bubbles (their aftermath) at the merge level
For the bubbles, which somehow could not be filtered at the nucleation and the growth
checks, the final policing was done at the merge level, in an attempt to prevent coalescence
of the adjacent droplets due to big bubble bursts at elevated system temperatures, and
thereby enhancing the efficiency of the overall microfluidic systems, as dealt with in the
current work.
One approach that could be adopted in this regard could be by physically confining the
individual droplets into isolated chambers, i.e. by positioning say a slotted plastic frame
directly above and in alignment to the reactions sites on a chemically structured surface (AG
glass slides), as can be seen in the image 5.7.8 on the next page.
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However, for research oriented applications, on similar
lines, PDMS frames could be employed, owing to the
temperature resistance properties of the material, ease
of preparation and low fabrication costs278. Experiments
were done by placing the above frames on 10 randomly
selected chemically structured glass slides (with laser
engraved artificial nucleation sites of 0.5mm diameter in
the middle of the reaction spot), to determine if they
captured the merging of the adjacent droplets at high Image 5.7.8: Compartmentalized
system temperatures. Naked eye observations revealed plastic frame(s) (from a biological
successful arrest of the merging phenomenon, thereby lab) which could be placed directly
proving the effectiveness of the above approach in above the slide surface, physically
improving provisionally the efficacy of such microfluidic isolating the reaction57 sites into
individual chambers
systems. However, owing to the ‘superficial’ and
rudimentary nature of the above approach, more
sophisticated methods were called for, as the ‘virtual’ compartmentalization the reaction
sites using the concept of superhydrophobicity, as discussed next.

Superhydrophobicity 193,196,275
Normally speaking, a superhydrophobic surface can be said to be a surface highly hydrophobic
in nature, i.e. exceptionally difficult to wet. Such surfaces have been known to exhibit
extremely high CA’s-values being reported to even exceed 150° for some of the cases276-277.
The remarkably high contact angles can be explained by the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter
laws193,196, as previously stated in dynamic CA studies, according to which, the presence of
surface rigidities could alter the contact angles by increasing the hydrophobic or hydrophilic
character of the respective surfaces.

vapor

Liquid drop
Solid

Even surface
θ

(a)

θ

Apparent surface(s)

*

(b)

θ

*

(c)

Figure 5.7.1: A liquid drop resting on (a) smooth surface with CA ‘θ', (b) little rough surface
(apparent surface) (Wenzel wetting state) with an apparent CA ‘θ* ‘, (c) highly rough surface
(apparent surface again) (Cassie-Baxter wetting state) with an apparent CA ‘θ*'
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Typically, the basic wetting state of droplets on a rough substrate can be said to be either in
the Wenzel's193 or in the Cassie-Baxter's193,196 regime- the liquid following the surface
corrugations for the former case (refer figure 5.7.1 b), whereas the liquids droplet being
attached to the surface but in a position on top of the corrugations thereby allowing air
pockets to be trapped under it, for the latter case (refer figure 5.7.1 c).
Mathematically (implicitly assuming the size of the roughness to be small enough such that
the liquid molecules can be taken to macroscopically interact with the plane surface but
microscopically with the rough surface), Wenzel law incorporated the surface roughness and
modified the Young-Laplace equation as 193:

cosθ*=r cos θ

(5.7.1)

where, `θ´ is the intrinsic contact angle, `θ*´ the apparent CA, and ‘r’ the surface roughness.
Taking into account r >1, the above relation attains the form:

| cosθ* | > | cosθ |

(5.7.2)

Hence, for θ > 90° (hydrophobic contact), θ*> θ, thereby increasing the hydrophobic nature
of the contact due to the presence of surface roughness, whereas for θ< 90° (hydrophilic
contact), θ*<θ, implying enhanced hydrophilic nature of the contact. Thus, the presence of
surface roughnesses can be said to enhance the wetting character of the underlying surface.
Nevertheless, the surface roughnesses talked about are in the micro scale, very small
compared to that of the size of the droplet, which if not, would make it difficult to achieve an
axi-symmetrical and stable drop with a unique CA193.
The Cassie-Baxter law193,196, on the other hand, relates the intrinsic CA, the apparent CA and
the topography of the roughness structure as:

Cos θ*= -1 +(1+cos θ) f

(5. 7. 3)

`f´ being the area fraction of the wet part of the solid. As f0, θ 180°, indicating the role
of surface rugosities in increasing the contact angle of the underlying surface.
Though both the Wenzel and the Cassie–Baxter relations have classically been used to
characterize the apparent CA’s with remarkable success, it has been nevertheless reported
that wetting in the Cassie-Baxter's state rather than in the Wenzel state is generally a
requirement for achieving superhydrophobicity15,196.
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Experimental Investigations
Based on the above, experiments were conducted by creating superhydrophobic ‘virtual
confinements’ outside the bi-liquid micro droplet system, and observations, both naked eye
and top down (for set-up refer image 5.2.16), made to determine their role in suppressing the
merging of the adjacent droplets at elevated temperatures (95°C). Two types of
compartmentalization were tried, as discussed in the following sub-sections:

Generation of superhydrophobic rings
The initial attempt that was made was by fabricating superhydrophobic ring outside the biliquid droplet system, as depicted for a chemically structured surface (AG glass slide) in the
figure 5.7.2 below:

Superhydrophobic ring
Outer hydrophobic region
Outer hydrophilic ring holding oil
Inner hydrophobic region
Inner hydrophilic ring holding water
Inner hydrophilic region
Figure 5.7.2: Pictorial representation of a superhydrophobic ring outside a reaction
site on a chemically structured slide surface

As per Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter laws, superhydrophobicity in the above case was achieved
by first roughening of the desired regions and then hydrophobic coating of the same. Rings of
4± 01.mm (distance measured from the center of a reaction site) were laser engraved (laser
power=100, and laser velocity=10) outside the outer hydrophilic rings holding oil; the surfaces
being cleaned (mild initial cleaning instead of the standard 1st cleaning as not effect much the
surface roughness) and hydrophobically coated using the standard production steps as
detailed in chapter 2. The surfaces were then dispensed with the customary bi-liquid system
and placed on the ASC – naked eye and top down video recordings made at 95°C (10 minutes
from the start of heating) to study the role of ‘superhydroophic’ rings in suppressing merging
of the adjacent droplets after bubble bursts. Minimum of 10 slides were investigated per case,
with them having artificial nucleation sites (laser engraved of 0.5mm diameters) in the middle
of the inner hydrophilic ring. Comparisons were further made for surfaces without these
outer ‘superhydrophobic’ ring like regions.
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Results revealed that the superhydrophobic rings were a success in case of small bubble
bursts (smaller bubbles having less liquid vapor comprising them), subduing ‘moving out' of
the liquid droplets by pinning their movement. However, for big bursts (big bubbles growing
rapidly at the liquid-liquid interface where primarily water-vapor is feeding them via diffusion,
till their surface tension is poked by lower temperature surroundings), leading to the dropout
of the liquids, the strong ‘spilling’ and cohesive forces among the adjacent liquid droplets,
were seen overpowering the ‘pinning’ forces provided by the superhydrophobic
confinements. Additionally, not much difference was observed for surfaces without the above
structures-especially for surfaces with artificial nucleation sites.
Hence from the above it can be concluded that the creation of outer superhydrophobic ring
like structures was not a very successful attempt in largely suppressing the phenomenon of
merging of the adjacent droplets. On similar lines, another approach that was tried out was
by fabricating the entire region outside the reaction sites superhydrophobic in nature, as
detailed next.

Generation of superhydrophobic regions
In the second attempt, to prevent merging of the adjacent droplets owing to big bubble
bursts, instead of super hydrophobic rings, the entire region(s) outside the bi-liquids
(reaction sites on chemically structured surfaces) were fabricated superhydrophobic.
Using the basic fabrication technique as before, the to be investigated regions were first
laser engraved (laser power=100, laser velocity=10) and then hydrophobically coated – both
mechanical and chemical coating techniques being tested to determine the degree of
superhydrophicity generated.

Superhydrophobic region
Reaction site

Image 5.7.9: Superhydrophobic region outside reaction sites on a chemically structured glass
slide (with artificial nucleation sites in the middle of the reaction site)

Quick static and dynamic CA measurements made to determine the degree of
superhydrophobicity associated with the fabricated regions, revealed:
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Rough
(mechanically
coated)

Surface
Graph 5.7.1: Comparison of static CA’s (for 1µL of DI water) on un-roughened and
roughened (laser engraved) surfaces -both mechanically and chemically
(hydrophobically) coated
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Graph 5.7.2: Comparison of dynamic CA’s (measured using 1µL DI water) on (laser
engraved) un-roughened and roughened surfaces -both mechanically and chemically
(hydrophobically) coated
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As can be seen in the graphs 5.7.1 and 5.7.2, surfaces roughened and then hydrophobically
coated, particularly mechanically coated, yielded higher static CA values (~126°) and a
comparatively higher dynamic CA hysteresis (~41°). This hence indicated the enhanced
hydrophobic character owing to surface roughness (possibly effective in pinning the droplets
motion, say while merging) associated with the fabricated regions.
Next, experiments, naked eye and HD top down video recording (refer image 5.2.16) were
conducted to determine the effectiveness of the generated superhydrophobic areas in
pacifying the phenomena of droplet merge at elevated temperatures (~95°C); minimum of 10
slides (chemically structured), engraved with 0.5mm (diameter) artificial nucleation sites
(middle of reaction sites) being investigated per case. Additionally, relative analysis was made
for surfaces without such ‘virtually’ confined regions.
Results revealed, no prominent suppression of the merging phenomenon by the outer
‘superhydrophobic’ regions, especially for huge bubble bursts leading to drop out of the
liquids most likely making them spill over and merge with the adjacent droplet. As stated for
the previous case, one reason to the above could be the strong cohesive forces among the
liquids (adjacent droplets) initiated by big bubble bursts (sample dropouts), overpowering the
pinning and superhydrophobicity provided by the fabricated surfaces.

5.7.4. Summary
Hence, from the various experiments conducted in order to eliminate/supress bubbles in the
microfluidic system as dealt with in the current work, it can be summarized that a decrease
in temperature or increase in pressure of the system could largely supress the bubbles at the
nucleation level- bubbles not seen evolving below temperatures of 77°C (even in the presence
of surface inhomogeneities/artificial nucleation sites) or when pressure of nearly 0.7 bars is
applied on the system.
However, the addition of surfactants could not to a great extent control the growth of bubbles
at the liquid-liquid(water-oil) interface- a crowd of multiple bubbles seen accumulating at the
above interface in the presence of surfactants within the micro -droplet system.
Further, though the surfaces (generated via hydrophobic coating of the laser roughened
regions) exhibited high static CA’s (~126°) and a high dynamic CA hysteresis (~41°), the
surfaces (or rings) exterior to the micro-drops proved not to be ‘superhydrophobic’ enough
to prevent the merging of the adjacent droplets, especially when huge bubble bursts were
encountered within the host system.
The above hence calls for more sophisticated and advanced methods say in terms of checking
the growth of bubbles at the liquid-liquid interface and/or generating surfaces with much
higher degrees of superhydrophobicity, as will be discussed in chapter 7 providing an outlook
to the current work.
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5.8 Final Conclusions
From the various aspects of bubble dynamics covered, and the many methods proposed in
the control/elimination of the bubbles in the microfluidic system as under consideration, it
can hence be overall concluded:


The solid-liquid interface (surface inhomogeneities trapping gas after the liquid
(s) have been pipetted atop them), among the multiple interfaces present in the dealt
with microfluidic system, serves as the potential source of bubble nucleation.
Nucleation studies further revealed micro sites having aspect ratios of 1:1 and 4:5
being the most vulnerable candidates in this regard- calling for the surfaces having
inhomogeneities of the above dimensions to be discarded to minimize bubble
evolutions in the host systems.



Bubble growths were observed to be slower in oil than in water, possibly attributed to
the high viscosity of the former liquid (exerting greater frictional/drag force on the
bubble) than the latter. Further, growth rate studies filtered the liquid-liquid interface
to be the susceptible region where rapid bubble growths take place- bubbles growing
instantaneously to ample diameters as and when they approached the above
interface. The most likely explanation to the above could be the strong Marangoni
convection taking place at the liquid-liquid interface, causing local heat gradients at
this region, in turn leading to rapid conversion of water into its vapor- feeding the
bubbles instantaneously (via diffusion) when in the vicinity of the above interface.
However, the above being just a hypothesis, though a very promising one, calls for
additional experimental and/or numerical analysis/mathematical modelling to
comprehend the growth of bubbles at the liquid-liquid interfaces at elevated
temperatures within the microfluidic systems.



Further, on similar lines as the above, it can be said that the major content of especially
the bubbles which grow to sufficient diameters (at the liquid-liquid interface) is watervapor, even though air being the initial constituent of the small sized (say trapped in
surface inhomogeneities) bubbles.



Bubbles growing to sufficient diameters burst with a high probability of spilling the
liquids (especially the inner aqueous solution), such that for high burst velocities and
if in the process of rupture, the interactions between the neighboring liquid drops
overcome the surface (hydrophobic) forces separating them, the droplets merge.
However, detailed analysis on the criterion for bubble merge, and study of droplet
coalescence on the hydrophobic coated and chemically stratified surfaces, that too at
elevated system temperatures, needs further attention, serving as a promising
outlook in this regard.



Besides opting surfaces as clean and inclusion free as possible, well-calibrated heating
cyclers with homogenous heating plates, and highly degassed, accurately
pipetted/loaded liquid system, studies revealed that placing the microfluidic system
in say a pressure chamber, for minimum pressures of ~0.7 bars, could largely suppress
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the nucleation of bubbles (from a gas trapping nucleation site). However, attempts
made to suppress the growth of bubbles at the liquid-liquid interface, by addition of
surfactants (Tween20) to the liquid system, yielded not very successful results,
requiring hence further analysis in this regard. Also, though in order to suppress the
merging of the adjacent droplets, roughened exterior (to the droplets) surfaces
yielded high static CA’s and corresponding dynamic CA hysteresis, the attempt served
not very effective in preventing the merging of the adjacent droplets calling for more
advanced surface coating techniques in this regard.
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CHAPTER 6
EPILOGUE

From the various investigations done in comprehending the microfluidic system as under
consideration and the phenomenon of bubble dynamics in it, it can be hence concluded that
though the system is nearly flawless in its design and operation, it might yet encompass rare
inhomogeneities, possibly leading to the formation of bubbles at elevated system
temperatures. Though characterization of the heating platform and the bi-liquid microdroplet system revealed no prominent imperfections /inhomogeneities, some infrequent
crater like micro-structures (from microscopic investigations) were nevertheless found,
primarily on the hydrophobic regions, of the chemically structured reaction slide- potentially
serving as sites for bubble nucleations at elevated system temperatures. Further, the
occurrence of such, again rare, defects on the hydrophobic regions of the corresponding
surfaces, pointed to some missed out coating/cleaning procedures- though no exact
production stage responsible for the above could be filtered out in the various microscopic
and contact angle investigations conducted to characterize the dealt with surfaces.
However, various contact angle and surface tension studies successfully helped in
determining the behaviour of single-liquid and bi-liquid systems, both at RT and as a function
of temperature. PIV analysis, in addition, aided in estimating the flows associated within the
liquids- both with and without the presence of a bubble.
Besides, various nucleation studies successfully ruled out the solid-liquid interface as the
potential region responsible for bubble nucleation (in analogy with the heterogeneous and
crevice model of bubble nucleations)- surface inhomogeneities trapping gas after the liquids
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have been pipetted atop, provided the conditions of gas entrapment get fulfilled. Moreover,
the nucleation studies revealed micro-sites with aspects ratios of 1:1 and 4:5 to be most likely
candidates trapping gas – the analysis in turn calling for surfaces having imperfections of the
above dimensions to be reconsidered, in order to minimize the evolution of bubbles in the
associated microfluidic systems.
The growth rate studies, on the other hand, indicated the liquid-liquid interface to be the
most vulnerable region where rapid bubble growths take place- such a behaviour possibly
being attributed to the rapid conversion of water into its vapor at the water-oil interface
(Marangoni convection/Thermo-capillary convection), feeding the bubbles primarily via
diffusion. However, the above explanation, at this stage, is just a hypothesis, though a very
promising one- requiring detailed experimental and/or numerical analysis/mathematical
modeling for its further understanding. Additionally, growth rate studies revealed slower
growth rates for the nucleated bubbles in oil than in water- the phenomenon potentially
attributed to the higher viscosity of oil, exerting greater drag/frictional force on the bubble.
Various measures undertaken to suppress/eliminate the occurrence of bubbles in the
microfluidic system, as for the under consideration, revealed that the bubbles get largely
suppressed when the system is placed under a pressure of 0.7 bars (in a pressure chamber).
Further, experiments showed that no bubbles evolve below temperatures of ~77°C (even in
the presence of artificial nucleation sites on the underlying surfaces) – however, owing to the
fixed temperature needs of the biological reactions (as the PCR), the latter method could not
be largely implemented to control bubble evolutions in the dealt with microfluidic system.
Further, though attempts were made to suppress the growth of bubbles by the addition of
surfactants to the bi-liquids, and to prevent the merging of adjacent droplets (as a
consequence of huge bubble bursts) by generating superhydrophobic regions/surfaces
outside the micro-drops, the measures proved not highly successful in achieving what was
desired- thereby calling for more advanced/sophisticated procedures in this regard.
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CHAPTER 7
OUTLOOK

Though the work successfully helped in comprehending the dealt with micro-fluidic system
and the various aspects of bubble dynamics for the evolved bubble in it, still many facets
remained unexplored-opening ways for numerous possibilities that could be tried out not
only for the betterment of such systems from an industrial perspective, but as well as pushing
the envelope of academic research, in the field of microfluidics on the whole.
For instance, though the temperature dependence of contact angle studies helped gain a
better insight into how the micro-fluidic system behaves as a function of temperature,
interesting would be to investigate how the hydrophobicity and the hydrophilicity of the
underlying substrate alters with an increase in the system’s temperature, and how that would
affect the profile of polar (as water) and non-polar (as oils) liquid micro-drops sitting on it.
Further, though the nucleation studies successfully confirmed the various existing models of
bubble nucleation and helped in establishing the solid-liquid interface (surface
inhomogeneities with the liquids atop them nucleating bubbles if the conditions of gas
entrapment are fulfilled) to be majorly contributing to nucleation of bubbles, the fabricated
sites, could not, however, entirely mimic the geometry of crater like (rare) surface
inhomogeneities, found otherwise on the flawed regions of the slide surfaces- the latter
having peak like protrusions at their edges in addition to a definite diameter and depth. This
hence calls for the study of surface imperfections with peaks (of say varying heights) in the
nucleation of bubbles –where structures of varying depths and heights fabricated using
sophisticated micro/nano fabrication techniques as advanced lithography (Nanosphere
lithography)285-286 and RIE/DRIE 282-284, independently or coupled with each other, could be
utilized.
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Consequently, though the characterization of the bi-liquid system successfully explained the
behaviour of the micro-droplets, both at ambient and at elevated temperatures, how and if
it all would influence bubble dynamics for the rare bubbles that evolved remained
nevertheless unresolved- paving thus a way for further research in this regard.
Additionally, some researchers reported the diamond shaped or rhombohedral chamber
based reaction sites to be superior as compared to the typical circular chamber design in
preventing the bubble formation33, thereby calling for the study of different geometries of
the reaction sites and their roles in the bubble evolution phenomenon.
Addition of temperature sensitive biocompatible dyes or beads287-292 to determine the exact
temperatures at different locations within the liquids, especially at the liquid-liquid interfaceboth without and in the presence of a bubble, further serves as a promising outlook for the
detailed investigation of the micro-fluidic system and of bubble dynamics in the same.
Further, though the addition of surfactants (1 vol% Tween 20) did not prove to be a very
successful measure in supressing the growth of bubbles at the liquid-liquid interface, other
varying concentrations of equivalent biocompatible surfactants (say 0.1 and 1 vol% of Tween
80)246 could be tested on similar lines.
Also, more sophisticated methods as electrospinning methods293-295, wet chemical
reaction295-297, self-assembly and layer-by-layer methods298-299, etc., can be employed in an
attempt to generate highly super hydrophobic surfaces (outside the reaction drops), and such
regions be tested for their effectiveness in preventing merging of the adjacent droplets due
to big bubble bursts. Besides, the phenomenon of droplet merge i.e. coalescence of adjacent
drops on hydrophobically coated and chemically structured surfaces, as a function of
temperature, seek further investigations, that could be attempted to comprehend further the
behaviour of bubbles in the microfluidic systems, as for the one dealt with in the current work.
Moreover, techniques as gas phase chromatography306 and /or advanced acoustic and optical
techniques307 could be possibly employed to determine the exact content of bubbles – at the
initial and final growth stages, and hence to decide if it’s really water vapour that is feeding
the bubbles at the liquid-liquid interface (Marangoni convection), thereby helping obtain a
deeper insight into the dynamics of bubbles in such microfluidic systems.
Last but not the least, mathematical modelling and /or numerical simulations (computational
fluid dynamics) could be attempted to further comprehend the behaviour of the microdroplet system and the occurrence of bubbles in the same.
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Appendix A
Study of dependence of volume of the outer liquid (oil) on the contact angle of the
inner (water) drop

For the study of the behaviour of bi-liquid micro droplet system, as for the one dealt with in
the current work, an important investigation was measuring the (static) CA’s of the inner
(usually water) droplet(s) when beneath the outer (usually oil) liquid However, for such
measurements, for the clear visualization of the inner droplets profile, it was required to place
the droplet duo in a glass cuvette (referred to as the aquarium technique)- the assembly next
sited on the sample stage of the CA measuring device. Further, initial experiments revealed
that the standard volume of the outer oil cover, i.e. 5µL, was not sufficient enough to distinctly
reveal the silhouette of the inner, usually 1µL of the water droplet, and that usually much
greater volumes (minimum 900µL’s) of the outer liquid needed to be dispensed in achieving
the same. However, greater volumes of the outer liquid might exert additional pressure on
the inner drop, probably altering its profile and hence its CA. In order to hence determine the
above, experimental investigations were conducted in which varying volumes of the outer
liquid (sealing solution) were pipetted above the inner liquid (1µL DI water) and its effect on
the profile of the inner liquid studied by calculating the corresponding CA’s (of the inner
liquid). Minimum of six measurements (CA of inner drop) were made per case (volume of the
outer liquid selected)- studies being made for both chemically non-structured and structured
surfaces. Results revealed:
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Static CA of the inner drop
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Volume of outer drop (sealing solution)

Graph A.1: Static CA of the inner liquid (1µL DI water) as function of volume of the
outer liquid (sealing solution)-on chemically non-structured surfaces (PFS slides)
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Graph A.2: Static CA of the inner liquid (1µL DI water) as function of volume of the outer
liquid (sealing solution)- on chemically non-structured surfaces (reaction sites of AG slides)

As can be seen, the contact angle of the inner liquid (1µL water drop) increases when the
outer liquid (oil) is pipetted above it –the value being around 25° for chemically non164
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structured (PFS glass slides) surfaces and around 12° for chemically structured (AG glass
slides) surfaces- the behaviour possibly attributed to the greater liquid-liquid (like molecules)
interactions than the liquid-air (unlike molecules) interactions; non-structuring of the surfaces
giving more room to the droplets to freely interact with each other.
Further, experiments revealed that minimum volumes of 900 µL’s of the sealing solution were
to be pipetted above the inner droplet to enable its profile be clearly visible in the OCA
measuring window. Beyond this, as can be seen in the graphs above, the contact angle of the
inner droplet was found to be independent of the height of the outer liquid pipetted – similar
behaviour being observed for the liquids dispensed on both chemically structured and nonstructured surfaces- thus overall pointing towards the effectiveness of the aquarium
technique for bi-liquid static contact angle measurements.
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Appendix B
Temperature dependence studies of density and viscosity for outer liquid (Sealing
solution)*

B.1: Temperature dependence of density for Sealing solution
Literature reports decrease in density of the liquids with an increase in temperature 301-303.
However, for sealing solution, being a mixture of several oils, its density as a function of
temperature was determined using Anton Paar304 viscometer, capable of measuring density,
dynamic viscosity and kinematic viscosity in a single measuring cycle on a sample volume.

0.84

Volume of sealing solution (µL)

Density of sealing soluton (gm/cm3)

Data analysis revealed, decrease in density of the sealing solution with temperature, as can
be referred to in the graph B.1 below:
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Graph B.2: Variation of volume of sealing
solution with temperature

Graph B.1: Variation of density of sealing
solution with temperature

Keeping mass constant (~4*10-3 gm), the corresponding relation between the volume (of the
sealing solution) and the temperature was estimated to almost linear, as can be seen in the
graph B.2 above.

*

Measurements Courtesy: Dr. Heiko Habermüller
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Temperature dependence of dynamic viscosity: sealing solution†
Literature reports that the shear (or bulk) viscosity of liquids decreases with temperature, as
with an increase of temperature, the time of interaction between the neighbouring liquid
molecules decreases owing to the increased velocities of the individual molecules. This,
macroscopically, leads to a decrease in the intermolecular forces and thus the bulk(shear)
viscosity300-303. However, the actual process can be quite complex and is typically represented
by simplified mathematical or empirical models.

Again, sealing solution being a mixture of
several oils, the study of its viscosity with
temperature was done using Anton Paar
Viscometer; the results as depicted in the
graph B.3.
As can be seen, the dynamic viscosity of the
sealing solution decreases with temperaturein analogy with the behaviour as expected
and reported for most of the liquids.

†

Measurements courtesy: Dr. Heiko Habermüller
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30

Dynamic Viscosity (mPa*s)

For water, for instance, it has been reported
that its dynamic (absolute) viscosity
decreases from 1.002 (Ns/m2) *103 at 20°C to
0.315 (Ns/m2) *103 at 90°C, and the
corresponding kinematic viscosity from 1.004
(m2/s) *10-6 at 20°C to 0.326 (m2/s) *10-6 at
90°C 300-303,305.
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Graph B.3: Temperature dependence of
dynamic viscosity for sealing solution
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Appendix C
Dynamic CA measurements: Selection of Needle (diameter)

As the (tip of the) needle stays within the drop during dynamic contact angle measurements,
literature reports that for accurate measurements the needle selected should not be too big
in diameter 194,197 279, which might disrupt the shape of the droplets, causing false analysis. In
order to verify this experimentally, dynamic contact angles were measured using needles of
varying internal diameters (as 0.21mm and 0.51 mm), for different solid-liquid combinations
selected.

140

131.58

125.7

121.87

119.57

Contact angle (°)

120
100
80
60

87.75

82.4

80

49.58

87.37

43.3
34.12

40

32.01

20
0.51mm

0.21mm

0.51mm

0.21mm

Freshly prepared,
Freshly prepared, PFS coated Si wafers, PFS coated Si wafer
homogeneous, PFS homogeneous, PFS produced four days produced 20 days
coated slides (stored coated slides (stored
back, stored
back; cleaned with
overnight)
overnight)
IPA, water and
nitrogen prior to use
Needles diameter(mm), surface
Maximum Advancing CA

Minimum Receding CA

CA hysteresis

Graph C.1: Dynamic CA studies on various surfaces using dispensing needles of different
diameters
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Minimum of six measurements being made per case, and the data analysed using Microsoft
Excel 2016, results revealed that needles with lower diameters yielded consistent and reliable
dynamic contact angle values as compared to when needles with higher diameters were
opted- as can be seen in the graph C.1 – thus making the needles with lower diameters
preferred choice for dependable dynamic contact angle measurements.
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Appendix D
Evaluation of best fitting method for static CA studies

In order to determine the method that best fits the drops profile for static CA measurements,
experimental investigations were made by fitting the drops profile using various fitting
methods available- primarily tested being the commonly used Y-L fitting method, Elliptical
fitting, Circular fitting method and the Tangent fitting method194,197. Analysis was made by
employing different solid-liquid combinations: chemically structured and non-structured
surfaces dispensed with various test liquids as water, di-iodo-methane (DIM), and sealing
solution, in the volumetric ranges of 1-5µL´s.

(a) L-Y fitting

(b) Elliptical fitting

(c) Circular fitting

(d) Tangent fitting

Image D.1: Measurement of static CA from drop’s profile using various fitting methods. (for
~5µL of sealing solution dispensed on the outer hydrophilic ring of the chemically structured AG
slide surfaces)

With minimum of six studies being made per case, studies revealed that for around 5µL of
sealing solution, suspended on the outer hydrophilic ring of the chemically structured
surfaces, both Y-L and elliptical fitting methods yielded reliable and consistent static contact
angle values (of nearly 60°), whereas for the same solid-liquid combination, tangent and
circular fitting methods could not fit the drop's shape accurately, thereby giving inconsistent
and inaccurate static CA’s.
The above was in accordance with the literature data, where for the static CA’s in the range
of 10-100°, L-Y, Elliptical and sometimes tangent fitting methods are the best to work withthe circular fitting method whereas not at all being suited for this category. Further for drop
volumes having lower and higher contact angle values than 10-100°, none of the fitting
methods were found to be accurate in successfully fitting the drop’s profile. However, Y-L
method on the other hand can be generally used for all drop volumes, in the volumetric range
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of 1-5µL making contact angles from 0-180°, as in the current study, as can be seen in the
table D.1 below:
Circle Fitting

Elliptical Fitting

Tangent Fitting

Y-L Fitting













































Measuring methods
0-20°



10-100°
100-180°
Drop’s weight
Low



High
Very High
Deposition
Static



Dynamic
Contour shape
Symmetrical
Slightly symmetrical







Very asymmetrical

Table D.1: Suitable static CA fitting method(s) denoted by tick mark as per the type of measurement
made194

Experimental investigations as well revealed that for chemically non-structured surfaces as
the PFS coated glass slides, for DI water as the dispensing liquid, pipetted in the volumetric
range of 0.5-14µL’s, Y-L fitting came out to be the most accurate fitting method. However, for
low drop volumes (0.5-3µL’s), nearly all the above fitting methods could be applied. Also, as
the drop’s volume increases, gravitational effects dominate which were found to be best
compensated via the elliptical fitting method than the circular or tangent fitting methods. In
this case, especially the circular fitting method ignores the gravitational effects flattening the
droplet, assuming the droplet to be spherically or circularly symmetrical thereby giving
inaccurate and inconsistent static CA values. Similar observations as above were made when
sealing solution was taken as the test liquid on such surfaces. Further, analysis revealed, in
analogy with the literature data (table D.1), that for drops having greater symmetry, all fitting
methods were reliable, whereas for drops having slightly symmetrical profiles, circular fitting
method was the most dependable one.
Hence, it can be concluded that on chemically structured surfaces as for the ones used in the
current work, for low liquid volumes as 1µL of DI water (or dummy PCR mix) dispensed as the
inner drop, and 5µL of sealing solution dispensed as the outer drop, making static CA’s in the
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range of ~10-160°, the best fitting method that can be adopted is the Y-L fitting method for
fitting the nearly symmetrical contour shapes.
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Calculation of the amount of air/gases dissolved in the dealt with liquids

Solubility of air in water
At standard (room) conditions of temperature and pressure, amount of gas that can be
dissolved in 1µL of water can be estimated according to the following Henry´s273,274 relation:

C=

𝜌𝑔

(E.1)

𝐾𝐻

where, C= solubility of the dissolved gas, KH= proportionality constant (dependent on the
nature of the gas and the solvent) and Pg = partial pressure of the gas.
Considering oxygen and nitrogen to be the main constituents of air and that the solubility of
oxygen is higher than the solubility of nitrogen308, from equation E.1 the following relations
can be further deduced:

kH,pc= p/c

(E.2)

kH,cp=c/p

(E.3)

where ‘c’ is the amount concentration of gas in solution (mol/L), and ‘p’ is the partial pressure
of gas above the solution (in atmospheres).
From the data, that at RT (25°C), Henry´s law constants ( kH,pc) for O2 = 756.7 atm. Liter/ mol
and for N2 = 1600 atm. Liter/ mol , molar weight of O2= 31.9988 g/mol and for N2 = 28.0134
g/mol, and partial fraction of O2 ~ 0.21 and N2 ~0.79, the amount of oxygen dissolved in water
at room temperature was calculated as below :
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Co =

(1 atm)∗0.21∗31.9988 g/mol
(756.7 atm.Liter)/mol

= 0.0089 g/liter

(E.4)

On similar lines, the amount of N2 dissolved in water at RT was calculated to be:
CN =

(1 atm)∗0.79∗28.0134 g/mol
(1600 atm.Liter)/mol

=0.0138 g/liter

(E.5)

Thus, Cair= CO+CN = (0.0089+0.0138) g/liter =0.0227 g/liter ~2.27 *10-8 g/μL at 25˚C. Taking
density of air at sea level (~20°C) to be 1.2 Kg/m3, at RT, in 1µL of water,
Cair= 0.0189 μL in 1µL of water 311

(E.6)

Solubility of air in sealing solution
For estimating solubility of air in sealing solution at RT, it was considered sealing solution to
mainly comprise of mineral (90%) and silicon oil (10%).
Further, literature reports solubility of air in mineral oil (20˚C, 1 bar) = 90mL/L, and solubility
of air in silicon oil = ~200mL/L .310
90

For 5µL volume of sealing solution, implying 4.5µL (= 100*5) of mineral oil and 0.5µL (=

10

100

*5)

of silicone oil, the total amount of air dissolved in it can be calculated= 4.5 *90*10 3+0.5*200*10-3 =0.5 μL. Thus at RT:

Cair= 0.5 μL in 5µL of sealing solution

(E.7)

Thus, mathematical calculations revealed that the amount of gases dissolved in the concerned
liquids (1µL of water and 5µL of sealing solution) are too low in volume to generate at 95°C
repeated bubbles as big as 1600 microns in diameter (i.e. max. of ~2µL in volume at a time,
assuming the bubbles to be spherical in shape)- such bubbles encountered especially in the
presence of artificial nucleation sites within the system.
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Surface energy: Measuring methods

Various methods have been reported for the measurement of surface free energy (SFE), as
detailed in the tables F.1 and F.2 below:

Models

Interaction components of surface energy

Fowkes

Disperse part and non-disperse part

Owens-Wendt-Rabel
&Kaelble (O.W.R.K)

Disperse and polar part

Wu

Disperse and polar part

Schultz

Disperse and polar part, measurement in bulk liquid phase

Oss, Good (acid-base)

Lewis acid part and hydrogen bond part

Extended Fowkes

Disperse and polar part and hydrogen bond part

Zisman

No division into components; determination of critical surface
tension

Neumann Equation of State

No division into components

Table F.1: Models for calculating the surface free energy (SFE)194,197

Method

Information

Zisman

Critical surface
tension
Disperse part of
surface energy
Disperse and polar
parts of surface free
energy

Fowkes
WORK (OwensWendt-Rabel
and Kaelble)
Extended
Fowkes

Disperse, polar and
hydrogen parts of
surface free energy

Min. No of
fluids
2
1
2

3
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Application

Examples

Non-polar
solids
Non-polar
systems
universal

PE, PTFE waxes

Specific
questions of
surface
properties

PE, PTFE waxes
Polymers, aluminium
coatings, varnishes,
…
Plasma or corona
treated polymers

APPENDICES

Wu (Harmonic
Mean)

Disperse and polar
parts of surface free
energy
Disperse, acid and
base parts of surface
free energy

2, at least
one polar
fluid
3

Equation of
state theory

Surface free energy

1

Schutz I (Polar
Drop phase)

Disperse and polar
parts of surface free
energy
Disperse and polar
parts of surface free
energy

2

High energy
systems

2

High energy
systems

Acid-Base
theory

Schutz 2 (Polar
Bulk Phase)

Low energetic
systems
Specific
questions of
surface
properties
universal

Organic solutions,
polymers, organic
pigments
Biological system

Polymers, aluminium
coatings, varnishes,
…
Metal, glass

Polymers, aluminium
coatings, varnishes,
…

Table F.2: Application examples for different surface free energy analysis methods194,197
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Lithographic structuring of the surfaces: Nucleation studies III

For the fabrication of artificial nucleation sites via wet etching (nucleation studies III), the
lithographic masks (having 4 rows of pits, with each row having pits of diameters 6,12,20 and
30 microns respectively with their depths varying between 5-30 microns) were ordered from
the University of Twente, The Netherlands. The to be etched surfaces (after being chemically
coated) were initially cleaned using Plasma cleaning in the clean room, analogous to the initial
pre-baking step, where the surfaces were heated for about 10 minutes at high temperatures
of around 95°C. This was done in an attempt to desorb water (remove thin monolayer of
water molecules which otherwise is present everywhere on the glass surface), in order to
facilitate binding of the resist to the corresponding surfaces (as at higher temperatures the
OH-bonds on glass or SiO2 decompose increasing the resist adhesion).
Post pre-baking, the surfaces were resist coated as soon as they reached room temperatures,
to avoid re-adsorption of water. This was done by straightway spin coating (at a speed of 2800
rpm for 30 seconds) of the surfaces- positive resist being used for this purpose. Next, to hard
bake the resist, for better resist adhesion, the surfaces were post-baked in the oven at 95°C
(higher temperatures than this avoided as that could make the removal of the resist after
etching difficult or almost impossible due to cross linking of the resin)- the surfaces baked for
approximately 1 hour. After this, the surfaces were cooled (to room temperatures) and
handled carefully as to avoid formation of any surface cracks.
Next, the lithographic machine was turned on and the lithographic mask aligned and exposed
to UV light for approximately 4 seconds. The to be etched surfaces (glass slides/silicon wafers)
were then placed (two at a time) and oriented as per their crystallographic axis (as for silicon
wafers) below the mask. As the surfaces are coated with a positive resist, light enters through
the mask via the etched structures (pits of various diameters) and removes the resist on the
substrate from the exposed parts. The surfaces were next developed by dipping them in the
developer solution for approximately 50 minutes, followed by a good rinse, washing under
clean water and immediately drying in a machine drier (to ensure no remnant water stains).
Once done, the surfaces were tested under an upright microscope to check for the etched
structures. Observations for the current case revealed that structures(pits) having greater
diameters were visible (open), whereas no visibility was observed for the ones with smaller
diameters. To ensure the visibility of all structures, an increase in the developing time of the
surfaces post etching was attempted, where the surfaces were kept for another 30 minutes
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in the developer solution. For such surfaces after being observed under the standard upright
microscope, all the etched pits were visible (found open), thereby indicting the success of the
lithographic etching procedure.
However, though lithography was fruitful in etching the surfaces laterally, the corresponding
depths of the etched pits was achieved via HF etching- HF acid attacking only the regions
uncovered by the photoresist (exposed by Lithography and then developer solution). By
covering the back side of the surfaces with foil as to prevent them from getting attacked, the
surfaces were kept in HF acid for about 7 minutes (rinsed gently in between), and then
immediately washed nicely in a water bath and subsequently dried in a drier. In the end, the
resist was removed from the surfaces via acetone or n-MP (n-Methyl Pyrodine) cleaning. The
surfaces were then stored in the clean room for 2-4 days, prior to experimentations.
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ABBREVIATIONS & SYMBOLS

AG

Chemically structured (Ampli-Grid) surfaces

PFS

Chemically non-structured, hydrophobic (Per-Fluoro Silane coated) surfaces

ASC

Ampli-Speed-Cycler

CA

Contact Angle

S. T

Surface Tension

Y-L

Young-Laplace

DI

De-ionized

DIM

Di-iodo methane

δ

Dynamic contact angle hysteresis

θ

Static contact angle

θa

Advancing contact angle

θr

Receding contact angle

γ

Surface tension

γlv

Interfacial surface tension (liquid- vapor)

γs

Interfacial surface tension (solid-liquid)

γsv

Interfacial surface tension (solid-vapor)

k

Kinematic viscosity

ρ

Density

υ

Viscosity

Re

Reynolds number

Bo

Bond number

l

Capillary length

EO

Eötvös number
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